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Summary 

 
Stringent regulations have been introduced towards reducing pollutant emissions and 

preserving our environment. Lowering NOx emissions is one of the main targets of industrial 
gas turbine engines for power generation. The combustion zone temperature is one of the 
critical parameters, which is directly proportional to NOx emission levels. Premixing an 
excessive amount of air with fuel before delivering to the combustor can reduce the 
temperature, at which combustion takes place, by burning a leaner mixture. Therefore, new 
generation combustion systems for modern gas turbines have been introduced, which are 
named lean, premixed (LP) combustion systems. However, LP combustion systems are prone 
to thermo-acoustically induced combustion instabilities, which are excited by a feedback 
mechanism between heat release, pressure and flow-mixture oscillations. Consequently, high 
amplitude oscillations of pressure are generated and heat transfer is generated, which results 
in mechanical vibrations at elevated temperatures, and hence degradation of mechanical 
integrity of combustor components due to fatigue and creep damage. 

The present work in this thesis is focused on the development of efficient analysis tools to 
investigate the sensitivity of mechanical integrity and to assess the lifetime of structures at 
combustion instabilities. 

In the design stage, it is desirable to predict the lifetime of the combustor. However, 
analysis of the engine components is problematic in the entire operating range, which is 
customised with respect to the demand. The engine can experience various scenarios. In this 
regard, the structural health of the combustor must be monitored in-service and assessed to 
prevent the deterioration of the materials resulting in catastrophic failure. The first part of this 
thesis introduces a methodology for structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques. Prior to 
the investigation, the acoustic and structural properties are analysed using experimental, 
analytical and numerical methods, and the fluid-structure interaction driven by combustion 
instabilities is indicated. In this section the application of vibration, acoustic and thermal 
based SHM techniques to a laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS), designed and built in 
the University of Twente, is described. Finally, the most efficient combination of these 
techniques based on structural dynamics is presented to accurately assess a damaged structure 
excited by the instabilities. 

The second part presents the analysis and validation of two-way interaction between the 
limit cycle behaviour of the unstable pressure oscillations and the structural vibrations. 
Furthermore, the prediction of fatigue and creep lifetime elevated by the combustion 
instabilities is considered. A two-way coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis 
including Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Method (FEM) is 
performed. The characteristic frequency, amplitude of pressure oscillations, fluid velocity and 
heat fluxes are calculated. The supplementary usage of the measured data and FSI analysis is 
found to be an efficient method to resolve the key instability parameters in the design stage, 
and to improve the safe-life design performance of the components. 
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The third part describes the theory of eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) based 
fracture mechanics analysis for Ni-based superalloys, which are typically used for 
combustors. In this model, the crack growth is quantified by an effective parameter to account 
for fatigue and creep. First, the model is validated with benchmark cases from the literature. 
Next, the method is applied to the combustion system (LCS) to predict the remaining lifetime 
reduction due to oscillating pressures at elevated temperatures and introduced hold times. This 
tool enables accurate analysis with a relatively high computational speed for damage-tolerant 
life design. 

The last part deals with lifetime assessment of an LP combustion system in an industrial 
gas turbine engine, including part load and base load operation and combustion instabilities. A 
sequentially coupled CFD and FEM analysis is performed to calculate the temperature and 
pressure profile generated by the combustion process and the resulting stresses and strains in 
the combustion liner. The predicted failure pattern closely agrees with the observations in 
practice. The low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and creep lifetime of the liner is calculated. Next, the 
in-service measurement of pressure oscillations at base-load operation is analysed by a 
developed optimisation algorithm to obtain the minimum (optimum) data record time for a 
representative of ensemble of pressures. The algorithm is based on probabilistic analysis to 
compare the approximating model parameters for statistical distributions of various data 
record times. The pressure oscillations, with sufficiently enough data record time, are 
observed to reveal statistically deterministic characteristics, even though the physical process 
of combustion instabilities is characterised stochastic. Following, a rainflow algorithm is 
applied to the pressure oscillations data of optimum time record to translate the data with 
complex character into sets of basic cycles. The mean and the peak-to-peak alternating 
amplitude for each cycle in the histogram is determined. Subsequently, the (very) high-cycle 
fatigue (HCF/VHCF) lifetime of the liner is calculated due to instabilities. The damage matrix 
calculation shows that large amplitudes of less frequent pressures cause the highest damage. 
The approach described in this part enables a robust assessment of the mechanical integrity of 
the combustion liner in condition monitoring of the engine. 
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Samenvatting 

 
Overheden hebben strenge regels ingevoerd om ons milieu te beschermen en de uitstoot 

van vervuilende stoffen te verminderen. Bij industriële gasturbines voor stroomopwekking is 
het verlagen van stikstofemissies dan ook een topprioriteit. Een kritische parameter hierbij is 
de temperatuur in de verbrandingszone, omdat deze recht evenredig is aan de stikstofuitstoot. 
Deze temperatuur kan verlaagd worden door de brandstof op weg naar de verbrander met veel 
lucht te mengen en zo een armer mengsel te verbranden. Er wordt daarom in moderne 
gasturbines nu gewerkt met een nieuwe generatie verbrandingssystemen: de zogenaamde lean, 
premixed (LP) verbrandingssystemen. De verbranding in LP systemen verloopt echter niet 
altijd even stabiel. Er ontstaan thermo-akoestische instabiliteiten door de wisselwerking 
tussen hitteafgifte, druk en variaties in de brandstoftoevoer en mengverhouding. Dit leidt tot 
grote drukschommelingen en warmteoverdracht die resulteren in mechanische trillingen bij 
hoge temperaturen. Dit leidt tot degradatie van onderdelen van de verbrandingskamer ten 
gevolge van  vermoeiing en kruip.. 

Het in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde onderzoek richt zich op de ontwikkeling van 
efficiënte analysemethoden om de mechanische integriteit van apparatuur en de gevoeligheid 
ervan voor instabiliteiten tijdens het verbrandingsproces te analyseren en de levensduur ervan 
bij dergelijke instabiliteiten te voorspellen.  

 In de ontwerpfase is het van belang om de levensduur van de verbrander te kunnen 
voorspellen. Analyse van de onderdelen is echter niet afdoende, omdat turbines niet standaard 
zijn, maar ieder aangepast aan specifieke eisen van gebruikers. Er kunnen zich verschillende 
scenario’s   voordoen.   De   verbrander   moet   daarom   tijdens   het   gebruik   gecontroleerd   en  
beoordeeld worden om degradatie van de materialen en hieruit voortvloeiend uitval (met 
mogelijk catastrofale gevolgen) te voorkomen.  

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift wordt een methodologie gepresenteerd voor 
‘structural  health  monitoring’  (SHM).  Voorafgaand  aan  het  onderzoek  worden  de  akoestische  
en structurele eigenschappen onderzocht met gebruik van experimentele, analytische en 
numerieke methodes, en wordt een indicatie gegeven van de interactie tussen gas en 
constructie als gevolg van instabiliteiten tijdens het verbrandingsproces. Dit deel beschrijft 
hoe met SHM-technieken de invloed wordt gemeten van trillingen, geluid en hitte op een door 
de Universiteit van Twente ontworpen en in het laboratorium nagebouwd 
verbrandingssysteem (laboratory-scaled combustion system, LCS). Tot slot wordt aangegeven 
wat op basis van dynamisch gedrag de meest efficiënte combinatie van deze technieken is 
voor een juiste beoordeling van de toestand van een door genoemde instabiliteiten 
beschadigde constructie.   

Het tweede deel van het proefschrift bestaat uit de analyse en validatie van de 
wisselwerking tussen de instabiele drukschommelingen, die het karakter hebben van een limi t 
cycle oscillation (LCO), en de structurele trillingen. Verder wordt onderzocht hoe materiaal 
vermoeiing en kruipschade door de instabiele verbranding kan worden voorspeld. Er wordt 
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gekeken hoe gas en constructie elkaar beïnvloeden door middel van een gekoppelde fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) analyse inclusief Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) en Finite 
Element Method (FEM). Er worden berekeningen gepresenteerd van de karakteristieke 
frequentie en amplitude van drukschommelingen, de stroomsnelheid van de vloeistof (gas) en 
warmtestromen. Het aanvullend gebruik van de gemeten data met de FSI-analyse blijkt een 
efficiënte manier om al in de ontwerpfase waardes te vinden voor belangrijke 
instabiliteitsparameters, zodat de prestaties van de componenten kan worden verbeterd.   

Het derde deel beschrijft hoe door middel van breukmechanica volgens de eXtended 
Finite Element Method (XFEM) een analyse kan worden gemaakt van de hoogwaardige 
nikkellegeringen die doorgaans voor verbrandingskamers worden gebruikt. In dit model wordt 
de groei van de scheur met een effectieve parameter gekwantificeerd om rekening te houden 
met de gevolgen van materiaal vermoeiing en kruipschade. Het model wordt eerst gevalideerd 
met voorbeelden uit de literatuur. Vervolgens wordt de methode toegepast op het 
verbrandingssysteem (LCS) om te voorspellen hoeveel de rest levensduur wordt verkort door 
drukschommelingen bij hoge temperaturen die een bepaalde tijd aanhouden. Dit instrument 
levert voor ontwerpers relatief snel een nauwkeurige voorspelling over hoe lang de gasturbine 
de schade kan doorstaan.   

 Het laatste deel gaat in op het schatten van de levensduur van een LP 
verbrandingssysteem van een industriële gasturbine, waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met 
gebruik op halve en normale kracht (part/base load) en instabiele verbranding. Er worden 
achtereenvolgens een CFD en een FEM analyse uitgevoerd om het temperatuurverloop en het 
drukverloop tijdens het verbrandingsproces in kaart te brengen en de belasting op de 
binnenwand van de verbrandingskamer te meten. Het voorspelde schade patroon komt nauw 
overeen met observaties in de praktijk. Er worden levensduurberekeningen van de 
binnenwand gemaakt, rekening houdend met low-cycle fatigue (LCF) en kruipschade. Hierna 
worden metingen van drukschommelingen bij een op normale kracht draaiend systeem 
geanalyseerd door middel van een eigen optimalisatie-algoritme. Hiermee wordt bepaald hoe 
lang er minimaal (optimaal) metingen verricht moeten worden om een representatieve 
verzameling drukmetingen te hebben. Het algoritme is gebaseerd op een 
waarschijnlijkheidsanalyse. Hiermee worden de benaderde modelparameters voor statistische 
verdelingen van verschillende meetperiodes vergeleken. Als de metingen lang genoeg duren, 
blijken de drukschommelingen statistisch deterministische karakteristieken te vertonen, 
ondanks het feit dat het fysieke instabiele verbrandingsproces stochastisch is. Vervolgens 
wordt een rainflow counting algoritme toegepast op de drukschommelingen gemeten in de 
optimale meetperiode om de complexe data te vertalen naar verzamelingen basiscycli. Voor 
iedere cyclus in de histogram worden het gemiddelde en de van piek tot piek variërende 
amplitude berekend. Hierna wordt de (very) high-cycle fatigue (HCF/VHCF) levensduur van 
de binnenwand berekend, rekening houdend met de instabiliteiten. Uit de berekening van de 
schades blijkt dat de grootste schade afkomstig is van minder vaak voorkomende maar 
uitzonderlijk sterke drukschommelingen. Met de in dit deel beschreven aanpak kan tijdens de 
continue bewaking van de conditie van de turbine de mechanische integriteit van de 
binnenwand van de verbrandskamer goed worden beoordeeld.  
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1 Introduction 

A. Can Altunlu 

University of Twente, Faculty of Engineering Technology, Section of Applied Mechanics, 7500 AE, 
Enschede, The Netherlands 

 

Abstract 

n this section an introduction to the work presented in this thesis is given. Firstly, the motivation 
behind the work is described, starting with an introduction to typical gas turbine engines with an 
emphasis on their combustor section, both in terms of design and performance properties. Next, the 

need of using lean premixed combustion systems, driven by low emission targets and gas turbine engine 
efficiency, is highlighted and a short description of combustion instabilities is provided. Then the main 
topic of this thesis is introduced: the link between the combustion instabilities and the need for reliable 
mechanical integrity tools. The research objectives are formulated and, finally, the outline of the research 
is provided, describing the relation between the chapters presented throughout this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 
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I 
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1.1 Motivation 

Reducing pollutant emissions and preserving the environment, as well as maintaining 
efficiency and performance of gas turbines, are the key directions of engine manufacturers 
towards a sustainable economic future. The stringent regulations on emissions have led to the 
development of lean, premixed (LPM) combustion systems in gas turbine engines. The NOx 
emissions are lowered by reducing peak combustion temperatures by thoroughly premixing 
air and fuel to form a lean-mixture prior to delivery into the combustor. However, LPM 
combustion systems are susceptible to thermo-acoustically induced combustion instabilities. 
The instabilities lead to high amplitude oscillations of pressure and enhanced heat transfer, 
which result in severe mechanical vibrations at high temperatures. In this regard, a combined 
fatigue and creep damage is elevated, which must be assessed by means of lifetime of the 
combustor. 

 
Figure 1.1. Siemens SGT5-8000H gas turbine engine. Main components: inlet (1), 

compressor (2), combustion chamber (3), turbine (4), exhaust (5) 

In Figure 1.1, a typical modern industrial gas turbine engine, Siemens SGT5-8000H, is 
depicted, which is one of the most powerful and efficient stationary gas turbines used for 
power generation. The turbine power output of 375 MW can be increased to over 570 MW 
and an efficiency of more than 60% in a combined cycle power plant. The main principle of a 
combined cycle is to use hot exhaust gases from the gas turbine, and to extract heat from the 
gases to generate steam for a steam turbine, thus the overall efficiency is increased by 
recovering more useful energy from the heat. The gas turbine limit emissions are defined as 
NOx 25 ppm and CO 10 ppm. 

The working principle of the gas turbine engine (Figure 1.1) can be described as follows. 
The incoming air at atmospheric conditions enters the inlet (1), and is compressed to high 
pressure through the compressor stages (2). Next, pressurised air is premixed with fuel (i.e. 
natural gas) before delivery into the combustor. Subsequently, the combustion process of the 
lean-mixture takes place at constant pressure in the combustion chamber (3). Furthermore, in 
the turbine section (4), energy is extracted from the high-pressure hot gases flowing from the 
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combustion chamber. The resulting motion of the turbine drives the compressor and a 
generator. After the turbine section, the exhaust gases flow through the exhaust section (5), 
and can be used to operate a steam turbine.  

The energy demand of the developing world is considerably increasing due to rapid 
economic growth; therefore fossil fuels maintain their dominancy to meet these urgent needs 
in the foreseeable future with their current availability and well-known practice. Reducing 
fossil fuel use is critical in order to reach emission targets and to curb the rise in global 
temperature; on the other hand, improving energy efficiency and performance qualifies as a 
crucial step in that direction. It should be noted that energy efficiency and performance does 
not only refer to combustion efficiency of gas turbines, but also to environmental friendliness, 
durability, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. 

Table 1.1. NOx emission standards for new turbines [2] 

Combustion turbine type 
Combustion turbine heat 

input at peak load 
NOx emission standard 

New turbine firing natural gas, 
electric generating 

≤50 MMBtu/h 
(≤  3  MW) 

42 ppm at 15% oxygen (O2) 
or 290 ng/J of useful output 

(2.3 lb/MWh) 

New turbine firing natural gas, 
mechanical drive 

≤50 MMBtu/h 
(≤  3  MW) 

100 ppm at 15% O2 or 690 
ng/J of useful output (5.5 

lb/MWh) 

New turbine firing natural gas 
> 50 MMBtu/h and 
≤  850  MMBtu/h 

(3 MW – 110 MW) 

25 ppm at 15% O2 or 150 ng/J 
of useful  output (1.2 

lb/MWh) 

New, modified, or reconstructed 
turbine firing natural gas 

> 850 MMBtu/h 
(> 110 MW) 

 

15 ppm at 15% O2 or 54 ng/J 
of useful 

output (0.43 lb/MWh). 
 
Among the fossil fuels, natural gas is one of the major combustion fuels used in gas 

turbines for industrial and utility electric power generation. Because it is the cleanest of the 
known fossil fuels, this makes it pre-eminently suitable for reducing emissions of pollutants 
into the atmosphere. Natural gas is a combustible mixture of hydrocarbon gases that consists 
of a high percentage of methane (70 - 90%) and varying amounts of ethane, propane, butane, 
and inerts (typically nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, and helium). The main 
products of the combustion of natural gas in stationary gas turbines are carbon monoxide 
(CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapour (H2O), unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), particulate 
matter (mainly carbon), oxides of sulphur (SOx, mainly SO2 and SO3), and oxides of nitrogen 
(NOx, mainly NO and NO2). Among the exhaust composition of gas turbines, CO2 and H2O 
are natural consequences of complete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, which implies that a 
reduction of these can be realised only by combusting less fuel. Therefore, they have not been 
recognised as   pollutants   in   every   country’s legislation, even though they are considered as 
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being among the greenhouse gases [1]. Furthermore, the emissions of UHC, particulate 
matter, and SOx are negligibly small for high power stationary gas turbine engines using 
natural gas, and more stringent measures have been introduced for NOx [1]. They are known 
to contribute in causing adverse health and environmental effects, such as the production of 
chemical smog, acid rain, and depletion of ozone in the stratosphere. The environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) established NOx emission standards for new and modified engines 
depending on their combustion turbine heat input at peak load and application area [2]. Table 
1.1 presents the NOx emission standards according to the combustion turbine heat input at 
peak load (MMBtu/h: Million British thermal units per hour) of engines.  Maximum emission 
limit is defined as 15 ppm for the highest power engines using natural gas. Note that the NOx 
emission standards in ppm, listed in Table 1.1, are referenced to 15% O2 so that a correction 
formula depending on the O2 in-site measurement must be applied [1]. 

 
Figure 1.2. Influence of primary-zone temperature on CO and NOx emissions [1] 

The combustion zone temperature emerges as the most critical parameter, which has a 
significant impact on pollutant emissions of gas turbine combustors. Figure 1.2 illustrates the 
temperature dependence of CO and NOx for typical conventional combustors [1]. As seen in 
the figure, the threshold temperature for CO is 1670 K, and below this temperature CO 
formation exhibits a rapid increase in amounts. On the other hand, NOx is not produced in 
significant amounts until around 1900 K. However, a further increase in temperature results in 
excessive amounts of NOx. The trend of the two curves conflicts; however, there is a 
relatively narrow temperature range from 1670 K to 1900 K so that CO and NOx are kept 
below 25 and 15 ppmv, respectively. Moreover, on the one hand maintaining the combustion 
temperature within a relatively narrow range over engine power settings must be achieved to 
meet emission standards, and on the other hand material strength of engine components at 
elevated temperatures is inevitably limited by their maximum allowable operation 
temperature to conserve the mechanical integrity of engines in the long term. Therefore, in 
combustor design an optimum target must be defined between the conflict parameters, such as 
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high combustion efficiency, minimum pollutant emissions, and long lifetime and safe 
operation expectancy. 

Premixing a large amount of air with fuel prior to its injection into the combustion 
prevents formation of local high temperatures. Hence, burning a leaner mixture can reduce the 
peak temperature. The concept for combustion technology has been introduced in modern gas 
turbine engines: lean-premixed (LPM) combustion systems.  

LPM combustion systems are prone to combustion instabilities. These combustion 
systems generally operate near the lean blowout limit, thus a perturbation in the equivalence 
ratio is likely to produce heat release oscillations. Hence, if these oscillations match with one 
of the chamber acoustic resonance frequencies, high amplitude oscillations of pressure are 
generated. These pressure oscillations elevate the mechanical load in the chamber, which 
results in high amplitude vibrations. Furthermore, the unsteady flow enhances heat transfer, 
thus higher temperature exposure to the components. High amplitude vibrations together with 
elevated temperatures can lead to failure of the system. Figure 1.3 illustrates a comparison 
between an intact burner assembly and a damaged burner assembly due to combustion 
instabilities. 

 
Figure 1.3. Burner assembly – intact (left) and damaged (right) [3] 

Combustion instabilities in LPM combustion systems reveal substantial challenges to 
maintain reliability and safety. The instabilities are characterised to be detrimental to the 
mechanical integrity of the combustor components due to high amplitude oscillations of 
pressure and enhanced heat transfer. If the possible damage cannot be detected, monitored and 
accurately assessed, in extreme cases, not only the combustor fails, but also a part, torn away 
from a component due to the damaging process, can be liberated into the gas path through the 
turbine section, which results in complete failure of hot gas path components. Therefore, the 
instabilities must be predicted and recognised in the design stage, and precautions must be 
taken in advance to prevent unexpected failures of in-service components. However, avoiding 
or controlling instabilities remains challenging within the entire range of operating settings, 
depending on power transition (idle to nominal), or climate conditions. Thus, developments of 
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mechanical integrity tools are essential to ensure and maintain the reliability and safety, as 
well as the efficiency, of the new and existing engine components. 

The LIMOUSINE project, supported by the European Commission under the Marie Curie 
Initial Training Network (ITN) program, was initiated for more systematic research on 
combustion instabilities. The target of the project is to investigate the thermo-acoustic 
instabilities in combustion systems, and the resulting unstable pressure oscillations, which 
leads to elevated mechanical vibrations at high temperatures. The project team consists of six 
academic partners (University of Twente, Netherlands – BRNO University of Technology, 
Czech Republic – Keele University, UK – Imperial College London, UK – University of 
Zaragoza, Spain – Boston University, USA), two research institutions (CERFACS, France – 
DLR, Germany) and five industrial partners (Ansys, UK – IfTA, Germany – (GDF Suez) 
Electrabel, Netherlands & Laborelec, Belgium – Sulzer Turbo Services, Netherlands – 
Siemens Power Generation, Germany).  

The main collaborators within the project have performed multiphysical work. A 
laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS) has been experimentally investigated by means 
of the thermo-acoustic instabilities by Roman Casano [4], and the dynamic interaction of the 
fluid and structure in this regime has been numerically analysed by Shahi [5], the steady-state 
and transient behaviour of an industrial combustion system (ICS) is discussed by Matarazzo 
[6]. The laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS), which is designed and built at the 
University of Twente, is representative for gas turbine applications. It enables the 
investigation of interaction between combustion, acoustics and vibration. The investigation 
presented in this thesis is associated with these topics. The main focus is on improving the 
understanding of two-way interaction between combustion instabilities and structure, and the 
development and application of design and operation tools used for mechanical integrity 
analysis of the combustor. 

In the next section, the research objectives and outline of this thesis are presented. The 
flow of the following chapters is described in the outline section of this chapter. 

1.2 Research objective 

The main objective of this thesis is the development and application of experimental and 
numerical tools to analyse and assess the mechanical integrity of gas turbine engines subject 
to combustion instabilities. Further, the developed tools are aimed to be applicable to both the 
laboratory-scaled combustion system and the industrial combustion system. 

 
The main objective is subdivided into a number of lower level objectives. The following 

topics are considered as sub-objective of this research:  
 
- Development and application of structural health monitoring techniques to analyse the 

changes in structural dynamics due to the transition from stable to unstable combustion. 
 
- Prediction of the fatigue and creep lifetime (crack-initiation) reduction due to 

combustion instabilities using a combined fluid-structural approach. 
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- Development and demonstration of an efficient tool to perform remaining lifetime 

prediction (crack-growth) by fracture mechanics analysis including fatigue and creep aspects. 
 
- Development of a probabilistic and statistical analysis algorithm to robustly assess in-

service pressure oscillations by means of lifetime. 
 

Each of these sub-objectives contributes to achieve the main objective of this work. In the 
next section, these topics are addressed within the content of the thesis. 

1.3 Outline 

The thermo-acoustic instability in lean premix combustor systems is a multiphysical 
phenomenon, which is therefore investigated in an interdisciplinary framework. A schematic 
overview of the relevant topics and the associated chapters in this thesis is depicted in Figure 
1.4. The relation between the different chapters will be discussed below. 

 
Figure 1.4. Schematic overview of the chapters presented in this thesis 

It is desired to predict the limit-cycle pressure oscillations and characteristic frequencies 
over the whole operating range. A significant amount of effort is devoted to either the design 
measures on the combustion hardware to avoid instability, or passive/active control 
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techniques to control the instabilities. The current state of the art provides fair accuracy in the 
predictions, but still needs improvement. Moreover, prevention or control is difficult within 
the entire operation envelope due to variations of power settings or environmental conditions, 
such as climate. Therefore, it is crucial to enhance understanding of the instabilities and to 
monitor and predict the effects on the mechanical integrity of components in order to take 
measures in the design stage and assess the component lifetime.  

In this regard, Chapter 2 presents a methodology for structural health monitoring (SHM) 
during the unstable combustion process. A comparative analysis based on structural dynamics 
is carried out for the intact and damaged structure. Also in this chapter, the combustion 
system (LCS) is described, together with the integrated equipment. Also its acoustic and 
structural modal properties are obtained by experimental and numerical techniques.  

It is important to resolve the two-way interaction between the oscillating pressure load in 
the fluid and the motion of the structure under the limit cycle conditions. Therefore, Chapter 3 
describes the analysis of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) using a combined Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Method (FEM) approach on the combustion 
system (LCS), which is a modified version of the system presented in Chapter 2. The results 
of the FSI analysis are applied in two ways here. Firstly, the resulting structural loads are used 
in a fatigue and creep lifetime prediction, showing a significant reduction of the lifetime when 
instabilities occur. Secondly, the combination of the FSI analysis and measured data is utilised 
to obtain the characteristic frequency and acoustic pressure amplitudes. The growth rate of 
pressure oscillations is estimated by extrapolating the FSI results to the measured peak 
pressure by proposed growth functions. This method will be shown to be very effective in 
predicting the instabilities once the peak pressures are known for a certain operating range.  

In chapter 3, a safe-life approach is applied for the combustion system, assuming that no 
initial damage is present in the combustor. However, in practice damage may already exist 
from the beginning due to manufacturing or handling errors, or damage growth may be 
promoted at local hot spots due to the loads driven by the combustion process. As discussed 
before, it is vital to detect and monitor the damage, but in addition a remaining lifetime 
assessment tool is required to schedule the inspections and preventive replacements that 
prevent any catastrophic failure from occuring.  

In Chapter 4, a method is developed for a damage-tolerance life assessment for Ni-based 
superalloys, which are typically used for combustors. The methodology includes the eXtended 
Finite Element Method (XFEM) based fracture mechanics analysis covering fatigue and creep 
aspects. In this chapter, the method is described and validated with benchmark cases from the 
literature. The accuracy and speed of the computation makes this method stand out as decisive 
tool, both in design stage and during service. Chapter 5 deals with the implementation of the 
method described in Chapter 4 to the combustion system (LCS). The amplitudes of pressure 
oscillations, temperature levels and introduced hold times are linked to crack propagation life, 
thus remaining lifetime. When this method is used in combination with the SHM method 
proposed in Chapter 2, the safety and reliability of the engine can be ensured.  

Although the developed methods in the first chapters have been applied to the test-scale 
combustor (LCS), application to real industrial gas turbines with their inherent complexity 
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reveals considerable challenges. In Chapter 3, it will be shown that even though the 
characteristic frequency is predicted reasonably close to the measurements, the prediction of 
limit cycle pressure oscillations only shows a fair agreement. However, in Chapter 5, the 
fatigue lifetime will be shown to be very sensitive to the pressure amplitudes.  

Therefore, in Chapter 6, in-service measurements of pressure oscillations in a real 
industrial gas turbine engine are used to calculate the lifetime reduction due to combustion 
instabilities. CFD and FEM analyses are performed for stable operation to calculate the 
stresses and strains, and the associated creep and fatigue lifetime is calculated. The predicted 
failure pattern of the combustion liner is compared to observations in practice. The number of 
cycles to failure must include the effect of the combustion instabilities. However, processing 
the long data record time of measurements is computationally expensive and time consuming. 
Therefore, an optimisation algorithm was developed, based on statistical distribution and 
probabilistic analysis, to obtain the minimum data record time that is still representative for 
the entire data set at the same operating setting. Next, a rainflow cycle counting algorithm is 
applied to the data record to reduce the stochastic pressure oscillations into a set of basic 
reversals for fatigue analysis. The calculated damage matrix then relates the mean, amplitude 
and frequency of pressures to the fatigue lifetime. This smart and decisive tool leads to a 
powerful method to monitor the mechanical integrity of the combustor. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, the main results are summarised and conclusions are drawn with 
respect to the research objectives. Furthermore, recommendations for further research 
directions are mentioned. 
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Abstract 

he dynamic combustion process generates high amplitude pressure oscillations due to thermo-
acoustic instabilities, which are excited within the gas turbine. The combustion instabilities have 
a significant destructive impact on the life of the liner material due to the high cyclic vibration 

amplitudes at elevated temperatures. This work presents a methodology developed for mechanical 
integrity analysis relevant to gas turbine combustors and the results of an investigation of combustion-
acoustics-vibration interaction by means of structural dynamics. In this investigation, the combustion 
dynamics was found to be very sensitive to the thermal power of the system and the air-fuel ratio of the 
mixture fed into the combustor. The unstable combustion caused a dominant pressure peak at a 
characteristic frequency, which is the first acoustic eigenfrequency of the system. Besides, the higher-
harmonics of this peak were generated over a wide frequency-band. The frequencies of the higher-
harmonics were observed to be close to the structural eigenfrequencies of the system. The structural 
integrity of both the intact and damaged test specimens mounted on the combustor was monitored by 
vibration-based and thermal-based techniques during the combustion operation. The flexibility method 
was found to be accurate to detect, localise and identify the damage. Furthermore, a temperature increase 
was observed around the damage due to hot gas leakage from the combustor that can induce detrimental 
thermal stresses enhancing the lifetime consumption. 

Keywords: structural dynamics, structural health monitoring, damage, combustion, thermo-acoustics, instability. 
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2.1 Introduction 

In modern gas turbines used for power generation, lean premixed combustion technology 
is generally desired to accommodate the balance between the emission targets and the 
efficiency. However, the gas turbine becomes more susceptible to combustion instabilities 
leading to thermo-acoustic oscillations [1]. In general, particular combustion operation 
settings stimulate the acoustic wave propagation to form a coupling between the combustion 
dynamics and the structural vibrations. The variations of the pressure flow field due to the 
flame dynamics create pressure oscillations that can lead to thermo-acoustic instability. 
Basically, when the pressure and heat release are in phase, the flame acts as a strong sound 
source inside the combustor and amplifies the liner vibration amplitudes. When they are out 
of phase, the flame-sourced sound field is attenuated, leading to a stable system.  

The Rayleigh criterion, which is an energy balance definition providing an explanation of 
the system stability, can be expressed in an integral formulation [2] 

 ∫ ∫ 𝑝 (𝑥, 𝑡)𝑞 (𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑉 > ∫ ∫ ∅(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑉 (2.1) 
where V is the volume of the domain (combustor volume), τ is the period of the oscillation, p' 
is the pressure oscillation and q' is the heat release perturbation, x is the length coordinate, t is 
the time, ϕ is the wave energy dissipation. The equation is the balance criterion that states 
whether the net energy gained by the system (left-hand side) exceeds the sum of losses due to 
the radiation of the sound at the boundaries (right-hand side): instability occurs. 

 
Figure 2.1. The feedback mechanism of thermo-acoustic instabilities in combustion processes 

The loop of the thermo-acoustic feedback mechanism [1] is composed by the unsteady 
heat release that generates sound waves leading to acoustic oscillations and velocity 
fluctuations, which in turn perturbs the heat release.  This feedback mechanism is directly 
linked with the structural domain of the system. The dynamic interaction within the 
combustor brings about the limit cycle pressure oscillations that cause elevated liner wall 
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vibration amplitudes. The contribution of fatigue damage can become more profound in the 
lifetime consumption of the combustor due to the high amplitude of the cyclic wall vibrations. 
Damage can occur in the form of a crack initiated at possible flaws or at hot spots in the 
structure. The structural health must be monitored and assessed to ensure the structural 
integrity, durability and reliability of the gas turbine engines for highly efficient lean 
combustion technologies and reduced emissions. A considerable amount of work has been 
published in the combustion research area in terms of fluid dynamics, improvement of 
efficiency and emissions [3-7]. Furthermore, together with the published research on the 
thermo-acoustic instabilities in the literature [1, 8-13], the coupled-domains within the 
thermo-acoustic feedback mechanism have been investigated to include the multi-physics, 
such as combustion-acoustics [14, 15], and acoustics-vibrations [16, 17].  Recent efforts in 
investigation of the interaction between combustion-acoustics-vibrations have been included 
in the literature [18-20], in fact their work focuses on stable combustion. Furthermore, recent 
efforts have been conducted in combustion instabilities analysis to cover the two-way 
interaction of the fluid-structure [21-23], however the results are not linked to structural 
damage conditions.  

This work presents an investigation performed in a combustor test system to explore and 
assess the structural dynamics characteristics, under intact and damaged conditions, altered by 
the dynamic two-way interaction between the oscillating pressure load in the fluid and the 
motion of the structure under limit cycle conditions due to thermo-acoustic instabilities. Since 
the complexity of the combustor system was enhanced by the existence of the multiphysical 
interactions and the instability phenomenon, the methodology development started with a 
sample problem with well-defined initial and boundary conditions. Section 2.2 presents the 
results of the experimental, analytical and coupled/uncoupled numerical approaches used for 
modal characterisation of the sample problem. Furthermore, the validation of the structural 
health monitoring techniques is described and the findings are stated in the last sub-section. In 
section 2.3, the design of a laboratory-scaled generic combustor and the adopted methods and 
materials are presented. In addition, the application of the methods to the combustor test setup 
is described with an emphasis on linking the structural dynamics, acoustics and combustion 
dynamics. Then, the results on the analysis of the combustion-driven structural life consuming 
phenomena due to the combustion instability are presented. In the final section, the results are 
summarised and the conclusions are drawn. 

2.2 Sample problem: Aero-Box 

In this section, the structural and acoustic characterisation of a simplified test setup, the 
so-called Aero-Box, using analytical, numerical and experimental approaches is presented. 
Subsequently, the applied structural health monitoring techniques are described. The Aero-
Box is a fairly stiff structure with well-defined test and boundary conditions [24]. Therefore, 
tests under both intact and damaged conditions provide a basic understanding of the relation 
between eigenfrequencies, mode shapes, flexibility and damage state. Lastly, this section is 
concluded by discussing the structural response and damage state in the Aero-Box as well as 
the challenges of applying the methods to the combustor test setup. 
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2.2.1 Design of the Aero-Box 

The structural responses of intact and damaged flexible plates are explored in the Aero-
Box shown in Figure 2.2. The dimensions (a), front view (b), side view (c) and the damaged 
flexible plate including an initial centre-crack with length ao in the total assembly (d) are 
illustrated in the figure. The test system consists of a hollow aluminium box with 30 mm thick 
walls, a 30 mm thick plate to cover the top of the box and an excitation source, loudspeaker. 
The loudspeaker inside the box generates an interior sound field resulting in vibration of the 
flexible plate that can be attached to the front side of the box. The Aero-Box has a high 
stiffness to avoid any interaction between the plate and the Aero-Box, whose first 
eigenfrequency   is   1270  Hz.  The  aluminium  plate  material   properties   are:  Young’s  modulus  
(E)  of  70.5  GPa,  Poisson’s  ratio  ()  of  0.3  and  density  (ρ)  of  2700  kg/m3. The flexible plate 
was attached to the box by reinforcement strips bolted to the box, thus satisfying a clamped on 
all edges condition. The dimensions of the plate are: 160 mm width, 210 mm height and 1.1 
mm thickness. A slot-type crack was machined in the plate till the cutting tool-tip reaches the 
next surface across the thickness. Note that the crack in the damaged plate configuration is not 
a through-thickness-crack but a deep-surface-crack with a 35 mm initial crack length, 3 mm 
crack width. 

 
Figure 2.2. The dimensions and the configuration of the Aero-Box 

2.2.2 Analytical model 

Analytical equations were used to obtain the structural and acoustic eigenfrequencies to 
validate the experimental and numerical results. The eigenfrequencies of the first six modes of 
the rectangular plate were analytically calculated by [25] 

 𝑓 = ( ) (2.2) 

where ij is the dimensionless frequency parameter of rectangular plates, which is a function 
of the boundary conditions applied to the plate and the aspect ratio of the plate (defined as the 
length to width ratio), Lp is the length and Bp is the thickness of the plate and  is the mass per 
unit area of the plate (=*Bp with  density  ρ).  The  aspect  ratio  of  the  flexible  plate  is  0.762  
and the ij

2 values were interpolated between aspect ratios of 2/3 and 1.0. The ij
2 values for a 

clamped on all edges condition are listed in Table 2.1 [25]. The calculations were performed 
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under the assumption that the influence of the air to the dynamic behaviour of the flexible 
plate is negligible. 

Table 2.1. The interpolated values for ij
2. 

 Mode Sequence 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ij
2 29.58 50.8 68.22 78.49 94.64 109.84 

(ij) S(1,1) S(2,1) S(1,2) S(3,1) S(2,2) S(3,2) 
The acoustic eigenfrequencies of the Aero-Box can be analytically calculated considering 

a closed rectangular volume (acoustic cavity) with acoustically hard walls by the following 
equation [25] 

 𝑓 = + +  (2.3) 

where c is the speed of sound, i, j, k are the number of half waves in the three length 
directions (Lx, Ly, Lz) associated with x, y and z coordinates (160, 240 and 140 mm), 
respectively. The analytical calculation results for both the structural S(i,j) and acoustic 
A(i,j,k) modes are listed in  Table 2.2. 

2.2.3 Acousto-elastic interaction 

The interaction between fluid and structure can be apparent as the dynamic behaviour of 
the structure is evidently influenced by the media in contact. The eigenfrequencies and mode 
shapes can be altered due to the coupled mechanism. Thus, the coupling between the acoustic 
volume and the adjacent structure domain was analysed by the finite element method (FEM). 
The acousto-elastic interaction analysis includes acoustic elements to represent the acoustic 
pressure waves in the cavity and shell elements to enable the displaced motions of the 
structure. The acoustic and the structure mesh are coupled at the interface, which ensures the 
exchange of the fluid and structural loads between acoustic and structure domains. Thus, the 
acoustic pressure-driven structural displacements and hence the bounce-back generation of an 
effective fluid load due to these motions are provided. The general governing equations of the 
system [26] can be written in the following form 

 [𝑀 ] �̈� + [𝐾 ]{𝑃} = 𝐹 − 𝜌 [𝐶] {�̈�}  (2.4) 
 [𝑀 ]{�̈�} + [𝐾 ]{𝑢} = {𝐹 } − [𝐶]{𝑃}  (2.5) 
where {P} is the nodal pressure vector, {u} is the nodal displacement vector, [Mf] is the 
assembled  fluid  equivalent  “mass”  matrix,   [Kf] is the  assembled  fluid  equivalent  “stiffness”  
matrix, [Ms] is the assembled structural mass matrix, [Ks] is the assembled structural stiffness 
matrix,   ρo is the density, and [C] is the so-called coupling matrix, which represents the 
effective surface area composed by the nodes at the interface. In the interface surface, the 
vector containing the nodal displacements is associated with the fluid domain and the vector 
containing nodal pressures is associated with the structural domain through the coupling 
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matrix. Thus, the exchange of the quantities is included within each domain. The coupled 
acoustic and structural problem takes the following form [27] 
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where [Mfs] = ρo[C]T is the assembled fluid-structure  coupling  “mass”  matrix,  [Kfs] = -[C] is 
the   assembled   coupling   “stiffness”   matrix,   {Fs} and {Ff} are the structural and fluid load 
vectors, respectively. In the finite element representation, the shared nodes at the interface are 
equipped by the displacement and pressure degrees of freedom and the acoustic domain 
assumes that the fluid is compressible and inviscid and no mean flow velocity is considered. 
The mean fluid density and the pressure are uniform in the acoustic field. The calculated 
eigenfrequencies from coupled and uncoupled FEM can be seen in Table 2.2. 

2.2.4 Modal characterisation 

Experiments were performed on the aluminium flexible intact plate to examine the 
dynamic modal parameters (eigenfrequencies and mode shapes). The surface vibrations of the 
plate were scanned by a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) at 9x9 measurement grid points on 
the plate, which was found to be the optimum scan grid for an accurate analysis. Hereafter, 
this technique will be called Vibration-Based (VB) technique.  

Table 2.2. Test setup eigenfrequencies [Hz] with the intact plate 

Mode No. Measured Analytic FEM uncoupled FEM coupled 
S(1,1) 309 310 (0.3%) 306 (1.0%) 311 (0.6%) 
S(2,1) 515 532 (3.3%) 519 (0.8%) 514 (0.2%) 
S(1,2) 704 714 (1.4%) 715 (1.6%) 710 (0.9%) 

A(1,0,0) 744 715 (3.9%) 734 (1.3%) 732 (1.6%) 
S(3,1) 858 822 (4.2%) 868 (1.2%) 864 (0.7%) 
S(2,2) 901 991 (10.0%) 911 (1.1%) 905 (0.4%) 

A(0,0,1) 1087 1072 (1.4%) 1107 (1.8%) 1103 (1.5%) 
A(0,1,0) 1232 1225 (0.6%) 1253 (1.7%) 1254 (1.8%) 
S(3,2) 1235 1150 (6.9%) 1241 (0.5%) 1236 (0.1%) 
S(1,3) 1310 - 1338 (2.1%) 1338 (2.1%) 

A(1,0,1) 1333 1288 (3.4%) 1362 (2.2%) 1347 (1.1%) 
 
The experimental, analytical and numerical results for the structural eigenfrequencies are 

listed in Table 2.2. The (percent) deviation in the results compared to the measured results is 
written in parentheses. Note that the value in parentheses on the presented tables represents 
the deviation of the corresponding result throughout this work. The calculated 
eigenfrequencies show some deviation from the measurements, nonetheless the coupled FEM 
provides better predictions in general. The deviation in the structural eigenfrequencies of the 
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plate for the analytical calculation can be caused by the interpolation of the λij values obtained 
from the literature. Note that S(1,3) is not included in the list, since this mode is out of the 
given λij range. Besides, the interior of the Aero-Box was machined from a single piece 
aluminium slab that contains fillets on the corners. And the loudspeaker placed inside the 
Aero-Box occupies a space and reduces the acoustic volume and influences the acoustical 
behaviour in the cavity [24]. The differences in the acoustic eigenfrequency results can be 
attributed to the fact that the interior volume is slightly different from the theoretical 
rectangular box volume in the analytical calculations. In the numerical models, the bolt 
connection of the plate and the frame, which was modelled as bonded-connection (perfectly 
clamped), and the presence of the loudspeaker, which was not modelled, can cause deviation. 

 
Figure 2.3. Experimental (above) and numerical (below) results for the mode shapes of the 

intact plate configuration 

The experimental and numerical results for the mode shapes are depicted in Figure 2.3 for 
the intact plate configuration. The experimentally predicted mode shapes show an excellent 
match with the numerical calculations.  

2.2.5 Structural damage detection 

Structural response monitoring and damage/fault detection at the earliest possible stage is 
crucial to assure the safety of the component, assess the residual lifetime, plan the required 
maintenance intervals and set the inspection requirements. Vibration-based damage 
monitoring is one of the non-destructive methods to examine the dynamic properties of the 
structures. Basically, the vibration-based method tracks the alterations of the modal 
parameters due to possible damage such as eigenfrequencies, mode shapes, modal damping, 
modal strain energy and flexibility [28-39]. Much research has been conducted on the 
frequency shifts for damage prognostics [30, 38]. The statistical variation of the 
eigenfrequencies is less than the other modal parameters in the case of random error sources 
[40, 41], nevertheless, the feasibility of this technique can be enhanced by picking up the most 
sensitive eigenfrequencies to damage. Those selected eigenfrequencies reduce the necessary 
monitoring locations and indicate damage while other modes can remain insensitive. 
However, the frequency shift monitoring can be misleading in some cases when damage in 
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the structure reshapes and rearranges the mode shapes in such a way that the eigenfrequency 
of interest actually loses its sequence within the mode numbers and swaps with the new 
eigenfrequency [42]. Therefore, the mode shape information together with the 
eigenfrequencies can provide better accuracy in health monitoring. The location of the 
damage in the geometry can be determined by pursuing the changes in the measured 
flexibility of the structure. The localisation is based on comparison of the flexibility matrixes 
using the mass-normalised mode shapes and eigenfrequencies of the intact and the damaged 
structure. The flexibility matrix [36, 37] is inversely proportional to the square of the 
eigenfrequencies; therefore, the flexibility matrix is very sensitive to the changes in the low 
frequency modes of the structure. 

2.2.6 Damage detection by frequency shift method 

A centre-crack, as described in section 2.2.1, was introduced in the plate. The 
eigenfrequencies of the damaged plate were measured using the VB technique. The results 
were cross checked by the so-called Acoustic Emission (AE) technique, which is elastic 
radiation generated by the rapid release of energy from sources within the material (plate) 
under an external excitation source (loudspeaker). Therefore, a microphone was used instead 
of the LDV for the measurement. The alteration of the first seven eigenfrequencies due to the 
damage state in the plate is presented in Table 2.3. The VB and AE monitoring techniques 
applied to the damaged plate show a very good match. The structural stiffness decreases due 
to the damage, as a result the eigenfrequencies decrease in the damaged case as seen in the 
table.  

Table 2.3. Eigenfrequencies [Hz] of the intact and damaged plate. 

Mode No. Intact Plate (VB) Damaged Plate (VB) Damaged Plate (AE) 
S(1,1) 309 299 (3.2%) 300 (2.9%) 
S(2,1) 515 509 (1.2%) 510 (1.0%) 
S(1,2) 704 693 (1.6%) 694 (1.4%) 
S(3,1) 858 838 (2.3%) 837 (2.4%) 
S(2,2) 901 900 (0.1%) 898 (0.3%) 
S(3,2) 1235 1227 (0.6%) 1225 (0.8%) 
S(1,3) 1310 1282 (2.1%) 1283 (2.1%) 

 
A sensitivity analysis was performed to obtain the most sensitive mode to the current 

damage configuration by calculating the difference in the structural eigenfrequencies between 
the intact and damaged plate. The results for the VB and AE techniques are shown in Figure 
2.4. The mode 1, S(1,1), was found to give the most distinguishable response to the damage 
because the introduced damage (centre-crack) is positioned on one of the node points within 
the mode shape.  

A numerical analysis was carried out to predict the mode shapes of the damaged plate 
configuration, which is described in section 2.2.1. The comparison of the mode shapes 
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between the intact and damaged cases is presented in Figure 2.5. As seen from the figure, the 
presence of the centre-crack causes a swap between the modes S(1,3) and S(4,1) and 
deterioration in mode shapes of some higher modes, in which the crack location coincides 
with the node points of the particular mode. The actual deviation in the mode S(1,3) with 
respect to the damage is hindered, since the two adjacent modes exchange their modal 
sequence. In conclusion, the most sensitive mode is very much dependent on the damage 
location and the orientation, therefore the selection of the mode to monitor is crucial to be 
able to capture the small changes in the dynamic structural properties. However, damage 
detection by the frequency shift method can be misleading as the mode sequence can reshuffle 
due to the damage configuration. 

 
Figure 2.4. Sensitivity analysis on eigenfrequencies 

 
Figure 2.5. Damage sensitivity of mode shapes (top: intact and bottom: damaged) 

2.2.7 Damage localisation by flexibility method 

The system stiffness matrix is more sensitive to higher modes than lower modes, thus 
obtaining the accurate dynamic stiffness matrix requires measuring a significant amount of 
higher modes [43]. However, experimentally extracting higher modes of the system is 
challenging due to practical limitations. On the contrary, the flexibility matrix, which is 
defined as the inverse of the stiffness matrix, is inversely related to the square of the natural 
frequencies, hence higher modes contribute less to the flexibility matrix; instead it is more 
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sensitive to the changes in lower modes. The flexibility method is based on the change of the 
flexibility matrix, which is composed of the mode shape and the reciprocal of the natural 
frequency. In theory, the structural damage reduces the stiffness [44] and increases the 
flexibility. The responsiveness of the flexibility matrix to a structural deterioration serves as a 
good indicator in structural health monitoring. The homogeneous dynamic equilibrium 
equation can be expressed as 

  [𝐾][Φ] = [𝑀][Φ][Ω]  (2.7) 
where [K] is the stiffness matrix, [M] is the mass matrix, [] = [1, 2,  …,  n] is the mode 

shape matrix where the mode-shape vectors are mass-normalised to unity as [Φ]T[M][Φ]  = [I], 

[] = diag(i
2)  is  the  modal  stiffness  matrix,  i  (=  1,…,n)  is  the  mode  shape  number  indicator,  

n is the number of degrees of freedom and  is the modal frequency. The flexibility matrix, 
[G], related to the modal data can be derived as [43] 

 [Φ] [𝐾][Φ] = [Φ] [M][Φ][Ω] (2.8) 
  [𝐺] = [K] = [Φ][Ω] [Φ] = ∑ {Φ }{Φ }   (2.9) 

The change in the flexibility matrix with respect to the initial reference data set for the 
intact case and the data set for the damaged case is given by 

 [𝐺 ] = {𝛿 } = [𝐺 ] − [𝐺 ] (2.10) 
where [G∆]  is  the  change  in  the  flexibility  matrix,  δim are the elements of [G∆]. [Gh] and [Gd] 
are the intact and damaged case flexibility matrices, respectively. The parameter used to 
detect and locate the damage in the structure is the degree of change in the flexibility for each 
measurement location. It can be characterised by [36] 

 𝛿̅ = max |𝛿 | (2.11) 
where 𝛿̅  is the maximum absolute value of the elements in each corresponding column in G∆ 
and m is the degree of freedom.  

 
Figure 2.6. Damage localisation by the flexibility method 
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The presence of the damage reduces the stiffness of the structure and the flexibility is the 

inverse of the stiffness. Thus the structural response of the plate alters as damage occurs by 
increasing the local flexibility of the structure. The damage in the flexible aluminium plate 
was detected and localised by comparing the flexibility matrices of the intact and damaged 
cases shown in Figure 2.6. Since the slot-type crack machined into the specimen is not 
through-thickness, yet a deep-surface-crack, in the figure the change in the local flexibility is 
concentrated at the damage location and the traces to the sides are visible representing the 
centre-crack configuration aligned transversely. 

2.2.8 Discussion on the Aero-Box 

The applicability of the methodology was verified and validated in a sample problem, the 
so-called Aero-Box. Two cases, intact and damaged plates, were investigated to assess the 
structural health monitoring methods. Both VB and AE techniques provide a non-contact 
structural health monitoring, however the VB technique is superior in overcoming the 
challenges of elevated temperature conditions, high amplitude loading and harsh environment 
conditions due to combustion process. The damage was detected using the frequency shift 
method and the most sensitive eigenfrequency to the damage configuration was found. 
Moreover, the location and the severity of the damage were also predicted using the flexibility 
method. The results of this method show that identification of the modal parameters enables 
construction of the flexibility matrix. The change in the measured entities of the matrices 
between the initial reference intact case and damaged case was captured to detect and localise 
the damage. Both damage monitoring methods can be performed using only test data without 
requiring any additional models for the structure. However, the field-of-interest in the 
structure should be determined with hot spot analysis to avoid a full modal analysis. Thus, the 
flexibility method can be used for damage localisations accompanying the frequency shift 
method, which can be applied on a single measurement point excluding the node points of the 
most sensitive mode, to detect the presence of the damage. It should be highlighted that with 
regard to the measurements, the acousto-elastic fully coupled finite element model was found 
to be more accurate in general compared to the analytical and uncoupled FEM calculations. 
This result indicates the existence of an interaction between the enclosed acoustic volume and 
the flexible structure that is also observed in combustors [45]. The outcome of this study was 
utilised as a reference to describe the behaviour of the complex combustor system, of which 
the investigation is presented in the next section. 

2.3 Laboratory-scaled generic combustor test setup 

In this section, the investigation of the impact of the combustion driven limit cycle 
oscillations on the structural properties under the intact and damaged conditions is presented. 
The methodology described in the previous section is utilised for a laboratory-scaled generic 
combustion test system. For this purpose, a test combustor setup [46] depicted in Figure 2.7, 
which can be modified to generate stable and unstable combustion conditions, was utilised in 
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this research. Two geometric configurations of the combustor were investigated, namely a 
single liner combustor and a double liner combustor. In the latter configuration, the limit 
cycle oscillations were observed due to the combustion instabilities. In this configuration, the 
acoustic field was enlarged by doubling the liner length, and consequently, the acoustic 
eigenfrequencies of the combustor decreased inversely proportional to the length. The first 
acoustic eigenfrequency was excited by the combustion process and the resulting pressure 
oscillations were generated. The materials used in the combustor and their compliance are 
described in the next sections with an emphasis on the similarities to a typical combustor base 
material. Next, a comparative investigation on the combustion stability, considering the 
operational input parameters and the liner length, is presented. Finally, the results are linked 
to the structural dynamics of the intact and damaged cases. 

 
Figure 2.7. Combustor test system - single (a, b) and double (c) liner configurations [upstream 

section (S1), flame-box (S2) and a rectangular liner (S3 and S4)] 

2.3.1 Design of the combustor 

In Figure 2.7, the single (S3) and double liner (S3+S4) configurations of the test 
combustor are depicted and the dimensions are listed in Table 2.4.  The  marks  indicated  as  ‘p’  
designate the gas pressure and temperature and the liner surface vibration measurement 
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locations. The combustor was designed as a Rijke tube configuration consisting of mainly two 
sections, the acoustically closed upstream and the downstream (flame-box and the liner). The 
upstream section (S1) consists of an air-feeding box, a rectangular duct with a 25x150 mm 
hollow cross-sectional area and 275 mm long, and an equilateral triangular wedge as a flame 
holder, where methane as the fuel is injected through the holes on both sides (Figure 2.8). The 
downstream section consists of a flame-box (S2) and a rectangular liner (S3 and S4). The 
flame-box is surrounded by four quartz glass windows providing an optical access to the 
flame. The rectangular geometry eases to assemble the glass windows. Additionally, the glass 
windows can be replaced by an intact or a damaged test specimen to investigate the structural 
dynamics during the operation while visualising the flame through the side windows. The 
turbulent flame is technically premixed and flame stabilisation takes place on the wedge wake 
in the combustor test system. The combustor is supported from the bottom of the flame-box.  

Table 2.4. Combustor test system dimensions 

Section Dimension [mm] 
Combustor outer width 158 
Upstream outer depth 33 

Downstream outer depth 58 
Wall thickness 4 

Quartz glass thickness 5 
Specimen thickness 1 

 
Figure 2.8. Combustor flame-box and wedge 

2.3.2 Material compliance and properties 

During the combustion process, the liner is exposed to elevated temperatures; therefore 
the influence of temperature levels on the structural properties becomes crucial. The 
combustor liner and the flame-box are made of austenitic stainless steel (AISI) Type310. 
Type316 was chosen as the specimen material that has sufficiently enough heat and corrosion 
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resistance at the test temperatures within relatively short exposure time and well established 
properties. Since the specimen was replaced with a new one in every new experiment, this 
material serves satisfactorily for the test purposes with its cost-effectiveness. The compliance 
of the test material can be seen in Figure 2.9 in comparison to a typical combustor base 
material, nickel-base superalloy Alloy230 (Haynes230) [47, 48]. The materials used in the test 
setup exhibit analogical trends to the Alloy230 and satisfactory properties within the 
experimental conditions. In the three materials, the effect of the temperature on the thermal 
expansion and elastic modulus is fairly proportional, whereas the ultimate tensile strength 
decreases dramatically beyond 900 K. There is a clear switch due to the transition from 
normal low temperature mechanisms to creep controlled mechanisms as can be observed from 
the drastic decline in the stress to rupture time curve. 

 
Figure 2.9. Temperature dependence of the material properties 

2.3.3 Specimen configuration 

The dimensions of the test specimen used in the combustor are 150 x 108 x 1 mm, length 
(L), width (W) and thickness (B), respectively. The damage on the specimen is represented by 
a centre-hole of 6 mm diameter (dc) and an adjacent crack was machined towards its length 
direction of 6 mm to each side that creates a crack length of 18 mm (ac) and the crack width is 
1 mm (wc). The geometric representation of the specimen, the introduced damage and the 
assembly of the flame-box can be seen in Figure 2.10. The numbered items in the figure 
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respectively are; gaskets (1), the supporting frame (2), quartz glass or specimen (3), liner (4), 
flame-box (5), upstream (6) and damage configuration (detail-Z). The hatch area showed in 
the specimen geometry (3) is the contact area with the gaskets and hence sandwiched by the 
supporting frame and the flame-box. 

 
Figure 2.10. Flame-box assembly and specimen configuration 

2.3.4 Instrumentation 

The structural modal characterisation tests were performed on the combustor test setup as 
a bare structure to link the structural dynamics later in the combustion experiments. The two 
experimentation procedures will be mentioned as cold and hot cases, respectively. 

 In the cold case, the vibration modes of the combustor test system were analysed by 
two methods, the roving hammer impact test and the shaker test. In the roving hammer test, an 
accelerometer was placed at a single degree of freedom (DOF) and an impact hammer was 
used to excite at the measurement grid (DOFs). The shaker test includes the electro-
mechanical shaker to excite the system at a fixed reference point and the LDV was used to 
travel between the measurement grid points. The shaker was attached to the combustor liner 
with a stinger that enables the applied force to be aligned along the stinger axis. The generated 
random noise excitation was characterised by a force transducer. The frequency response 
functions between the measured wall velocity and the excitation force were recorded by a data 
acquisition and an analyser system (Siglab). A software package (ME’scopeVES)  was  used  to  
extract the modal parameters. 

The combustion tests hot case covers the combustor inner temperature, pressure and liner 
wall velocity recordings and the combustor surface temperature measurement by an infrared 
(IR) camera. The temperature inside the combustor was measured by K-type thermocouples. 
The dynamic pressure measurement sensors were attached in the side-tubes that are connected 
to the semi-infinite hoses and external coolers were directed towards the devices. This 
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technique overcomes the high temperature effects to the piezoelectric pressure transducers 
and provides non-reflecting acoustic conditions. The liner wall vibration was recorded by a 
LDV via a data acquisition system, DAQ (National Instruments). The mass flow controllers 
for fuel and for air were used and the flow was controlled by a PC via LabVIEW program 
[49]. The vibration analysis of the specimen attached to the flame-box (Figure 2.10) was 
utilised by the LDV mounted on a traverse system that enables automated measurements 
(Figure 2.11). 

2.3.5 Structural condition monitoring 

The structural health monitoring system is depicted in Figure 2.11, including the LDV (3) 
for vibration characterisation and the IR camera (2) for thermal characterisation mounted on a 
programmable traverse system (1), which can slide in the x-y plane. In the figure, the 
clamping   position   of   the   test   setup   is   denoted   as   “C”.   Since   the   combustor   environment   is  
harsh at high temperature and elevated vibration levels exist due to the unstable combustion 
process, a non-contact vibration-based damage monitoring method was utilised to analyse the 
structural dynamics and the health of the combustion liner during operation (Figure 2.12). The 
technique used here is capable of detecting the presence of damage, localising and quantifying 
the severity of the damage by examining changes in the measured dynamic response of the 
structure. 

 
Figure 2.11. Schematic representation of structural condition monitoring system 
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Figure 2.12. Laser surface scan on the damaged specimen mounted in the flame-box. 

2.3.6 Combustion-driven dynamics 

Four test cases were carried out in the test system as listed in Table 2.5. In the 
investigation, two test system configurations (single and double liners) are included as 
described in section 2.3.1 and the initial operation setting varies from 40 to 60 kW for the 
thermal power and from 1.4 to 1.6 for the air-fuel (equivalence) ratio, which is the mass ratio 
in the mixture normalised by the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. 

Table 2.5. Combustion test cases 

Case Code Thermal power Air-fuel ratio 
Test system 

configuration 
Combustion 

stability 
Case11 40 kW 1.4 Single liner Stable 
Case12 60 kW 1.6 Single liner Stable 
Case21 40 kW 1.4 Double liner Stable 
Case22 60 kW 1.6 Double liner Unstable 

 
Figure 2.13. Pressure spectrum of the combustor 
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In Figure 2.13, the pressure spectrum for the test cases is shown. There was no limit cycle 

regime observed in the cases Case11, Case12 and Case21, in which the flame was stable and 
generated a low-level combustion noise only. Instability was observed, however, in Case22 at 
the frequency of 111 Hz while the pressure amplitude inside the combustor was around 160 
dB. The frequency of the acoustic pressure at the flame excites the first acoustic mode of the 
combustor that induces the instability. The acoustic characterisation is presented in the next 
section (Table 2.6 and Table 2.7). Furthermore, the system generates characteristic 
frequencies as the higher-harmonics of the limit cycle frequency at 222 Hz and 333 Hz. These 
visible peaks are considered as the higher-order modes of the system [13, 50]. Note that the 
pressure signals are obtained from the transducer located at the top measurement location for 
all cases. Recalling the combustor test system design (Figure 2.7), the three pressure 
transducers were mounted at the bottom; middle and top location of the liner length. In the 
single liner configuration, these measurement points correspond to p2, p3 and p4, whereas p2, 
p5, p7 locations are used in the double liner configuration. 

A stability map containing nine operating points was created in terms of thermal power 
and air-fuel ratio to characterise the combustor (Figure 2.14). In the figure, the combustion 
process tends to become unstable with increasing air-fuel ratio for a leaner mixture 
combustion and with increasing power. A transition line is observed that divides the map into 
stable and unstable operating zones. The operating points on the transition line implied a 
dynamic system characteristic including two different combustion regimes: stable and 
unstable. A bifurcation at these certain operating conditions can occur depending on the initial 
operation setting, air-fuel ratio and power as in this work, due to the sequential direction of 
the test points (initial operation settings) that indicates the nonlinear characteristics of 
combustion instabilities [51].  

 
Figure 2.14. Stability map for the double liner configuration 
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The surface temperatures were measured at the same locations (p1, p2, p3 and p4) for the 

cases Case22 and Case12 that have the same initial operation settings (Figure 2.7).  The liner 
surface temperature profile and the flame profiles are depicted in Figure 2.15. The maximum 
surface temperature is measured as 370 oC for the Case22 and 245 oC for Case12. Since the 
test system is technically uncooled, the main heat transfer processes are the radiation heat flux 
from the gas, the convection heat flux from the gas, the conduction heat flux across the wall 
thickness and the convection heat flux to the surrounding air. In the figure, accounting for the 
energy balance, the trend of the curves can be considered as a comparative indicator for the 
flame height that exhibits a bend-down  at  ‘p3’ location in both cases. Regardless of the length 
of the combustor, an analogous liner surface temperature curve was obtained under the same 
operating conditions and generalised initial test conditions (inlet pressure, inlet temperature 
and mass flow). Since the distance between the two temperature measurement nodes of -p3- 
and -p4- is 250 mm, the exact interpretation on the flame length would not be feasible due to 
the insufficient data within these two nodes. However, the relative flame occupying cross-
section area of the stable and unstable combustion flame differs (Figure 2.15). The turbulence 
advances the flame speed in gaseous fuel-air mixtures and elevates the burning rates in gas 
turbine engines [52]. According to Damkohler [53] and Schelkin [54], the burning velocity is 
related to the turbulence intensity, hence the wrinkled flame front that increases the specific 
flame surface area yielding an increase in fresh mixture consuming ability. Hence, the 
temperature levels are proportionally increased.  The aforementioned findings imply that the 
system instability is associated with elevated pressure levels and increased structure 
temperatures in comparison to the stable system (single liner) under the same initial operating 
conditions. 

 
Figure 2.15. Liner surface temperature profile and flame profile for Case12-stable (a) and 

Case22-unstable (b) 

Note that the start-up of the experiments was held relatively by progressing the input 
parameters up to the desired test case settings within time-to-start to sustain the initial 
experimental conditions. The structure was heated up gradually, avoiding thermal shocks in 
the start-up periods, and it was air-cooled down in shut-off periods. 
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2.3.7 Acoustic characterisation 

The acoustic modal properties of the combustor test system with single and double liner 
configuration at room temperature and at the operation temperature (Case12 and Case22) 
were characterised experimentally, analytically and numerically. Note that hereafter, the 
single liner configuration will be denoted as the superscript ‘(s)’ and the double liner is 
denoted as ‘(d)’. From the previous experiments [46], the acoustic boundary conditions of the 
combustor downstream were obtained by means of reflection coefficient (R) that are closed (R 
= 1) at one end (xc = 0, where the wedge is located) and open (R = -1) at the other end (xo = 
the height of the combustor downstream). The end conditions for the single (xo

s - xc
s) and 

double (xo
d - xc

d) liner configurations can be seen in Figure 2.7. Furthermore, the mean 
temperature was measured as 1200K inside the downstream part for the initial operating 
conditions of 60kW power and 1.6 air-fuel ratio. The acoustic eigenfrequencies of a 
rectangular volume (combustor) for the open-closed end condition are calculated by the 
following equation [25] 

 𝑓 = + +  (2.12) 

where c is the speed of sound, i, j, k are the number of half waves in the three length 
directions (Lx, Ly, Lz) associated with x, y and z coordinates (height, width and depth of the 
combustor), respectively. For the first mode, quarter-wave acoustic mode A(1,0,0), the 
equation is simplified as f=c/4Leff, where Leff is the effective length. The effective length of a 
closed-open end tube is given as Leff = Lx+(Rr)(atube), where Rr is the radiation resistance that 
is taken as ‘0.6’ and atube is the radius of the tube opening [55]. Note that the combustor in this 
work has a rectangular cross section. Therefore, this area is related to a tube opening cross 
section, which has the same area of the combustor in order to obtain an equivalent radius to 
calculate the effective length. The numerical results were calculated using a FEM code in the 
commercial software ANSYS and a finite volume method (FVM) Helmholtz solver AVSP. 
The reader is referred to the reference for more information on the AVSP [46]. The 
characteristic acoustic frequency of the combustor without mean flow is presented in Table 
2.6 for the single liner configuration at room temperature (Troom) and at 1200K (T60-1.6)  and in 
Table 2.7 for both the single and double liner configurations at T60-1.6. These frequencies 
correspond to the first quarter-wave acoustic mode A(1,0,0) of the combustor. In the 
presented results, the superscript ‘†’ denotes that the end correction is applied and the 
deviation in the results compared to the experimental results are specified in parentheses. As 
presented in the tables, the experimental results show deviation compared with the predicted 
results that is attributed to some parameters that are not included in the numerical model, such 
as the possible acoustic damping presence in the combustor test setup and the additional 
volume created by the semi-infinite hoses attached to the combustor to avoid high temperature 
effect in the piezoelectric pressure transducers. Furthermore, in the analytical calculation the 
entire geometry is assumed to have the same cross section; however, the depth of the 
upstream part of the combustor is half of the downstream part. However, the analytical results 
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show a good coherence at both room and high temperatures for the single liner configuration. 
On the other hand, the acoustic response of the double liner configuration is predicted 
accurately by numerical calculations. The direct proportionality of the eigenfrequencies to the 
speed of sound, and considering that the speed of sound is proportional to the square root of 
the temperature, results in an apparent jump in the characteristic acoustic frequency of the 
single liner configuration at a mean temperature of T60-1.6 inside the combustor. As seen in 
Table 2.7, a reduction in the range of 32%-37% of the characteristic acoustic frequency is 
obtained when the liner is doubled, which is due to the larger acoustic period. 

Table 2.6. Characteristic acoustic frequency [Hz] of the single liner configuration (†: end 
correction) 

Test  
Temperature Experimental Analytical FEM FVM Analytical† FEM† FVM† 

(s)Troom 84 82 (2.4) 91 (8.3) 92 (9.5) 80 (4.8) 89 (6.0) 90 (7.1) 
(s)T60-1.6

 163 165 (1.2) 175 (7.4) 171 (4.9) 161 (1.2) 170 (4.3) 166 (1.8) 
Difference 94% 101% 92% 86% 101% 91% 84% 

 

Table 2.7. Characteristic acoustic frequency [Hz] of the single and double liner configurations 
(†: end correction) 

Test  
Temperature Experimental Analytical FEM Analytical† FEM† 

(s)T60-1.6
 163 165 (1.2) 175 (7.4) 161 (1.2) 170 (4.3) 

(d)T60-1.6
 111 104 (6.3) 112 (0.9) 102 (8.1) 110 (0.9) 

Difference 32% 37% 36% 37% 35% 

2.3.8 Structural characterisation 

The structural modal characterisation of the combustor test system was performed and 
the results were validated experimentally and numerically. Two experimental techniques 
were used, the roving hammer impact test and the shaker test as described in section 2.3.4. 
The auto-spectra of the output signals were averaged over all the measurement grid points. 
Hence, all the modes can be captured and missing a mode due to a measurement on the 
node point was avoided. The experimental and numerical results for the mode shapes and 
the eigenfrequencies of the first seven modes are presented in Figure 2.16 and Table 2.8, 
respectively. Note that the measurements are performed on the liner only (Figure 2.7). The 
results show that the mode shapes are captured well. Furthermore, the predicted structural 
eigenfrequencies show good agreement with the measurements except two modes (first-
torsional t(1) and the second-bending b(2) modes) in Table 2.8. In these modes, a large 
deviation was observed. This deviation is attributed to the production technique of the 
combustor test system. The downstream liner is composed of two L-shaped profiles 
welded together to form its rectangular geometry. The two opposite corners contain welds 
that can have an influence on the structural dynamic behaviour [56]. The corner welds 
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increase the local stiffness, thus increase the rigidity and act as a stiffener. Therewith, 
particularly, these torsional and bending modes appear to be shifted further within the 
mode sequence. This finding is attributed to the following reasons.  

 
Figure 2.16. Mode shapes of the single liner configuration (top: Experiment, bottom: FEM) 

As seen from the mode shapes in Figure 2.16, the liner structure deforms with a 
limited amount of flexure in the first bending mode, thus this mode suffers less from the 
weld effects. However, in the second bending mode the corner welds experience a 
significant deflection and thus play a role in the dynamic behaviour. Furthermore, as seen 
from the experimental results in the second torsional mode, the deformation of the 
structure is restricted in the liner geometry, whereas the structure deforms together with 
the flame-box in the numerical results. Hence, the deviation between measurement and 
simulation caused by the welding is hindered in this mode, t(2). The corner weldments 
require an approximate modelling to accommodate the overall modal analysis. However, 
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the unknown material properties and the inhomogeneity of the weld turned down the 
numerical efforts for better prediction of the eigenfrequencies. Considering that the plate 
modes of the structure are crucial for the acoustic response of the combustor due to 
change in the acoustic volume (expansion and contraction of the volume) during the 
combustion process, the numerical results are claimed to be a good prediction, taking note 
of these remarks. For further analysis, the modal characterisation of the double liner 
configuration was performed numerically. 

It can be remarked that welds are the local discontinuous regions where fatigue cracks 
can occur. Residual stresses can be generated in weldment due to thermal expansion, 
plastic deformation and shrinkage during cooling [57]. Even low-level residual stresses 
can significantly enhance the cracking behaviour in the structures [57, 58] such as in 
combustion liners [59]. Besides, the welds can alter the structural dynamics due to the 
local stiff regions and dimensional inhomogeneity of the weld. Therefore, welding should 
be avoided in the design of the combustors under possible circumstances. 

Table 2.8. Structural eigenfrequencies [Hz] of the single liner configuration at (Troom) 

Mode Shaker Testing  Impact Testing Avg-Testing FEM 

Bending - b(1) 125 125 125 126 (0.8) 

Torsional - t(1) 534 534 534 437 (18.2) 

Plate - p(1) 639 640 639.5 633 (1.0) 

Bending - b(2) 645 645 645 532 (17.5) 

Plate - p(2) 673 673 673 671 (0.3) 

Plate - p(3) 744 742 743 750 (0.9) 

Torsional - t(2) 764 765 764.5 761 (0.5) 

 
Since the combustion liner material is exposed to elevated temperatures during the 

combustion operation, the temperature dependence of the material properties must be 
considered. The surface temperature in the tests for Case22 was observed to vary between 
160-370 oC (Figure 2.15). The eigenfrequencies of the specimen scale by the square root of 
Young’s   modulus.   Hence   a   temperature   increase   from   room   temperature   to   the   maximum 
temperature of 370 oC (Tw

Case22) causes a  reduction  of  about  15%  of  the  Young’s  modulus  of  
the liner material, and thus the eigenfrequencies decrease approximately 8%. The temperature 
dependency of the material properties is limited within this range (Figure 2.9), therefore the 
maximum temperature was used as a homogeneous structural temperature in the numerical 
model. In Table 2.9, the FEM results are presented for single and double liner configurations 
at Troom and Tw

Case22.  In  the  table,  for  the  double  liner  configuration  ‘top’  and  ‘bot’  define  the  
location of the mode, which is active either in the top or bottom liner, as depicted in Figure 
2.17 for the first two plate modes. 
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Figure 2.17. First two plate modes in the double liner configurations 

Table 2.9. Predicted structural eigenfrequencies [Hz] 

Mode No Single Troom Single Tw
Case22 Double Troom Double Tw

Case22 
p(1) 663 610 (top) 628 (bot) 648 (top) 578 (bot) 596 
p(2) 671 617 (top) 666 (bot) 714 (top) 613 (bot) 657 
p(3) 750 690 (top) 743 (bot) 829 (top) 684 (bot) 763 
p(4) 875 805 (top) 865 (bot) 995 (top) 796 (bot) 915 

2.3.9 Acoustical and structural response 

In this section, the acoustic and the structural responses of the combustor test system, with 
double liner configuration, during the combustion process are described. The acoustic, 
combustion and structure domains are interlinked in the experimental results and the observed 
characteristics of the stable and unstable combustion are discussed. The temperature influence 
on the acoustic behaviour at T60-1.6 and structural behaviour Tw

Case22 was investigated in the 
previous   sections.   The   sound   pressure   level   (SPL)   and   the   liner   wall   velocity   (υ) 
measurements in time and frequency domain are depicted in Figure 2.18 for the unstable 
combustion Case22. In the figure, the pressure signal at the three measurement locations, p2, 
p5, p7, and vibration signal at the p3 location are shown. The combustion instability generated 
a turbulent flame, high amplitude pressure oscillations and a nonlinear system including 
higher-order harmonics of the characteristic frequency but a deterministic vibration behaviour 
with a well-shaped cyclic pressure and corresponding vibration of the liner. 
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Figure 2.18. Time signal and auto-spectrum of acoustic pressure and velocity of the wall 

(Case22) – (the measurement locations are showed in parentheses) 

 
Figure 2.19. SPL inside the combustor 
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Figure 2.20. Velocity amplitude of the liner wall 

The SPL and vibration of the liner wall within the range up to 1000 Hz for Case21 and 
Case22 are shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20. The y-axis is rescaled in each plot to give a 
close-up view of the peaks. The higher-order harmonics of the limit cycle frequency are 
defined by the dashed lines to distinguish the modal frequencies from those harmonics. In 
Case22, seven more higher-harmonics of the characteristic frequency appeared in the 0 – 
1000 Hz range. The generated pressure excites the combustor structure at these higher-
harmonic frequencies. The reasons for the deviation in the observed eigenfrequencies in the 
experiments compared to the numerical results can be due to the use of a mean temperature 
value instead of the full temperature profile of the fluid and the structure. Besides, unstable 
combustion is a complex phenomenon and develops varying recirculation zones above the 
wedge of the combustor; therefore, the acoustic excitation is not completely uniform inside 
the combustor. The asymmetrical structural dynamics caused by the corner welding and the 
fact that the measurement devices are mounted on one side of the combustor contribute to the 
overall deviation. In the numerical analysis, the effect of the surrounding fluid in the 
structural dynamics was neglected; however, the structural dynamics adjacent to a fluid 
domain generally couples to the fluid motion. Thus, the fluid affects the structure as damping 
forces and an added mass. The damping of the plate will be increased accounting, for the fluid 
and its state. The added mass represents the fluid inertia related to the acceleration of the 
structure and consequently the back-relation of the surrounding fluid acceleration. Hence, the 
effective mass and the effective mass moment of inertia of the structure are increased by the 
added mass components of the fluid inside the combustor with two-way interaction. The 
following equation [25] can approximately describe the effect of the added mass on the 
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eigenfrequencies due to the fact that the eigenfrequency of an elastic structure is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the mass 

 
  

   = /   (2.13) 

where Mp is the mass of the structure and Ap is the added mass that is generally a function of 
the structure geometry, boundary conditions and mode number, fluid properties and the fluid 
state. In this equation, the mode shapes are assumed to be preserved and the effect of the air 
surrounding the combustor from outside is assumed to be negligible. Thus, it can be 
concluded that the acousto-elastic coupling, which was described in section 2.2, is expected to 
contribute to the changes in eigenfrequencies observed in the experiments. 

 
Figure 2.21. SPL and the velocity amplitude of the liner wall 

Table 2.10. Experimental and numerical comparison of the frequencies [Hz] 

Experiment FEM Mode Deviation 
575 578 p(1) (top) 0.5% 
593 596 p(1) (bot) 0.5% 
599 - - - 
611 612 p(2) (top) 0.2% 
649 657 p(2) (bot) 1.2% 

 
The shaded areas in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 represent the frequency range of 4th and 

5th harmonics of the characteristic frequency. In this range, the structural eigenfrequencies 
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belonging to the first and the second plate modes take place. The expansion and contraction 
motion of the walls, due these modes, alters the acoustic volume of the combustor, and thus 
the pressure inside. Hence, structure to fluid interaction is stimulated and the acoustic pressure 
is coupled to the wall vibrations. The shaded areas are depicted in Figure 2.21. In the figure, 
the velocity peaks are marked and the corresponding frequencies (vertical dashed lines) are 
matched in the pressure spectrum. The frequencies of the peaks in both plots are in agreement. 
However, the wall vibration peaks enclosed with the rectangular dotted-frame in the figure are 
found to have limited influence on the pressure. The measured frequencies, where the 
significant peaks are located, and FEM results are listed in Table 2.10. The results are in good 
agreement except the frequency of 599 Hz. In this frequency, the pressure amplitudes reach a 
local-peak at ‘p2’ and ‘p5’ locations; however, this behaviour is not responsive at ‘p7’  
location. So, even though the plate modes of the structure interact with the fluid, the main 
driving mechanism of the thermo-acoustic instability remains independent from these modes, 
since the characteristic frequency is much lower than the eigenfrequencies belonging to these 
modes. At the characteristic frequency, a strong fluid-to-structure interaction is generated due 
to the combustion-driven instability. This results in the highest amplitude of the wall 
vibrations of the structure at the characteristic frequency. 

2.3.10 Structural damage monitoring 

The presence of damage in the structure leads to a change in the modal parameters. Since 
the responsiveness of the modal parameters depends on the severity and the location of the 
damage, the changes in the modal parameters are not identical. Therefore, a dynamic testing 
was conducted during the combustion operation by means of the frequency shift technique 
and the flexibility method. The vibration of the plate specimen attached to the flame-box was 
continuously monitored at the half-diagonal node points to ensure that all modes are covered 
in the assessment . In the figure, ‘υnode#’ is used to identify the velocity of the measured node 
number ‘#’ on the scan grid (Figure 2.22). 

 
Figure 2.22. Laser zigzag path generation and velocity measurement grid (9x9 nodes: υnode#) 
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Two experiments were carried out, one on the intact and one on the damaged specimen 
attached to the flame-box, and the combustor was set to Case22 where the combustion 
instabilities were observed. Since the abnormal loss of the stiffness due to damage will reflect 
as a reduction of the measured eigenfrequencies, the damage detection algorithm infers the 
existence of the damage by the eigenfrequency shift. The stochastic nature of the instability 
exhibits identical characteristic frequencies but different pressure amplitudes at the higher-
harmonics of the characteristic frequencies. Thus, the specimen was excited with different 
pressure levels that lead to different vibrations. Therefore the velocity amplitudes at each 
node are normalised with respect to its maximum amplitudes and pressure to avoid differing 
pressure levels (Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24). Note that the superscript (accent) ‘^’ denotes 
normalisation. In Figure 2.23, the pressure (at ‘p7’ location) and velocity measurements are 
depicted belonging to the intact and the damaged cases for 0-1000 Hz range. The ranges of 
the y-axes in the figures are set identical. In the damaged specimen, the ‘node41’  coincides 
with the damage location, thus the corresponding velocity data is not available.  

 
Figure 2.23. Cross-correlations of the pressure (at p7) and the velocity of the diagonal-nodes 

(υnode#) of the intact (left) and damaged (right) specimen 

 
Figure 2.24. Comparison of structural vibrations for the intact and damaged cases 
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Since, the unstable combustion generated distinct acoustic pressures at four frequencies 
till 444 Hz, the vibration behaviour was dominated by these pressures in this range. Therefore, 
the investigation frequency range was scaled down to 445-610 Hz in order to distinguish the 
structural eigenfrequencies of the system from the frequencies of the dominant acoustic 
pressures. In Figure 2.24, the vertical lines represent the peak frequency marking for the intact 
specimen (dotted line) and for the damaged specimen (dash-dot line). Inside each pocket 
(between two adjacent higher-harmonic frequencies), one distinct peak frequency pair was 
marked in both intact and damaged plots. The average reduction of representative frequencies 
in the presented frequency range is less than 1.5 %. The frequency shift method was therefore 
found to be insensitive to the current damage configuration.  

 
Figure 2.25. Structural response to instability peaks 

 

Table 2.11. Deviation [%] of 𝝊𝒓𝒎𝒔 with respect to the intact and damaged configurations 

𝑓   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Avg-υ 

υnode51 0,0 90,6 54,7 48,0 13,2 76,0 207,4 214,9 361,5 118,5 

υnode61
 0,0 98,0 9,4 66,3 16,4 90,4 89,2 75,5 90,0 59,5 

υnode71
 0,0 98,9 90,8 91,5 98,4 99,3 99,4 97,3 97,3 85,9 

υnode81
 283,0 98,1 93,4 87,9 20,2 77,5 10,5 69,6 55,6 88,4 

Avg-f 70,7 96,4 62,1 73,4 37,1 85,8 101,6 114,3 151,1  
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Next, the local response of the structure was investigated under the instability pressure 
peaks. A new method is proposed, the so-called instability peaks method, which is based on 
the change of dynamics behaviour of the structure at characteristic and higher-harmonic 
frequencies. In Figure 2.25, the normalised velocity measurement at each distinct frequency 
(characteristic frequency and harmonics), which is normalised here by the characteristic 
frequency (𝑓  ), is presented including both intact and damaged cases. As previously 
discussed, υnode41 for the damage case is not available; hence its maximum normalised 
amplitude does not reach one at any of the distinct frequencies. Furthermore, the maximum 
amplitude of υnode81 is at the second frequency (first harmonic of the characteristic frequency) 
in the intact case, whereas in the damage case its location shifts to the first frequency, which 
can be attributed to local mode change due to the damage. Furthermore, in Table 2.11 the 
absolute deviation of 𝜐 of the damaged configuration from the intact configuration and the 
average of each row (Avg-υ, velocity component based) and column (Avg-f, frequency 
component based) are presented. υnode41 is excluded from the table due to the aforementioned 
reasons. As seen from the table, the highest difference between the intact and damage 
configurations is at ‘node51’ location and ninth frequency (eight harmonic frequency). This 
node is the closest measurement location to the damage that leads to the highest change in the 
velocity amplitude. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the ninth frequency is attributed to local 
mode alteration due to damage state. However, this method is not reliable to predict the 
damage location, since the combustion process generates complex behaviour that can lead to a 
misinterpretation. Moreover, the method requires a prior numerical analysis to obtain the 
structural modes and define the contribution of the frequency content from the graph. 

The frequency shift and instability peaks response methods are not found robustly 
predictive in structural damage monitoring.  Therefore, the vibration measurement is 
performed on a 9x9 scan grid in the whole specimen area and the flexibility method is applied 
using two sets of data (intact and damaged cases). The results are depicted in Figure 2.26. The 
highest flexibility was found on the sides of the centre-crack type damage. The flexibility 
method captured the damage existence, location and severity. 

The influence of damage in the structural dynamics was covered up to this point by means 
of the modal parameters and the flexibility. The damage can progress during the operation, 
not only by cyclic pressure amplitudes but also due to the elevated temperature exposure. 
Furthermore, the thermal gradient presence can enhance the deterioration of the component. 
The IR camera method was used to obtain the temperature profile evolution on the specimen 
during the operation. The comparative test results for both the intact and damaged specimens 
are shown in Figure 2.27. The colour bar is depicted as a representative spectrum to 
emphasise the distinct temperature field in each frame. In the intact specimen case the 
temperature increase starts locally and spreads to the upper body as the hot combustion gas 
flows, whereas in the damaged case the temperature increase concentrates around the 
introduced damage. This can lead to a reduction of the material strength due to the 
temperature-dependent properties. The hot gases leaked out through the damage, potentially 
causing an additional temperature gradient across the structure interacting with the 
atmospheric environment under this condition. In general, the plastic work fields around the 
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crack-tip generate thermal energy due to plasticity and hence temperature fields, which leads 
to a softening of the material [60]. The sustained intense thermal stresses at the damage 
location can elevate the energy release rate along the crack front and thus the crack driving 
forces [61]. Therefore, the intensified temperature rise at the damage location would lead to 
an accelerated crack growth compared to initial design conditions. 

 
Figure 2.26. Damage localisation due to the change in the flexibility matrix 

 

 
Figure 2.27. Temperature evolution on the intact (above) and damaged (below) specimens 
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2.4 Concluding remarks and discussions 

The conclusions of this multiphysical investigation, covering combustion, acoustics and 
vibration phenomena, can be drawn mainly as follows: 
- Limit-cycle pressure oscillations due to combustion instabilities can be generated in the 
generic combustor test system on demand. The operating points, which induce instabilities, 
are defined in the instability map. 
- The higher-order harmonics of the combustion characteristic frequency due to the nonlinear 
nature of the combustion instability was generated. Since the harmonics spread over a large 
frequency band with respect to the order-number, a possible concurrence/interaction of those 
harmonics with the structural modes of the system is unavoidable. Yet, the full explanation 
for the number of fairly high amplitudes of the harmonics and the occurrence of the feedback 
mechanisms that damp some acoustic oscillations is deficient. This effect becomes crucial in 
designing instability control systems (and its frequency range) for gas turbine engines. 
- The generic combustor test system in this work is a basic prototype of an industrial system, 
which enables an easy operation and validation of numerical calculations with well-defined 
boundary conditions in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, the test system enables a 
robust investigation of the combustion-acoustics-structure interrelation under limit cycle 
conditions. Besides, several variances and analogies between the test system and industrial 
combustion systems were described throughout the work. The methodology for the structural 
dynamics assessment nevertheless was proven to be valid and feasible up to a reasonable 
complexity. Therefore, the core of the modelling procedure can be used to achieve the desired 
accuracy and complexity by including the circumstances belonging to industrial combustors. 
- A real-time combined vibration and thermal based structural assessment method, consisting 
of a LDV, an infrared camera and a programmable traverse system, was integrated in the 
combustor test system and enables working continuously during the experiments. The 
progressive variation in the structural response and the temperature profile were monitored 
and characterised under combustion driven dynamic loading conditions. The generated 
pressure was coupled with the structure vibrations in the limit cycle condition. Structural 
damage detection, localisation and severity quantification was successfully performed by 
using a combined flexibility and thermography method. For the flexibility method, only a few 
of the lower modes are sufficient for the measurement to obtain an accurate calculation of the 
change in the flexibility matrix. The thermography method enables measuring the full-field in 
image form and fast evaluation. In addition, the thermography method showed that the 
temperature was localised around the damage in contrast to the intact case during the 
combustion operation. This incident leads to an accelerated damaging process due to localised 
softening of the material.  
- It should be noted that the variation of the thermal expansion coefficient due to the 
temperature change can cause a pre-stress effect. The specimen holder in the generic 
combustion test system enables the specimen to slide inside the fixture due to expansion in 
longitudinal and transverse directions. This mechanism partially compensates the thermal 
expansion; however, pre-stress can still remain due to the friction. 
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Abstract 

 multiphysics problem, the limit-cycle behaviour of unstable oscillations in a laboratory-scaled 
generic combustor was investigated by a fluid-structural approach. Experimental and 
numerical analysis were performed to characterise the strong interaction between the 

aerodynamics, combustion, acoustics and structure due to the instability. The two-way interaction 
between the oscillating pressure load in the fluid and the motion of the structure under the limit-cycle 
oscillations (LCO) brought up elevated vibration levels that increase the fatigue damage of the liner 
material at high temperatures. The time-dependent pressures inside the combustor and corresponding 
structural velocities were calculated using fluid-structure interaction analysis (FSI), in which pressure and 
displacement values are exchanged transiently between computational fluid dynamics analysis and 
computational structural dynamics analysis creating two-way fluid-structure coupling. The steady-state 
pressure, the characteristic combustion frequency and temperature obtained by experiments were 
compared to numerical analysis. Subsequently, the numerical results were used to extrapolate the 
instability evolution for the experimental results. Finally, the full loading history was utilised to assess 
the lifetime including fatigue and creep aspects.  The FSI results for the pressure and temperature 
oscillations were approximated to predict the full loading-span for the experiments.  

Keywords: Fluid structure interaction, gas turbine, combustion, thermo-acoustic instability, fatigue, creep, life assessment.. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In modern gas turbines used for power generation systems, utilising lean premixed 
combustion technology is motivated by the need to meet low NOx emission targets. However, 
these systems are prone to thermo-acoustically induced combustion instabilities. The feedback 
mechanism between the unsteady heat release, acoustic oscillations and flow perturbations in 
the combustor can lead to instability [1, 2]. The unsteady heat release of a turbulent flame, 
generated by the perturbations in the flow, builds up high amplitude oscillations with time by 
adding energy to the acoustic field if the pressure and heat release oscillations are in phase 
satisfying the Rayleigh criterion [3]. The higher pressure loads at elevated temperatures 
generated by the unstable combustion process elevate the structural vibration levels of the 
combustor. Thus the cycle-dependent fatigue and the time-dependent creep damage can 
threaten the mechanical integrity, and the design targets can drift apart by means of efficiency 
and emissions. The two-way interaction of the fluid and structure constitute a multiphysics 
problem. 

 
Figure 3.1. Combustor test system configuration (a) and dimensions (b) and flame-box (c) 

Acoustics and structural vibrations are an inevitable outcome of a combustion process. In 
the literature, numerous efforts were indicated for combustion research by means of fluid 
dynamics and process enhancement to improve efficiency and emissions characteristics [4-8]. 
The multiphysical studies are already present for the interaction between combustion-
acoustics [1], and acoustics-vibrations interaction [9, 10].  Recently, Huls et al. [11, 12] 
investigated the combination of these fields for the interaction between combustion-acoustics-
vibrations using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and large eddy simulation (LES) to 
calculate the loads and then apply them to the structural finite element model (FEM). In this 
study, the feedback information from the structural domain to the fluid domain was not 
included. Khatir et al. [13] performed a FSI numerical study to investigate the coupling 
between fluid dynamics and structural dynamics for a combustion system using two 
commercial software packages. Their work was limited to stable combustion, but the 
combustion instability phenomenon was not covered. More recently, FSI for combustion 
instabilities were analysed by Alemela et al. [14], considering only a 2D slice of the geometry 
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for the simulation that neglects the 3D flow patterns. Besides, Shahi et al. [15] extended 
coupled FSI simulations to a 3D model combustor; however, the results were not linked to the 
lifetime assessment of the structure. Regarding the publications, the amount of attention is 
very limited on the structural lifetime assessment driven by the coupled fluid and structure 
effects. Lai [16] performed CFD simulations to predict the liner hot spots induced by the near-
wall gas temperature levels and Kiewel [17] assessed the lifetime based on the measured 
temperature distribution.  

 
Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the methodology 

In this work, the dynamic interaction between the combustion, acoustics and structural 
vibrations, including the combustion instability, is investigated in a laboratory-scaled partially 
premixed generic combustor, depicted in Figure 3.1. Experiments and numerical calculations, 
which are based on two-way coupled FSI simulations, are carried out. The results of the stable 
and unstable combustion process are highlighted quantitatively in terms of lifetime of the 
combustor, which is indispensable to the structural integrity assessment, using fatigue and 
creep lifing methods. The next section presents the experimental approach including the 
combustor design, instrumentation and measurement techniques, materials and their 
compliance. In section 3.3, the strategy of the numerical approach for the two-way coupled 
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis is presented covering the fluid and solid domains. In 
addition, the growth rates of the pressure and temperature oscillations are extracted from the 
numerical results, and they are used to describe the growth of the oscillatory amplitudes that 
are measured experimentally.  Section 3.4 describes the material behaviour, temperature-
structure analysis and lifing for fatigue and creep. Next, the modal, combustion and acoustic 
characterisation are presented that depict the comparison between the experimental and 
numerical results; along with the life assessment of the combustor in section 3.5. In the final 
section, the conclusions are drawn and the paper closes with a discussion on further numerical 
improvement and potential instability mechanisms derived from the structure. Accordingly, 
the schema of this work is depicted in Figure 3.2. Note that, as seen in Figure 3.3, particular 
geometric models for the structural domain as the field-of-interest were deviated from the 
combustor test system configuration (a) due to computational benefits while conserving the 
accuracy adequacy. These are the fluid-structure interaction model (b) and the temperature-
structure model for the lifetime assessment (c). The details for the selection of these particular 
geometric models are described in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of (a) the combustor, (b) FSI model configuration and (c) 

temperature-structure model configuration 

3.2 Experiment and method 

A typical gas turbine combustor is scaled down to a laboratory-size one to investigate the 
combustion instability phenomenon. The well-defined boundary conditions provide 
experimental repeatability, and the simplicity of the design eases the computational validation 
and enables variability of the test configurations such as fuel type, initial test setting (power 
and air/fuel ratio), combustor materials, liner length, and specimen thickness. However, in this 
work only initial test settings are varied and the measurements are presented for the test 
matrix (Table 2.5).  

Table 3.1. Combustion test cases 

Case Code Thermal power Air/fuel ratio 
Combustion 
behaviour 

Case4012 40 kW 1.2 Unstable 
Case4018 40 kW 1.8 Stable 
Case6012 60 kW 1.2 Unstable 
Case6018 60 kW 1.8 Stable 
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3.2.1 Experimental combustor system design 

The generic combustion test system is depicted in Figure 3.1 and the geometric 
dimensions are given in Table 2.4. In the figure (b), the measurement locations for the 
pressure are denoted as ‘p#’ and for the fluid temperature as the letter ‘t#’. The test combustor 
[18] has been designed as a Rijke tube configuration consisting of mainly two sections. The 
upstream section (S1) consists of an air-feeding box, a rectangular duct with a 25x150 mm2 
cross-sectional area and 275 mm long and an equilateral triangular wedge as a flame holder, 
where methane as the fuel is injected through the holes on both sides, fixed at the end. The 
downstream section consists of a flame-box (S2) and a rectangular liner (S3). The flame-box 
is surrounded by four windows made of quartz glass that provides an optical access to the 
flame. Additionally the glass windows can be easily replaced by an intact or a damaged test-
specimen to investigate the structural dynamics of the specimen during the operation while 
visualising the flame through the side windows. The turbulent flame is technically premixed 
and flame stabilisation takes place on the wedge wake in the combustor test system. The 
combustor is supported from the bottom of the flame-box on a carrier frame. 

Table 3.2. Combustor test system dimensions 

Section Dimension [mm] 
Combustor outer width (WL) 158 
Upstream outer depth (Du) 33 

Downstream outer depth  (DL) 58 
Liner thickness (BL) 4 

Quartz glass thickness 5 
Specimen thickness (BS) 1 

 
In practical combustion systems, the heat is taken away from the flame to the structure, 

herein to the combustor walls or the flame-box specimen, by radiation and convection. The 
maximum achieved temperature on the structure transferred from the temperature of the gases 
released by the combustion process is less than the material test system. The test system is 
uncooled so that the environment is in atmospheric condition, thus the heat is lost from the 
structure to the environment. Therefore, there is not a sharp temperature gradient across the 
structure thickness. The structure wall temperature is generated due to the balance between 
the heat absorption released from the hot gas by convection and radiation and the heat leaves 
the environment air by convection. 

 
Figure 3.4. Representation of the heat-transfer in combustor system 
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The schema of the heat transfer process in the combustor test system is depicted in Figure 
3.4, in which the radiation heat flux from gas is R1, the convection heat flux from gas is C1, 
the convection heat flux to the surrounding air is C2, the conduction heat flux across the wall 
thickness is K1-2 and the conduction along the liner wall is K3. During the combustion process, 
the hot section structural group, including the liner and the attached specimen, are heated by 
convection and the radiation from the combustion hot gases, and inversely air-cooled by 
convection to the surrounding air. The loss of heat by conduction along the liner wall (and 
specimen) is comparatively small and therefore is neglected. 

3.2.2 Instrumentation 

The experimental instruments and techniques used on the test system were particularly 
selected and integrated such that the robustness of the experiments can be maintained at high 
temperatures. Non-contact type sensors are preferably used in measurements. The sensors, 
which are in contact with the combustor hardware, are well protected, and an additional 
cooling is applied to them to ensure stable measurement during the tests. In the combustion 
experiments, three locations (Figure 3.1) are measured for the combustor inner pressure and 
the liner wall velocity at p2, p3, p4, and combustor inner temperature at t2, t3, t4. Infrared 
thermography has been used to generate thermal images based on liner wall/surface 
temperatures during the combustion process using an Xenics Gobi 384 infrared camera.  

K-type thermocouples are used to measure the fluid temperature. The pressures inside the 
combustor are monitored by the dynamic pressure measurement sensors attached in the side-
tubes that are connected to the semi-infinite hoses. External coolers were directed towards the 
devices that provide protection for the piezoelectric pressure transducers (Kullite) and a non-
reflecting acoustic condition. The structural vibrations are measured by the laser doppler 
vibrometer, LDV (Polytec OFV 505). The LDV is mounted on an automated measurement 
traverse system that analyses the vibration response of the specimen plate inserted in the 
flame-box. Two test techniques, the roving hammer impact test and the shaker test, are 
utilised   for  modal   analysis,  which   is   performed   by  ME’scope software. The first technique 
requires a structural excitation at the measurement grid (DOFs) while the accelerometer 
(B&K) is placed at a single degree of freedom (DOF). In the latter, the electro-mechanical 
shaker (B&K) is used to excite the structure at a fixed reference point while the LDV is used 
to travel over the measurement grid.  

3.2.3 Materials and compliance 

During the combustion process, the liner is exposed to elevated temperatures; therefore 
the influence of temperature levels on the material properties becomes crucial. The combustor 
is made of austenitic stainless steel (AISI) Type310, the specimen material is chosen as 
Type316. These materials have sufficiently enough heat and corrosion resistance at the test 
temperatures within relatively short exposure time of the tests, well-established properties and 
cost-effectiveness. The compliance of the test material can be seen in Figure 2.9 in 
comparison to a typical combustor base material, nickel-base superalloy AlloyX (Hastelloy 
X) [19, 20]. The materials used in the test setup exhibit analogical trends to the AlloyX and 
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satisfactory properties within the experimental conditions, such as temperatures and test 
duration. The usage of Type310 and Type316 pair avoids any pre-stress effects in the 
specimen, since the thermal expansion properties are coherent. Considering the elastic 
modulus, the tendency to elastically deform under pressure at high temperatures is nearly 
identical for these two materials, which implies that the specimen and the liner behaves as a 
single solid under the loads. Besides, AlloyX maintains its stiffness better than Type310 and 
Type316 as the temperature increases. The maximum stress that the Type316 can withstand is 
noticeably close to the AlloyX at 300K; however, around 900K its ultimate tensile strength 
decays sharper than AlloyX, but reaches Type310 values as the temperature increases. Three 
alloys exhibit a distinct switch due to the transition from normal low temperature yield to 
creep controlled mechanisms according to the drastic decline in the stress to rupture time 
curve; however, the creep properties of AlloyX remain superior. Note that, since nickel-based 
superalloys are of interest to the gas turbine community, the life assessment is performed for 
AlloyX, even though the pressure and metal temperature measurements were done in the 
combustor test system made of austenitic steels. The measured pressure is independent of the 
material and the temperature distribution becomes independent as well, once the steady-state 
conditions are reached. Under this consideration, the hot-spot location in the structure remains 
the same, but the lifetime will be dependent on the material type. 

 
Figure 3.5. Temperature dependence of the material properties 

3.3 Fluid structure interaction (FSI) coupling strategy 

The approaches to the field of coupled problems can be subdivided into two classes: 
monolithic and partitioned. In a monolithic method the interaction of the fluid and the 
structure at the interface is treated synchronously. This scheme is more accurate, and a larger 
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time step can be used compared to partitioned schemes for the same level of accuracy. 
However, it is still computationally more expensive per time step compared to the partitioned 
approach [21]. Therefore the latter approach for the fluid-structure interaction was used in this 
work. In the partitioned approach, separate and independent techniques with the appropriate 
interface boundary conditions are used for the fluid and solid domains. This approach strives 
to solve each physical field separately, with communication of interface data in between to 
connect the components. Thus the matching conditions at the interface (boundary) between 
fluid and solid regions must satisfy the Euler equation and Cauchy stress, as:  

 𝜌 . 𝑛. �̈⃗� = −∇𝑝. 𝑛  (3.1) 
 𝑡 = −𝑝. 𝑛  (3.2) 
where  ρ  is  the  density,  𝑛 is the normal vector on the boundary surface, u is the displacement 
in this direction, p is the pressure, and 𝑡 is the Cauchy stress vector in the solid.  

 
Figure 3.6. The schematic view of the 2-way FSI numerical setup (*Steady State results as initial 

conditions) 

The schematic view of the 2-way fluid structure interaction (FSI) numerical simulation 
using ANSYS V13.0 Workbench is shown in Figure 3.6. The data from a steady-state 
solution is fed into the static structural analysis and then to the transient structural and fluid 
flow. A 2-way coupling between the fluid and structure is obtained by linking the transient 
modules and then transferring surface loads/displacements across the interface. The total 
mesh displacement is transferred across the interface by preserving the profile between the 
two fields, while the total force will be transferred using a conservative formulation.  In this 
way, the quantities from the fluid computations are applied directly on the liner and then the 
new deformed structure is updated in the fluid simulation; this allows observation of the 
impact of the wall vibration on the pressure distribution inside the combustion chamber as 
well as the effect of the modified pressure on the wall vibration. This procedure will be 
repeated until a converged solution is obtained, then the calculation will continue in the next 
time step. This procedure has three levels of iterations that are shown in Figure 3.7.      
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Figure 3.7. The process scheme of the FSI simulation 

 
Figure 3.8. (a) Full combustor, (b) close-up section view at the wedge, (c) mesh details 

3.3.1 Fluid domain: Computational fluid dynamics model 

In order to reduce the computational effort, numerical calculations of the reacting flow 
inside the combustion chamber are done only for the half part of the geometry, which 
comprises half of the wedge and is 25 mm wide (Figure 3.8). The finite volume mesh 
consisting of approximately 1.1 M unstructured tetrahedral elements is used. The mesh is 
refined in the combustion zone and around the fuel inlets. Details about the boundary 
conditions imposed on the fuel and air inlets are summarised in Table 3.3. The air inlet 
represents an acoustically closed boundary condition in the model, while the atmospheric 
outlet acts as an acoustically open boundary condition. These conditions represent the 
acoustic properties found in the experimental setup. Symmetry boundary conditions are 
prescribed to the sidewall. Except for the walls downstream of the wedge, the rest are 
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assumed to be adiabatic. Thermal conductivity of those non-adiabatic walls was considered to 
be constant; the variation with the temperature was neglected.  

The SAS-SST model available in the CFX code is used for the turbulence modelling [22], 
The Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS) is an advanced URANS model which allows better 
resolution of the turbulent spectrum in unstable flow conditions. This model can change 
smoothly between LES in regions where the turbulence structure is well resolved and the 
Shear Stress Transport (SST) model where the unsteady flow is not well resolved. The 
starting point of the transformation to the SST model is the k-νt   formulation   as   given   by  
Menter et al. [23]. The Burning Velocity Model (BVM) is used for the combustion [24] as a 
closure term for the combustion source in reacting flow simulations. The reader is referred to 
the corresponding references for the details of the models [22-26]. 

The numerical scheme uses a high-resolution advection scheme for spatial and second 
order backward Euler discretization for time accuracy. Simulations are carried out with a time 
step of 0.1 ms. At the monitor points the data is stored of the simulations at every time step 
giving a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, hence the maximum frequency observed is 5 kHz. 
However, only data up to 1 kHz is presented here. A total calculation time of 0.2 s and 
residual target value of 1e-4 has been achieved.   

Table 3.3.  More details about inlet boundary conditions 

 B.c T (k) Mixture fraction Reaction progress Turbulence (intensity) 
Air Inlet Mass flow rate 293 0 0 5% 
Fuel inlet Normal speed 293 1 0 5% 

3.3.2 Solid domain: Computational structural dynamics model 

Because most of the dynamic coupling between the hot fluid and structure occurs in the 
region downstream of the wedge, in this simulation only the structure above the wedge is 
considered, which is shown in Figure 3.3 (b). The wall is simplified to three plates forming 
half of a duct without quartz glass windows or ports for thermocouples and pressure 
transducer, however, a rectangular plate with 1 mm thickness is inserted into the flame-box 
wall on the place of the windows in order to examine the combustion-driven damage 
mechanisms. The liner of the test rig is modelled as an elastic material (Shell 63 with 4 mm 
thickness) with the properties representing hot steel at 400oC (Figure 2.9). A total number of 
2450 shell elements equally distributed is used for this simulation. Shell63 has both bending 
and membrane capabilities. Stress stiffening and large deflection capabilities are also included 
for this type of element. For the basic principles and features of the finite element 
approximations for structural analysis, the reader is referred to the appendix. 

The clamped boundary condition is implemented at one end (at downstream-upstream 
boundary of the combustor), while symmetry condition is used on side edges. The rest of the 
geometry is allowed to deform freely depending on the dynamic pressure loads. Mechanical 
loads, i.e. pressure and shear, are transferred from the CFD domain to structural part at every 
time step, therefore the same time step as CFD is needed. The direction of loads applied to the 
geometry can be constant or change and follow the deformed structure. However, surface 
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loads will follow the structure causing large deformations. By taking this into account the 
setting for the large deformation in the liner has to be turned on during the simulation. The 
total calculation real time is 0.2 s. 

3.4 Lifetime assessment 

Combustion instabilities lead to higher mechanical vibrations of combustion liners at high 
temperature, and high-cycle fatigue and creep are the two potential failure mechanisms. In 
this regard, a temperature-structure analysis was performed based on the output of the 
experiments considering the pressure inside the combustor and temperature profile of the 
walls as input. The stresses and strains were calculated and used in the lifetime assessment, 
which includes the fatigue, creep and their interaction using damage summation rule. 

3.4.1 Temperature-structure analysis 

The commercial finite element method (FEM) software ANSYS was utilised to perform 
two 3D FEM analyses; one for the full geometry (a) and one for the specimen geometry (c) 
only as seen in Figure 3.3. In this manner, a benchmark numerical test was performed to 
reduce the computation cost. Hereby the full geometry analysis and the specimen geometry-
only analysis will be called the full-model and sub-model analysis, respectively. In the full-
model, a fully fixed support boundary condition (clamped) at the bottom of the flame-box was 
applied. This support location represents the scaffolding-like frame that holds the test system 
as seen in Figure 3.1 (a). And the experimentally measured pressures and surface 
temperatures were defined as the external data with respect to the dimensions of the geometry. 
Prior to the computation, the data were mapped and matched on the finite element mesh 
(point cloud data mapping). The finite element mesh was generated using quadratic volume 
elements. Two elements were created across the liner wall and the specimen thickness and a 
finer mesh is used for the welding parts to accommodate the mesh compliance. The 
temperature-structural analysis was performed to calculate the stress and strain distributions. 
The applied loads and the boundary conditions are detailed as follows.  

In the experiments, the combustion process generates a varying surface temperature and 
thermal expansion condition at the downstream part that can induce pre-stress effects. 
Therefore, the assembly of the specimen to the flame-box is designed such that a clearance is 
present in the housing.  This provides some freedom for the attached specimens to slide 
towards traverse and longitudinal directions. Furthermore, two gaskets (2 mm thick) are 
accommodated on both sides of the specimen to compensate the third dimension of the 
volumetric expansion. Hence, the stresses in the specimen are assumed to be mainly covered 
by the pressure inside the combustor. In the numerical sub-model, the boundary conditions 
were modelled with an elastic foundation. This elastic support represents the gaskets that 
sandwich the specimen. Basically, a spring stiffness per unit area was represented by the so-
called elastic foundation stiffness (EFS) [24]. EFS was applied on the in-plane and the out-of-
plane faces of the support area. This provides resistance to the direction normal to the 
volumetric expansion of the geometry. In this way, the sub-model can expand due to the 
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thermal load and can deform out-of-plane direction due to the pressure load. The effects of the 
temperature and damping were assumed to be negligible for the EFS that is analogical with 
the gaskets material. As seen in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.18, the maximum temperature and 
pressure amplitudes occur at the flame-box region. Since the loads are uniform, constant 
temperature and pressure load were applied to the specimen model. 

3.4.2 Phenomenological modelling 

Assuming small deformations, the total strain can be described as a cumulative addition of 
the mechanical strains, which contains the elastic – εel – and inelastic strain – εin – 
components.  

 𝜀 = 𝜀 + 𝜀 = 𝜀 + 𝜀 + 𝜀   (3.3) 
The inelastic strain includes both the plastic (instantaneous) – εpl –, and the creep (time-

dependent) – εcr – deformation.   

3.4.3 Material behaviour and lifing 

The elastic behaviour of the material was defined as temperature dependent. The inelastic 
constitutive theory used in this analysis includes time-independent deformation and time-
dependent deformation properties. Prandtl-Reuss stress-strain equations for the time-
independent plasticity with a von-Mises yield surface were used. The material is considered to 
obey the bilinear isotropic hardening model. Norton-type equation was used to model the 
creep behaviour of the material. The model covers the secondary creep range assuming a 
long-time equilibrium between the hardening and the recovery mechanics. The equivalent 
creep strain rate is defined as temperature, stress and time dependent. 

 𝜀̇ = 𝐶 𝜎 𝑒 /   (3.4) 
where 𝜖̇ is the creep rate, 𝜎 is the applied stress, T is the temperature [K] and C1, C2, C3 are 
the coefficients that include the stress and temperature dependency of the strain rate for the 
material. Since AlloyX is a creep ductile material, the primary and tertiary stages of creeping 
are very limited compared to the secondary stage. Thus, the major lifetime consumption due 
to creep is assumed in the secondary stage. The typical critical creep strain value given is 2%, 
which is lower than the creep strain at rupture. Hence, creep lifetime is calculated as 

 𝑡 =
̇∆

  (3.5) 

The stress-life relation is potentially applicable to assess high cycle fatigue under the 
generated stresses well below the elastic limit. However in practice, local plasticity can exist 
at local discontinuities in the component stress concentration regions [27] in spite of the fact 
that the stresses obey the elasticity in the net section. Therefore a strain-life relation has been 
used for the fatigue analysis so that the quantification of the strain defines the dominancy of 
either the elastic or plastic strain component. The material parameters corresponds to fully 
reversed strain-controlled tests using strain-based approach that satisfies the mean stresses to 
be near zero. The laboratory-scaled combustor is in atmospheric condition so that there is no 
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pre-stress or mean pressure exposed to the structure. In such conditions, the cyclic stress-
strain behaviour and the strain-life relation is constructed by using the Ramberq-Osgood type 
to describe the monotonic stress strain behaviour and Coffin-Manson type for the strain life. 
These equations are given, respectively, by 

 ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆ /
 (3.6) 

 ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = (2𝑁) + 𝜀 (2𝑁)   (3.7) 
where K' is the cyclic strength coefficient [MPa], n' is  the  cyclic  strain  hardening  exponent,  σ'

f 
is   the  fatigue  strength  coefficient  [MPa],  b  is   the  fatigue  strength  exponent,  ε'

f is the fatigue 
ductility coefficient and c is the fatigue ductility exponent. The elastic and plastic strain terms 
are included in both equations. In strain-life approach, the total strain amplitude is 
decomposed into elastic and plastic components of which the curves are formed using the 
parameters from the literature data [28]. 

Creep, fatigue and fatigue/creep interaction are potential damage mechanisms for the 
combustion section components where the components are exposed to cyclic pressure levels 
at elevated temperatures. Depending on the operation map, a transition from stable to unstable 
combustion can be activated, in which the combustion dynamics becomes detrimental for the 
mechanical integrity. As the thermo-acoustic phenomenon appears in the system, the 
structural vibrations are amplified while the temperature level obeys the initial design 
scenario. Therefore, the emphasis in this work has been devoted particularly to the fatigue 
damage leverage in the combustor structure due to the generated pressure oscillations in the 
unstable combustion. Even though the fatigue damage shows up noticeably, the 
superimposing creep damage remains throughout the operation. The cycle- and time-
dependent two mechanisms were assumed to be interacted linearly in the system, therefore 
ASME Code Case N 47 [29] is used under fairly conservative prediction for fatigue-creep 
interaction life assessment. The basis of the assumption is to linearly accumulate, as the life 
fractions include the cyclic dependent fatigue, so-called   Miner’s   law, and time dependent 
creep, so-called  Robinson’s  rule  (Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage rule), 

 𝐷 = 𝐷 + 𝐷 = ∑ ( )

( )
+ ∑ ( )

( )
  (3.8) 

where ni is the number of applied cycles and Nf is the number of cycles to fatigue at ith stress 
or strain range level, t is the service time and tr is the creep stress level at jth stress level and nf 
is the number of stress or strain range levels and nc is the number of stress levels. In the linear 
accumulation method the cyclic and time dependent damage fractions are computed 
independently and their interaction is only empirically considered in Dtot. 

3.5 Results 

Prior to the investigation, a stability map of the test combustor setup, described in section 
3.2, was produced experimentally to decompose the unstable and stable operating points, and 
in the envelope four extreme points, so-called cases, were chosen for further investigation. 
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The pressure and temperature inside the combustor and the liner surface temperature 
measurements for these cases are shown. Next, two cases, which include the highest 
(unstable) and lowest (stable) loads from the aforementioned cases were chosen. The coupled 
FSI analysis as explained in section 3.3 was performed and results are compared to the 
experimental results. Next, the results of the life assessment including fatigue and creep 
aspects are shown for the worst case. Note that the combustor was heated up gradually and 
progressed to the desired operating point to prevent possible thermal shocks in the start-up 
periods.  

3.5.1 Combustion and acoustic characterisation 

A series of experiments were performed ranging from 40 to 60 kW thermal powers and 
from 1.2 to 1.8 air/fuel ratios in order to define the stability and instability limit of the 
combustor system. The stability map is depicted in Figure 3.9. The transition in the air/fuel 
ratio from 1.6 to 1.4 triggers the instability of the system. Although the acoustic volume of the 
combustor is unchanged, decreasing the air ratio in the mixture increases the temperature 
leading to higher acoustic eigenfrequency. Hence, the closed feedback loop for the instability 
is satisfied in these regimes. Four extreme operating conditions are selected that are the corner 
points of the stability map. The test cases are listed in Table 2.5. The pressure spectrum of the 
unstable and the stable combustion is presented in Figure 3.9. Unstable cases, Case6012 and 
Case4012, show a distinct peak at fundamental quarter wave mode frequency. However, 
Case6012 has the higher pressure peak compared to Case4012. The higher-harmonics of the 
first peak with comparably small amplitudes were also generated by the instability due to the 
presence of non-linearities at limit-cycle oscillations regime. The temperature of the flue gas 
induced by the combustion depends on the operating points. Thus, as seen from Figure 3.9, 
the limit-cycle oscillation frequencies, at which the pressure peaks are present, are not fixed 
but fall within a 5 Hz range at the investigated operating points, which produce combustion 
instabilities (Case4012 and Case6012). The left bottom and right upper operating points from 
the stability map (Figure 3.9) are selected for further investigation, which shows the highest 
and the lowest pressure amplitudes: Case6012 (unstable) and Case4018 (stable).  

The experimental results show an apparent temperature gradient along the liner wall, 
depicted in Figure 3.10, where the non-contact measurements have been performed using a 
thermographic camera. The temperature levels of the unstable cases, of which the air/fuel 
ratio is 1.2, are observed to be generally higher compared to the stable test cases with a higher 
air/fuel ratio. The higher temperature levels are generated due to a greater fuel portion fed into 
the system. The unstable combustion cases produced a linear-shaped fluid temperature 
distribution along the liner and gradually decreased towards the exit of the downstream part, 
so that the trend is also in agreement with the wall temperature measurement between t2 and 
t4 locations. The temperature is decreased about 15% in Case4012 and 12% in case Case6012 
from location t2 to t4 measurement location. Even though the deviation between these two 
cases at t2 location is about 3.2%, at t4 location this deviation has been increased up to 6.6%. 
The wall temperature at the flame-box region was found to be the highest for these test cases 
and nearly uniform temperature distribution was observed. This can indicate a shorter flame 
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length, having a wrinkled shape and occupying a large space encapsulated in the flame-box 
region due to the dynamic combustion. On the other hand, in the stable combustion cases 
there was not neither a temperature evolution trend with respect to the liner length, nor a 
proportional deviation at the measurement locations. 

 
Figure 3.9. Stability map (left) and pressure spectrum at p2 sensor location (right) – (EXP) 

 
Figure 3.10.  The fluid temperatures at sensor locations (left) and the wall temperatures at mid-

width (right) – (EXP) 

A temperature jump takes place at about the mid-location of the plate after the ignition 
and progresses upwards and downwards at the flame-box region. The combustion process 
carries the heat towards the exit of the liner that gradually increases the liner temperature until 
a balanced state is reached. In Figure 3.11, the contour-lines of the temperature can be seen 
from the thermal image during the combustion, in which the trace of the burning gases at 
higher temperature forms a conical shape. During the experiments, it was observed that some 
of the operating points showed a dynamic system characteristic including stable and unstable 
combustion regimes. However, after a time delay the operating point revealed one combustion 
regime, either stable or unstable. This transient behaviour occurrence is attributed to the 
nonlinear characteristics of combustion instabilities whereby the sequential direction of the 
investigated test points (initial operation settings, air-fuel (equivalence) ratio and power as in 
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this work) influences the transient combustion behaviour [30]. To ensure reliable tests, the 
data acquisition is triggered as the slope of the temperature evolution curve at the 
representative Tsample measurement point becomes nearly constant at about zero (Figure 3.11).  

 
Figure 3.11.  The IR camera measurement and the temperature evolution at Tsample location 

 
Figure 3.12.  The wall temperature [oC] profile OP6012 (EXP) 

The wall temperature profile at the downstream (flame-box and liner) of combustor for 
Case6012 is depicted in Figure 3.12, which is post-processed to avoid the high reflective 
surfaces zones, which are advantageous for high intensity LDV measurements. The 
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asymmetry of the temperature distribution in the width direction can be due to the dynamic 
combustion process. This temperature profile is later used for temperature-structure analysis 
for lifing. 

In Figure 3.13, the pressure spectra from the experiments and FSI simulations are 
compared for stable and unstable cases and the data obtained from the graph are listed in 
Figure 3.4. In the figure, the frequency axis is normalised with respect to the measured and 
simulated first acoustic mode of the combustor (f/f1). Hence, the deviation in the FSI 
geometry and relative heat losses can be suppressed to enhance the visibility of the 
comparison. Similar to the experiments, a dominant peak pressure at the first acoustic 
eigenfrequency was obtained and the higher-harmonics of this peak-value were also 
predicted.  

 
Figure 3.13. Pressure spectrum: comparison of (EXP) vs. (FSI) 

However, this comparison shows a distinct difference in the magnitude of instability, 
which is mainly due to over-prediction of the temperature in the CFD simulation. 
Furthermore, there are some more limitations for the FSI simulation that potentially restrain 
the convergence to the experimental results. The experimental measurements have been 
performed in such a way that the measurement time is sufficiently long to capture the real 
data, however in the FSI simulations there is a physical time limit to reduce the computational 
cost and this numerical duration is not always sufficient to reach the peak amplitude as 
observed in the experiments. The over-prediction of gas temperature can be explained by 
higher speed of sound and consequently higher acoustic eigenmodes. In the simulation, using 
a mean temperature that assumes the liner as an isothermal structure with a constant thermal 
conductivity may be one of the reasons for this deviation from the experiment. 

Table 3.4. Comparison in the pressure spectrum (Cas6012): EXP vs. FSI 

 
Characteristic frequency 

[Hz] 
Pressure amplitude 

[Pa] 
SPL [dB] 

EXP 268 2894 163 
FSI 314 119 136 
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Figure 3.14. The time evolution of temperature of the self-oscillation combustion for unstable 

‘Case6012’ (left) and stable ‘Case4018’ (right) cases at ‘p2’ location – (FSI) 

 
Figure 3.15. Schematic illustration of the flow patterns (a), and the vector plot of the velocity 

[m/s] field in a section close to the wedge depth-wise (b) - (FSI) 

Figure 3.14 (left) displays the increase in the temperature during the combustion front 
propagation, indicating that the combustion is in an unstable oscillatory manner. Temperature 
is one of the most important variables determining the stability characteristics of the 
combustor. A slight change in temperature leads to a sudden change in acoustic flow 
oscillation. As temperature increases, due to the increased flame speed, the flame penetrates 
into the corner recirculation zone and flashes back (Figure 3.16). As seen in the figure, a 
central recirculation zone (CRZ) is established in the wake of the centre body that is a form of 
vortex break down, which is associated with intense swirling-type flow compared to swirling 
strength [31]. It acts as a flame-holder in the centre of the flow and stabilises the combustion 
process in a compact region within the downstream. In this zone, the recirculating hot gases 
mix with the incoming air-fuel mixture. Furthermore, corner recirculation zones (CORZ) are 
formed as a result of a sudden expansion in the combustion area, which facilitate recirculation 
of the combustion hot gases near the liner walls of the downstream duct, and contribute to the 
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ignition of the incoming fresh gases. As a consequence, the flame is stabilised by both the 
corner recirculation zone (CORZ) and the central recirculation zone (CRZ) that represent a 
compact enveloped configuration. The temperature oscillates around 1661.5 oC with ± 6.5 oC. 
Figure 3.14 (right) shows the simulated temperature behaviour in the stable combustion, 
where the temperature amplitudes tend to level off at 1551 oC with decaying trend of the 
reversal amplitudes.  

 
Figure 3.16. The contour plot of the velocity [m/s] field in the middle of the combustor depth-

wise: Case6012 (a) and Case4018 (b) - (FSI) 

 
Figure 3.17. The heat flux [W/m2] on the hot walls: Case6012 (a) and Case4018 (b) - (FSI) 
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During the combustion process, heat is transferred from the hot flame by radiation and 
convection to the liner. However, the radiative heat exchange highly depends on the distance 
between the flame and the liner and also on the absorption of the colder combustion gases in 
between. Figure 3.17 depicts the instantaneous heat flux from the liner in both stable and 
unstable condition. As expected, heat flux is more uniformly distributed on the liner in the 
stable flame condition due to having a stretched flame.  

 
Figure 3.18. Pressure profile for Case60120 - (EXP) 

 
Figure 3.19. Pressure profile for Case60120 - (FSI) 

Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 shows the instantaneous axial pressure distribution at the 
LCO frequency along the combustor downstream for the experiments and FSI, respectively. 
From the previous experiments in the combustion system [32], the pressure at the flame-box 
region was observed to be constant and equal to the pressure measured at ‘p2’ sensor location. 
Thus, the pressure kept constant from ‘p2’ till the wedge in the figures. Furthermore, since 
there are three pressure sensors along the downstream, the pressure data between the ‘p4’ 
location and the outlet of the downstream was extrapolated till zero pressure amplitude in 
compliance with the best-fit data points as seen in the figures. The pressure anti-node at the 
inlet and the node at the outlet of the combustor confirm the open-closed acoustic boundary 
condition. The pressure amplitude is decreasing along the combustor and the maximum 
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pressure occurs right above the bluff body, which is matching the theoretical location of 
maximum pressure for the first quarter wave. Note that it is assumed that acoustic pressure 
reaches zero at the open end, which is the outlet of the combustor. However, there is some 
portion of sound radiation into the fluid outside that disintegrates from the sound reflected 
back down the combustor. So, the pressure drops closer to zero till the wave is kept within the 
combustor structure bounds but does not reach zero. Therefore, an extra final layer of fluid at 
the outlet is considered to approximate the effect of radiation. Hence, an end-correction is 
included to the standard theoretical formula for the calculation of the acoustic 
eigenfrequencies of an open-closed end volume. This end-correction includes an effective 
length, in which an extra length is added to the outlet of the volume to consider the actual 
position of the pressure node [33]. The effective length, which is longer than the physical 
length of the downstream of the open-ended combustor, leads to lower acoustic 
eigenfrequencies. For the first mode, quarter-wave acoustic mode (100), the equation reduces 
to f=c/4Leff, in which Leff is the effective length. The effective length of a closed-open end 
tube is given as [34]; Leff = Lx+(Rr)(atube), in where Rr is the radiation resistance that is taken 
as 0.85 and atube is the radius of the tube opening. In fact, in this work a rectangular volume is 
considered; therefore the area of the combustor cross section corresponds to a tube opening 
cross section with the same area. Hence, an equivalent radius is obtained to calculate the 
effective length. 

The standard theoretical formula to calculate acoustic eigenfrequencies considering a 
closed-open end rectangular volume (acoustic cavity) with acoustically hard walls is given by 
the following equation [35] 

 𝑓 = + +  (3.9) 

where c is the speed of sound, i, j, k are the numbers to specify each of the acoustic modes of 
the volume, which is composed of the three length directions (Lx, Lx, Lx) associated with x, y 
and z coordinates, respectively. The acoustic eigenfrequency results for the quarter-wave 
acoustic mode are listed in Table 2.6 and supported by a separate FEM analysis using shell 
elements and analytical calculation assuming a mean temperature (gTCase6012) along the 
downstream. In the table, the superscript ‘†’ is used to identify the results that are scaled such 
that the end correction is considered. The end-corrected results of FEM and analytical results 
show good agreement, on the other hand, the FSI result is in fair agreement, which can be 
attributed to the consideration of the physical length of the combustor instead of the effective 
length. However, if the end-correction is applied to the FSI result, the deviation is reduced 
reasonably. 

Table 3.5. Characteristic acoustic frequencies [Hz] in the combustor at gTCase6012 

Case Code Experiment FSI FSI† FEM FEM† Analytical Analytical† 
Case6012 268 314 294 288 270 300 281 

 
In the investigation of thermo-acoustic instabilities, not only combustion dynamics but 

also the structural dynamics are crucial since the dynamic combustion takes place in a 
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vibrating structure. A structural modal analysis was carried out to observe if the characteristic 
frequency or its harmonics coincide with a structural eigenfrequency that can trigger a 
coupling between the acoustics and the structure. Hence, two experimental modal testing 
methods at room temperature (Troom) and FEM analysis at room temperature and at the 
operation temperature corresponding to the Case6012 (wTCase6012) were performed. The 
experimental modal testing methods include the shaker testing and impact testing. In the 
shaker testing, a shaker is used to excite the structure at one point while the LDV is moved 
from one point to another in the measurement grid. The data is obtained from the auto-
spectrum of the LDV signal that is averaged over the measurement grid points. In impact 
testing, an accelerometer is placed at one point and the structure is impacted at the points over 
the measurement grid. The signal is averaged over the impact grid points. The equipment 
details are described in section 3.2.2. Experimental modal testing is not feasible during the 
combustion operation due to the hot walls of the structure. Therefore, the results of the two 
testing methods are averaged (Avg-Testing) and scaled down with respect to the wall 
temperature, wTCase6012. This calculation is performed on the basis of the proportionality of the 
structural eigenfrequencies to the square-root of the elastic modulus [35], which is 
temperature dependent, as described in section 3.2.3. 

Table 3.6. Structural eigenfrequencies [Hz] of the combustor 

Mode 
Shaker Testing 

(Troom) 
Impact Testing 

(Troom) 
Avg-Testing 

(wTCase6012) 
FEM 
(Troom) 

FEM 
(wTCase6012) 

Bending (b1) 125 125 109 126 110 

Torsional (t1) 534 534 466 437* 384* 

Plate (p1) 639 640 558 633 557 

Bending (b2) 645 645 562 532* 468* 

Plate (p2) 673 673 587 671 590 

Plate (p3) 744 742 648 750 660 

Torsional (2nd) 764 765 667 761 669 

 
The experimental and numerical results for the structural eigenfrequencies of the 

combustor are presented in Table 3.6. The numerical results were obtained by a FEM analysis 
of the full combustor model using volume elements. The results of the two experimental 
modal testing methods match very well. Besides, the experimental and numerical results agree 
fairly well except the modes marked with superscript ‘*’. These modes are highly under the 
influence of the corner-welds used to form a rectangular cross section made by combining 
two L-shaped profiles. The welds behave like stiffeners and the increased stiffness reduces 
these eigenfrequencies. The corner welds are not included in the numerical analysis, since the 
corner-weld volume is not homogeneous over the combustor length that challenges the 
characterisation of the welds. By comparison to Table 2.6, none of the structural 
eigenfrequencies are matching with the characteristic frequency observed at the limit-cycle 
regime, which implies that the source of the peaks at this frequency is structure independent. 
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Apart from this, the first three plate modes manifest themselves, as observed in Figure 3.9 
(pressure spectrum), right after the first higher-harmonic of the characteristic frequency (536 
Hz). This indicates that the plate modes interact with the acoustic waves inside the combustor 
due to the expansion and contraction motion. In addition to the cyclic pressure oscillations 
due to thermo-acoustic instabilities, the fatigue damage can be enhanced due to the motion of 
the plate modes. 

To obtain pressure fluctuations inside the combustion chamber, several locations along the 
length of the combustor are monitored, which are shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure, ‘p1’ to 
‘p4’ are representing the location of the pressure transducers, while ‘t1’ to ‘t4’ are standing 
for thermocouples. As can be seen in Figure 3.20 (left) the instability growth mechanism is 
captured by the numerical model. The oscillation grows till about 0.1 s and then it saturates 
and reaches fixed mean amplitude of oscillation (saturated). The growth rate of the amplitude 
of pressure fluctuations is calculated and shown in Table 3.7. As can be seen, the growth rate 
(i.e. ‘b’) is changing depending on the location of the pressure transducer. It is also 
representing an alternating increase and decrease in the amplitude of the growth function (i.e. 
‘a   and   b’) along the combustor pointing to the presence of the pressure nodes. The actual 
pressure growth at one test case is hard to measure experimentally since the combustor is 
gradually progressed to reach the corresponding operating point either from another operating 
point or start-up period. Thus, the actual energy generated to grow the instability will be 
suppressed due to the existing stored energy inside from the previous operating point. 
However, characterisation of the pressure growth is important for the life assessment, since 
the contribution in the lifetime consumption with several occurrences of instability can be 
high enough. Therefore, the growth function obtained from fitting on the FSI pressure data is 
used to define the pressure growth of experiments. The curve obtained by the function is 
extended till the measured pressure amplitude. The area between upper and lower boundaries 
is the generated energy to create the certain pressure oscillations at the limit-cycle regime. 
Together with the duration of the pressure oscillations, the growth of the oscillations also 
contributes to the lifetime consumption of the structure. 

 
Figure 3.20. Growth of unsteady pressure predicted by FSI (left) and the extrapolation of the 

growth from FSI to EXP pressure amplitude 
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Table 3.7: Growth rate of pressure signal during LCO (Growth function = 𝒂𝒆𝒃𝒕) 

Pressure sensors a b 

p2 91.89 2.66 
p3 165.7 3.823 
p4 56.88 4.258 

3.5.2 Life assessment 

Initially, a numerical test was carried out to compare the full-model and the sub-model 
results (described in section 3.4.1). In the analysis, the stress and strain distribution on the 
specimen geometry was found to be identical for the two numerical tests, which implies the 
high stiffness of the flame-box structure. Thus, a further investigation was performed in the 
sub-model in order to reduce the computational cost. The deviation in the temperature and the 
pressure amplitudes of the corresponding ‘t2’/‘p2’ locations and the flame-box region are 
experimentally observed to be practically imperceptible so that a constant temperature and 
pressure are applied on the specimen in the numerical analysis. The measured temperature 
and pressure for Case6012 at ‘t2’/‘p2’ locations are 601.5 oC (wTCase6012) and 2894 Pa 
(PCase6012), respectively. However, the measured pressure at wTCase6012 was not sufficient 
enough to exhibit creeping of the material as observed in the analysis. Therefore, a numerical 
test pressure was set to PCase6012 x102, which leads to the generation of creep strains. The 
details of the analysis are described in the following paragraph. 

 
Figure 3.21. Stress distribution at the front (b) and back sides of the specimen 

The stress-strain distribution of the sub-model was calculated by the temperature-
structural analysis presented in Figure 3.21. The behaviour of the structure exposed to 
temperature and pressure was analysed for 50000 hours by using 15 time steps (1e-5, 0.1, 1, 
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10, 100, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000, 40000, 50000 hours). In the 
figure, the FEM mesh (a), the stress distribution at the front (b) and back side (c) of the 
specimen, the principal stress directions (d), the zoomed view (e) are depicted. The results 
show that the out-of-plane stresses are concentrated near the long edge sections and the 
maximum principal stress directions in that region, which are indicated with red arrows, are 
aligned outward in the transverse direction. Assuming that the damage occurs at the stress 
concentration location and subsequently cracking takes place perpendicular to the maximum 
principal stress direction, the results imply that this region, the so-called hot spot, is the 
lifetime limiter, therefore the lifing calculations are based on this consideration. Note that the 
specimen motion is cyclic due to the pressure oscillations so that the front and the back side 
exchanges the stress distribution within each cycle. 

In Figure 21, the strain distributions on the half-width of the specimen at the front and the 
back sides are presented. The numbered points are indicated in Figure 20 as (1) the edge and 
(2) the centre of the specimen. The creep strain amplitudes are the highest at the edge 
locations of the specimen at both sides since the stress concentration is present. The creep 
strains sharply decay towards the centre of the specimen from the edge due to the stress 
profile. However, the creep strains at the back side are developed again due to the tensile-type 
stresses, while the strains at the front side vanish. On the contrary, the elastic strains spread 
through the body more smoothly, mainly concentrating at the centre and the edge. Starting 
from the centre location, the competition between the front and back sides is won by the back 
side tensile-type stresses reaching its maximum strain amplitude again at the edge. The plastic 
strains are localised at the edge location and die down sharply with respect to the width of the 
specimen. Comparably low amplitude plasticity is induced at the back side at the centre; 
however, the growth in the strain profile was kept limited. 

 
Figure 3.22. Strain distribution on the half-width of the specimen 
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The creep and fatigue lifetime of the critical location are calculated using the approaches 
described in section 3.4.3 and results are presented in Table 3.8.  

Table 3.8. Predicted creep and fatigue lifetime 

Pressure Level PCase6012 x102 PCase6012 x101 PCase6012 

Creep lifetime [hours] 74.03 3.30x104 1.05x106 

Fatigue lifetime [cycles] 5.09x107 1.29x1010 3.87x1012 

 
The main life-threatening mechanism is driven by the creeping process. Another important 
point is that the creep and fatigue lifetime is essentially dependent on the pressure and 
temperature levels. Transition from stable combustion to unstable regime brings about more 
than ten times higher pressures, whereas the temperature change remains relatively limited. 
Thus, as seen from Table 3.8, a ten times increase in the pressure levels consumes around 
100% more lifetime. 

3.6 Conclusions  

The thermo-acoustic instability in the combustion process, where the acoustic oscillations, 
flow perturbations and unsteady heat release form a feedback mechanism, induces a 
significant relative motion of the liner walls due to fluid-structure interaction. The unstable 
combustion leads to the severe vibrations of the structure, which in turn lead to accelerated 
fatigue lifetime consumption. This work explored the mechanism of fluid-structure interaction 
on the LIMOUSINE setup for the stable and unstable regime both experimentally and 
numerically. The milestones in the outcome of this research are listed below: 
 The acoustic eigenfrequency was found to be very close to the characteristic frequency 

measured in the unstable Case6012. In addition, the pressure profile at the characteristic 
frequency matches the first quarter acoustic mode of the combustor. Thus, the source of 
the instability is highlighted as the intersection of the first acoustic eigenfrequency and the 
flame frequency in the combustor. 

 Distinct characteristic frequencies with peak pressure levels were observed in pressure 
spectra due to the combustion instabilities. However, the characteristic frequency 
predicted by the FSI simulation shows a deviation from the measurement that is attributed 
to the over-prediction of the fluid temperature. 

 In the numerical calculations the pressures at these frequencies are sorted by high to low 
amplitude. Whereas, in the experiments the pressure amplitude at the second higher-
harmonic frequency of the characteristic frequency is higher than the one at the first 
higher-harmonic frequency. This occurrence is attributed to the coupling with the ¾ 
acoustic mode (300) of the combustor. 

 Since the FSI simulations for the unstable cases are computationally very expensive, half 
of the geometry of the combustor, imposing symmetry boundary condition in the middle 
plane, was used to reduce the computational cost. The under-prediction of the pressures 
calculated by the FSI simulations compared to the experiments is attributed to the forced 
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damping of the pressure oscillations by restricting the three-dimensional turbulent motion 
of the flow due to the combustion instabilities into a half domain. 
  
The simplifications in the numerical approach, which aimed to reduce the extensive 

computational time of the FSI simulations for combustion instabilities, brought out deviation 
between the experimental and numerical results. However, the ways to incorporate the 
measurements and numerical findings towards combustion system in the prototype 
development (design) were highlighted. These are stated as follows. 
 Using the pressure growth rate functions, obtained by the FSI simulation, the pressures 

can be resolved by extrapolating the numerically calculated pressures to the measured 
pressures. The tests for the measurements can be as short as 1 second (see Chapter 7) so 
that the test duration is not sufficient enough to cause damage in the structure. 

 The temperature fluctuations of the wall due to instabilities, which is challenging to 
measure, can be obtained by incorporating FSI simulations. These fluctuations lead to 
thermal fatigue, which contributes to lifetime reduction. 

 Considering the safe-life approach, the location of crack initiation and the direction of the 
crack growth are numerically predicted and the corresponding fatigue and creep lifetimes 
were calculated. 

3.7 Discussions 

In this work, the LCO is sourced from the first acoustic eigenfrequency of the combustor. 
Depending on the frequency of the acoustic pressure oscillations generated on the structure’s 
inner surface, the frequency of the limit-cycle and/or the nonlinear harmonics can be coupled 
to the structural eigenfrequencies and can lead to elevated vibrations in resonance. Those 
strong vibrations may act as another acoustic source emitting the acoustic waves to the 
surrounding fluid and thus additional pressure waves can be formed, which can alter the 
acoustic field in the volume due to this interaction. 

Based on the FSI analysis results in Figure 3.14, the combustor is not only exposed to 
cyclic pressure loading at high temperature but also to temperature fluctuations in time. Thus, 
the generation of the thermal strains contributes to the overall damage in terms of thermal 
fatigue. In this regard, three potential phenomena have a direct influence on the damage 
mechanis and these are; the temperature dependence of the fatigue process due to interaction, 
thermal fatigue activation due to the thermal stresses caused by the temperature fluctuations, 
and creep relaxation due to the thermal gradients [36]. However, only the mechanical fatigue 
and the steady-state creep are included in the lifing procedure in the context of this work.  

Appendix A. Experimentation – emissivity & reflectivity 

Non-contact measurement techniques were used to minimise any interference with the 
accuracy of the experiments. The structural surface temperature was measured by an infrared 
camera and surface velocity by LDV. However, the optimum requirements for both of the 
techniques somehow contradict. Basically, the object of interest emits infrared radiation as a 
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function of its temperature level, which is in relation to the infrared energy measured by the 
infrared (IR) camera. The net energy leaving the surface is the difference between radiosity 
(J) and irradiation (G) under a heat balance over the surface [37]. The radiosity for a grey, 
diffuse surface is determined by two components that are the emissive power of the surface 
and the reflections by the surface. 

 GEGEJ bb )1(    (3.10) 
where   ε   is   the   emissivity,   ρ is the reflection (ρ=1-ε), Eb is the radiation intensity. The 
assumption for a black body basis on all the incident radiant energy is absorbed for, however 
even an application of a black paint on the field of interest technically would lead to a grey 
body with an enhanced absorption, in where some reflection can be present. On the other 
hand, the liner wall velocity measurements have been performed using an LDV. The 
technique is based on sending the laser beam towards the target surface and collecting the 
reflected radiation, which is a function of the relative velocity of the point of interest 
according to the Doppler effect. The two non-contact measurements for temperature and 
velocity are superior compared to contact-type techniques. However, a compromise rose by 
the   techniques’   characteristics   is   the   different   requirement   of   emissivity   and   reflectivity   for  
accurate measurements. 

Appendix B. Finite element formulation for the FSI 

The FEM formulation is derived from an assumption made on element displacement u. A 
point inside an element is selected where u describes the displacement at the point, N contains 
the position of the point and d is a vector containing displacement on the nodal points. In a 
general form, with n number of nodes in an element e, it reads as follows: 

 𝒖 = ∑ 𝑁 𝑑 =   𝑵 ,𝑵 ,…

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝒅
𝒅
.
.
. ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

= 𝑵𝒅  (3.11) 

where  k=1,2,…,n  and  β=1,2,3  due  to  3  dimensions.  So  the  velocity  v at any chosen point can 
easily be described as:  

 𝑽 = ∑ 𝑁 𝑤 =   𝑵 ,𝑵 ,…

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝒘
𝒘
.
.
. ⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

= 𝑵𝒘  (3.12) 

where w is nodal velocity.  
Due to large displacements it is necessary to describe equilibrium and geometrical 

changes in detail. In a deformed body, the internal forces are mainly characterised by Cauchy 
stresses.  Differential  equation  for  equilibrium  expressed  in  Cauchy  stresses  σ  is  described  as:   

 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜎) + 𝑏 = 𝜌 �̇�  (3.13) 
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where b is the body force acting on the solid, 𝜌  is the mass density in deformed geometry, 
and �̇� is the acceleration.  

The principle of virtual work for this problem is: 

 ∫ 𝜎: 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑(𝑉)𝐽 𝑑𝑉 + ∫ 𝑏. 𝑉𝐽 𝑑𝑉 + ∫ 𝑡. 𝑉 𝐽∗𝑑𝐴 = ∫ 𝜌�̇�. 𝑉 𝐽𝑑𝑉   (3.14) 

The change of the reference volume (V0) to the deformed volume (V) is described by  

 𝐽 = 𝑑𝑉 𝑑𝑉⁄   (3.15) 
where J is the Jacobian determinant. The change in area element is described by:  

 𝐽∗ = 𝑑𝐴 𝑑𝐴⁄   (3.16) 
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Abstract 

he use of the finite element method (FEM) for explicit modelling has been shown to 
provide the basis for detailed modelling of cracks. Extending the analyses to simulate 
crack growth behaviour typically leads to a significant increase in effort, particularly from 

the point of view of updating the finite element geometry. A relatively recent development, which is 
now becoming more accessible, is the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM). The XFEM 
concept extends the standard finite element approximation by adding a discontinuity function and 
crack-tip asymptotic functions using the framework of partition of unity. The limitations of real-
time model updating are avoided by creating an enriched domain in the cracked body. This work 
presents an implementation of XFEM-based fracture mechanics analysis in a general purpose 
finite element software, Abaqus FEA for fatigue and creep crack growth of a combustor material, 
Ni-based superalloy. A user-defined algorithm is integrated to incorporate the existing XFEM 
module in Abaqus FEA to enable progressive crack growth for arbitrary shaped 3D cracks due 
to fatigue and creep conditions. Benefiting from the capabilities of Abaqus FEA, by means of 
complex geometry modelling and the embedded XFEM feature, as well as extending the 
simulations to fatigue/creep crack growth within the XFEM framework, provides an efficient tool 
applicable to industrial gas turbines. In this way the computational costs can be significantly 
reduced by the fact that arbitrarily shaped, and growing cracks in complex geometries can be 
characterised without conforming mesh, and remeshing is avoided. Furthermore, the cycle-dependent 
fatigue and time-dependent creep crack growth theories can be adapted without violating linear 
elastic fracture mechanics concepts, on which XFEM is based. 
Keywords: XFEM, fracture mechanics, fatigue, creep, crack, superalloy. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Industrial gas turbine engines are widely used in the power generation industry. In gas 
turbines, power is generated by burning an air-fuel mixture at high pressure and temperature. 
Therefore, the mechanical integrity of the engines is generally governed by the hot gas path 
components. Safe-life design approach is generally applied in these components to ensure 
reliable, durable and safe operation with long lifetime expectancy. However, the robustness 
and performance of the engines are essentially dependent on the design and operating 
conditions.  

Stringent regulations on pollutant emissions motivated the introduction and development 
of lean, premixed combustion systems particularly to reduce NOx emissions. The downside of 
these systems is that they are susceptible to thermo-acoustically induced combustion 
instabilities. Instabilities generate high pressure oscillating at elevated temperatures, which 
causes severe damage to the combustion section components. Therefore, damage-tolerance 
evaluation of in-service components under combined fatigue and creep conditions is critical to 
maintain the mechanical integrity of the combustion systems in gas turbines. Fracture 
mechanics is widely used to predict the residual strength and remaining lifetime. Nonetheless, 
industrial gas turbines remain a challenge due to complex geometry, boundary condition and 
load-state, for which there is no generic analytical solution. Therefore, numerical analysis is 
required to provide a rational prediction of fracture characteristics. However, computing the 
state of stress in a cracked body requires dealing with the discontinuities. Standard finite 
element methods (FEM) deal with such situations by confirming the mesh to the 
discontinuity, and repeating this procedure as the crack advances. However, mesh generation 
and remeshing of a three-dimensional (3D) complex geometry, as in the industrial cases, is 
computationally expensive. Moreover, the singularity of the asymptotic crack fields requires 
treating the domain surrounding the crack front with very fine mesh and applying of special 
schemes such as spider meshing for accurately representing the crack geometry. Capturing the 
displacement discontinuity across the crack, and the singular nature of the crack-tip stress 
field at every crack propagation step by remeshing, is computationally demanding where 
complex structures are concerned.  

The eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) has been developed, which adapts 
standard FEM to fracture mechanics computations [1, 2]. In XFEM, a priori knowledge about 
the local behaviour of the solution is included in the approximation field using partition of 
unity method (PUM) [3]. Thereby, the finite element space is enriched with a discontinuous 
function and the near-tip asymptotic solutions, which are added to the standard FEM 
approximation. Hence, arbitrarily shaped and growing cracks can be characterised without 
conforming mesh, and remeshing is avoided. In 3D geometries, the discontinuities, which are 
revealed due to the crack surface and front, can be implicitly described by the level set 
method (LSM) [4, 5]. A considerable amount of research has been presented in the literature 
related to XFEM-based fracture mechanics in the areas of crack modelling in a 3D geometry 
[6-8]. This includes arbitrary branched and intersecting cracks [9], cohesive crack growth 
[10], mixed-mode crack propagation [11], dynamic crack propagation [12, 13], elastic-plastic 
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fatigue crack growth [14] and fatigue crack growth implemented into a general purpose finite 
element software [15]. In particular, implementation of the XFEM into general-purpose finite 
element software, such as Abaqus FEA, offers unique capabilities in industrial applications, 
which involve complex geometries to be modelled. The cracks can be modelled independently 
of the mesh, and the stress state around the crack can be predicted by contour integral 
evaluation. However, simulating progressive crack growth for arbitrary shaped 3D cracks 
requires a user-defined algorithm incorporating Abaqus. Moreover, the current usage of the 
XFEM in Abaqus FEA allows analysis of only stationary cracks in 3D geometries, and 
evaluation of crack-tip parameters used for time-dependent creep behaviour is not supported, 
whereas standard FEM applications are available. 

When the hot gas path components in the combustion section subjected to creep-fatigue 
loading conditions during service lifetime are concerned, their mechanical performance at 
high temperature is of great importance to maintain their mechanical integrity. Solid-solution-
strengthened Ni-based superalloys are widely used for the combustion section components in 
gas turbine engines, where high-temperature strength, oxidation resistance and long-term 
metallurgical stability is desired [16]. Mainly experimental studies have been conducted to 
investigate high temperature fatigue crack behaviour and creep crack behaviour, which are 
listed in Table 4.1. Note that in the table zero hold time indicates fatigue crack growth, 
whereas infinite hold time refers to creep crack growth. Nonetheless, a generic numerical 
work to provide a systematic investigation to characterise the variables relevant to crack 
growth under fatigue and creep conditions is unavailable.  

Table 4.1. Literature summary on experiments of Alloy230 (Troom: Room Temperature) 

Reference Temperature [oC] Hold time Outcome 
Lu et al. 

(2005) [17] 
Troom, 816 and 

927 
zero, 2 min 
and infinite 

The fracture mode transition during creep-
fatigue crack growth 

Lu et al. 
(2006) [18] 

649, 816 and 
927 

zero, 3 s to 5 
h and infinite 

The dependency of creep-fatigue crack 
growth 

Lu et al. 
(2007) [19] 

816 and 927 
zero, 2 min, 1 
h and infinite 

The fracture mechanics parameter 
compliance with fatigue-creep crack 
growth rate 

Roy et al. 
(2010) [20] 

600, 700 and 
800 

60 s to 1000 s 
The correlation creep-fatigue crack growth 
rate to testing frequency 

Bache et al. 
(2012) [21] 

816 and 927 2 min 
The creep-fatigue crack growth at plain-
stress conditions 

Pataky et al. 
(2013) [22] 

Troom and 900 - 
The slip irreversibility in fatigue crack 
growth 

 
The aim of this work is the development and implementation of a user-defined algorithm 

for the XFEM-based fracture mechanics analysis of a typical solid-solution-strengthened Ni-
based superalloy under fatigue and creep conditions. Implementation of the proposed method 
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in a general-purpose finite element program, Abaqus, enables modelling cracks in 3D 
complex geometries, relevant to industrial application, without the necessity of conforming 
mesh and remeshing at every crack increment. Furthermore, the interaction of time-dependent 
creep and cycle-dependent fatigue can be modelled for this typical gas turbine material within 
the framework of XFEM using only one fracture parameter. 

This paper is organised as follows. The theory of the method, including the J-integral 
computation with the equivalent domain integral method, stress intensity factors extraction 
with the interaction integral method, XFEM displacement approximation, and crack front 
traction and control covering cycle-dependent fatigue crack growth (FCG), time-dependent 
creep crack growth (CCG) aspects, is presented in section 4.2. Prior to the investigation, in 
section 4.3 numerical benchmark tests are presented that were systematically performed with 
the cases, selected from literature, to ensure the validity of the theory and the accuracy of the 
calculations. First, the relation between CCG parameters, C*, Ct and K is analysed [23-25] by 
FEM and XFEM analysis. Next, the validity of the stress intensity factor (SIF), calculated by 
FEM and XFEM, under thermo-elasticity conditions is presented [26]. After that, the 
combined effect of creep and fatigue is analysed in a compact tension (CT) specimen, made 
of Ni-based superalloy. Then, the results of mixed-mode crack propagation in a modified CT-
specimen are presented. Finally, the concluding remarks are provided. Note that the 
parameters, such as mesh type and size, step size, and boundary conditions, are described in 
each validation sub-section. 

4.2 Theory 

In this section, the theory of the method presented in this work is described. First, the 
crack-tip characterisation parameters and their contour integral evaluation are described. 
These fracture-characterising parameters are widely used in cycle-dependent fatigue crack 
growth. Second, the time-dependent creep crack growth parameters and their content are 
described. Next, XFEM displacement approximation for crack modelling is detailed. Finally, 
the crack growth algorithm to characterise the crack growth including fatigue and creep 
damage mechanisms is presented within the framework of the overall method. 

4.2.1 Contour integral evaluation and domain integral representation 

Many engineering materials exhibit nonlinear deformation in a crack body. However, as 
long as nonlinear material deformation is confined to a relatively small region around the 
crack-tip, linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) can be considered as characterising the 
fracture behaviour. Under equilibrium conditions, the Griffith energy balance for an increase 
in the fracture area can be expressed as 

 = + = 0  (4.1) 
where E is the total energy, Π is the potential energy provided by the internal strain energy 
and external forces, Ws is the work required to form new surfaces of crack, and A is the crack 
area. Considering the state of equilibrium, zero net change in total energy condition is 
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conserved during crack growth, as the potential energy of the elastic body is sufficient to 
overcome the surface energy of the material. The equilibrium condition reads 

 − =   (4.2) 
Basically equivalent to the Griffith model, the potential energy can be represented by the 

Irwin’s   energy   release   rate   parameter.   The   energy   release   rate,   or   crack   driving force, is 
defined as the stored energy dissipated during crack growth per unit of formation new fracture 
surface area. 

 G = −   (4.3) 
The potential energy (Π) can be written as the differential of the strain energy stored in the 
body (U) and the work done by external forces (F) as Π = U − F.   

 
Figure 4.1. A two-dimensional  body  containing  a  crack  with  a  bounding  curve  by  Γ'  (left)  and  

arbitrary contour surrounding the tip of a crack (right) 

Consider a two-dimensional  body  containing  a  crack  with  a  bounding  curve  by  Γ', and the 
corresponding area is A  (Figure 4.1). The potential energy of an elastic body in the absence 
of body forces and under quasi-static conditions is given by 

 Π = ∫ wdA − ∫ T u ds  (4.4) 
where w is the strain energy density,  Γ is the portion of the bounding contour Γ , on which 
tractions are defined, Ti is for the traction vector components defined according to the 
outward normal as Ti=σijnj, nj is the vector of the outward unit normal n to the contour Γ, ui is 
for the components of the displacement vector, and ds is an element along the contour Γ. The 
tractions are assumed to be independent of the crack length a, and the crack surfaces are 
considered to be traction free. The strain energy density is defined as 

 w = w(ε) = ∫ σ dε   (4.5) 
where the strain energy density varies with the stress σ  and the strain ε . 

The change in potential energy due to a virtual crack extension is written as 
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 = ∫ dA − ∫ T ds  (4.6) 
The region, where the displacements are defined, satisfies du /da = 0, and also where the 

tractions are defined, satisfies dT/da = 0. Therefore the line integration in the equation 4.6 
can be performed  over  the  entire  contour  Γ.  The  coordinate  axis  is  attached  to  the  crack-tip, 
hence it moves as the crack grows. Thus a derivative with respect to crack length can be given 
as 

 = + = −   (4.7) 
where ∂x ∂⁄ a = −1. Rewriting the potential energy change equation gives 

 = ∫ − dA − ∫ T − ds  (4.8) 
The first term within the brackets in the area integral above can be evaluated by invoking 

the definition of strain energy density (when it exhibits the properties of an elastic potential) 
as follows  

 = = σ   (4.9) 

Applying the strain-displacement relationship for small strain (constitutive relation 
ε = ∂u / ∂x ), on the fact that σ = σ , gives 

 = σ + = σ   (4.10) 

Invoking the equilibrium condition ∂σ / ∂x = 0  leads to 

 σ = σ   (4.11) 

If the same assumptions as used to obtain the second term are applied in the area integral 
above, the first term becomes 

 = = σ   (4.12) 

Invoking the principle of virtual work reads 

 ∫ σ dA − ∫ T ds  (4.13) 

In this way, one of the terms in the line integral is cancelled that leads to 

 = ∫ T ds − ∫ dA  (4.14) 
Applying the divergence theorem and multiplying both sides by -1 and considering 

n ds = dy gives  

 − = ∫ wn − T ds = ∫ wdy − T ds   (4.15) 
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If the plastic zone is small compared to the crack size, in other words the material 
experiences small-scale yielding at the crack-tip, the crack driving force or the energy release 
rate (G), is in fact the J-integral [27, 28] is defined as 

 − = G = J = ∫ wdy − T ds   (4.16) 
In the LEFM approach, the stress solutions for elastic stresses and plastic deformation are 

assumed to be restricted to a small region around the crack-tip that confirms small-scale 
yielding condition. Additionally, the crack is assumed to be a perfectly sharp root with a 
fundamentally notch tip radius of zero. These assumptions will cover the capabilities and 
limitations of the approach.  

Considering linear-elastic materials for general loading (straight ahead crack growth), the 
J-integral, or strain energy release rate, is related to the stress intensity factor for a general 
mixed-mode homogeneous crack in two-dimensions as 

 G = J = η (K + K )  (4.17) 
where KI and KII are the stress intensity factors for mode I and mode II crack loading, 
respectively,  E is  the  Young’s  modulus,  and  is defined by the stress state as 

 η = 1
1 − ν

    for  plane  stress
    for  plane  strain

�  (4.18) 

 where ν is  the  Poisson’s  ratio. 

 
Figure 4.2. Representative domain in two-dimensions used for computation of mixed-mode 

stress intensity factors 

In general, the domain form of interaction integrals [29-31] is used to extract the mixed-
mode stress intensity factors. In the computation of the energy release rate, the J-integral can 
be calculated by converting the line integral into a domain integral using the known finite 
element shape functions [26, 32, 33].  

Consider a crack in two-dimensions as seen in Figure 4.2. The crack-tip coordinate is 
constructed in the Cartesian coordinate system (x1, x2). The closed contour C with outward 
unit normal vector m is defined by 𝐶 = 𝐶 + 𝐶 + 𝐶 − Γ. The area A is enclosed by the 
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closed contour C. Consider the contour encompassing the crack-tip with outward unit normal 
vector n. The contour integral J is defined for a crack-tip as (𝑥 → 𝑥  and 𝑦 → 𝑥 ) 

 𝐽 = ∫ 𝑤𝑑𝑥 − 𝑇 𝑑𝛤   (4.19) 
Using the Dirac delta, which eases the implementation in finite element analysis, the 

equivalent form can be given as 

 𝐽 = ∫ 𝑤𝛿 − 𝜎 𝑛 𝑑𝛤  (4.20) 

Two states of a crack body are superimposed onto the stress and displacement solution. 
The state 1 corresponds to the present state, and the state 2 is an auxiliary stress that are given 
as σ ( ), ε ( ), u ( ) and σ ( ), ε ( ), u ( ), respectively. The J-integral for the superposition of 
the two states is given as 

 J = ∫ σ ( ) + σ ( ) ε ( ) + ε ( ) δ − σ ( ) + σ ( )
( ) ( )

𝑛 dΓ  (4.21) 

Expanding and rearranging the terms allows for the J-integral to be separated into the state 
1, state 2 and I(1+2), which is the interaction integral for states 1 and 2, such that 

 𝐽( ) = 𝐽( ) + 𝐽( ) + 𝐼( , )  (4.22) 
The interaction integral is given as 

 𝐼( , ) = ∫ 𝑤( , )𝛿 − 𝜎 ( ) ( )
− 𝜎 ( )

( )
𝑛 𝑑𝛤  (4.23) 

where w(1,2) is the interaction strain energy density given as 

 𝑤( , ) = 𝜎 ( )ε ( ), = 𝜎 ( )ε ( )  (4.24) 
The superimposed stress states can be expressed in the general form for mixed-mode 

problems as 

 𝐽( ) = 𝐽( ) + 𝐽( ) + 𝜂 𝐾( )𝐾( ) + 𝐾( )𝐾( )   (4.25) 
The following relationship for the interaction integral is obtained 

 𝐼( , ) = 𝜂 𝐾( )𝐾( ) + 𝐾( )𝐾( )   (4.26) 
The mode I SIF in terms of the interaction integral can be obtained by imposing the state 2 

as the pure mode I asymptotic fields with 𝐾( ) = 1, 𝐾( ) = 0 

 𝐾( ) = 𝐼 ,      (4.27) 

Similarly, choosing the state 2 as the pure mode II asymptotic fields with 𝐾( ) =

1, 𝐾( ) = 0, gives the mode II SIF 

 𝐾( ) = 𝐼 ,      (4.28) 
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Defining a smoothing function q(x1, x2) such that q = 1 (equals to unity on an open set 
containing the crack-tip)  on  Γ  and  q = 0 (vanishes on an outer prescribed contour) on C0. 

The interaction integral for the state 1 and state 2 can be expressed as 

 𝐼( , ) = lim → ∫ 𝑤( , )𝛿 − 𝜎 ( ) ( )
− 𝜎 ( )

( )
𝑞𝑚 𝑑𝑠        (4.29) 

where   Γ   is   a   contour   that   starts   and   ends   on   the   crack   line,   and  mj is the outward normal 
component to the domain A, which is given by 

 𝒎 = −𝒏
+𝒏

      𝑜𝑛
      𝑜𝑛

        Γ                                                
        𝐶 𝑈𝐶 𝑈𝐶

�  (4.30) 

Using the divergence theorem, the equivalent area integral can be written as 

 𝐼( , ) = ∫ 𝜎 ( ) ( )
+ 𝜎 ( )

( )
−𝑤( , )𝛿 𝑑𝐴  (4.31) 

Note that the equation above is derived assuming the crack faces are straight and traction-
free. 

 
Figure 4.3. Radius (r) from the crack-tip for path-independence and containing elements 

 The definition of the radius from the crack-tip specifies the elements for the integration. 
To this end a sufficiently large radius, i.e. larger than the path-independent radius, has to be 
selected such that it leads to a path-independent integral so any  path  (contour)  Γ  that  starts  and  
ends on the crack faces gives the same value of the integral. A representation of the radius 
from the crack-tip containing the elements is depicted in Figure 4.3.  

4.2.2 Time-dependent creep crack growth  

Metallic structures, subjected to static load at high temperatures close to the melting point 
of the material, exhibit time-dependent creep deformation. Nickel-based superalloys are a 
typical material for combustor cans of gas turbine engines. Its superior creep strength, 
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thermal-stability and environment resistance make the alloy suitable for high temperature 
applications. However, these materials can lose their mechanical integrity performance in the 
presence of a progressing crack. In this regard, the lifetime of the materials is no longer 
defined by the creep strength and ductility, but by the creep crack growth rate. 

Considering a stationary crack in the creep-temperature regime, the stress field relaxes at 
the crack wake; however, it intensifies locally around the crack-tip. If the crack advances 
slower relative to the rate of the crack wake relaxing process, the stress intensity is larger. If 
the crack advancement rate is greater than the time to relax at the crack wake, the stress 
intensity is relatively smaller. In this regard, the crack velocity depends on the creep rate of 
the material. In the analysis of the fracture behaviour under creep cracking conditions, the 
crack-tip parameter, which is dependent on the material and the amount of creep deformation, 
must take into account time-dependent deformation. 

 
 Figure 4.4. Schematic representation of regimes in creep deformation: (a) Small-scale creep 

(SSC) t/tt<1, (b) Transition creep (TC) condition t/tt~1, and (c) Steady-state creep (SS) condition 
t/tt>1 [34] 

In creep crack growth, three regimes are defined that are small-scale, transient and steady-
state, which are classified for materials exhibiting elastic, power-law creep behaviour, 
depending on the size of the crack-tip zone relative to the specimen dimensions, as depicted in 
Figure 4.4 [34].  

At the onset of crack growth, if the creep zone size is very small relative to the dimensions 
of the geometry, and is confined locally near the crack-tip, this regime is defined as the small-
scale creep (SSC) regime, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). On the contrary, if the creep zone 
occupies a relatively large area of the geometry, the entire un-cracked ligament ahead of the 
crack-tip at the extreme, the regime is defined as steady-state creep (SS) or large-scale creep 
regime, as seen in Figure 4.4 (c). In the SS regime, generally the creep-crack growth begins 
under SSC conditions, and the creep deformation progresses by the time that is required to 
develop SS conditions. Between the SSC and SS conditions, a transition time (tt) is spent by 
the material during the transition creep (TC) regime, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). During the 
SSC and TC regime, the crack-tip stresses and the creep zone size evolve with time [23]. 
Under SS regime, the crack-tip stress-state and the size of the creep zone reaches a steady-
state condition, and no longer changes with time. The fracture parameters for CCG can be 
determined depending on the size of the creep zone, or the crack-tip creep deformation zone, 
relative to the dimensions of the geometry. 
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The path-independent integral C* is used to characterise crack growth in a material 
undergoing SS [35-37]. The C* integral is the time-dependent form of the J-integral. Since 
the creep rate is a function only of the applied stress in a material exhibiting power-law 
behaviour, the Hoff’s  analogy  [38] can be applied to SS in order to define the C* integral by 
translating the strains and displacements in the J-integral formulation into strain rates and 
displacement rates. In addition, the C* integral is path-independent, since J-integral is path-
independent.  Note  that  Hoff’s  analogy  states  that  if a nonlinear elastic body, which obeys the 
relationship ε = 𝑓 σ , and a viscous body, which is characterised by ε̇ = 𝑓 σ , have the 
same function of stress, then both bodies develop identical stress distributions when identical 
loads are applied. The C* integral is given as 

 𝐶∗ = ∫ �̇�𝑑𝑦 − 𝑇 ̇ 𝑑𝑠   (4.32) 

where �̇� is the stress work rate density, which is defined as 

 �̇� = ∫ 𝜎 𝑑𝜀̇̇   (4.33) 
The C* parameter is valid for crack growth in state of widespread SS. This is associated 

with the long-time behaviour of the body. Considering a cracked body under remote load, in 
which the stationary crack in the material is susceptible to creep deformation, the initial 
response of the material generates elastic strain distribution. In the case of pure Mode I 
loading, the stresses and strains exhibit a 1/√𝑟 singularity near the crack-tip, which can be 
defined by KI. In this case the crack-tip conditions due to the small creep zone (analogous to a 
plastic zone) can be characterised by KI until the evolving creep zone with time is no longer 
confined within the singularity dominated zone. The creep zone develops over a large portion 
of the body over long times, eventually reaching the SS regime.  

For a growing crack with time, the structural response is governed by the relation between 
the crack growth rate and the creeping rate. In creep-ductile materials, the crack growth is 
sufficiently slow so the creep zone has enough time to develop over the entire body, and C* is 
used to characterise the crack-tip behaviour. In creep-brittle materials, the crack growth rate is 
much higher than the creep zone development, therefore the creep zone localised at the crack-
tip remains small, and the crack-tip parameter can be characterised by KI. Former works in the 
literature showed that the austenitic steels behave creep-ductile at relatively lower 
temperatures (538oC) [35, 39], whereas the nickel-based superalloys show creep-brittle 
behaviour at higher temperatures (927oC) [19, 40, 41].  

The transition characteristics during the change from short-time elastic behaviour under 
small-scale yielding condition to long-time viscous behaviour under excessive creeping were 
analysed by Riedel and Rice [25] for a material under uniaxial tension. The material 
behaviour includes linear elasticity and secondary creep response, which can be given as 

 𝜀̇ = ̇ + 𝐴𝜎   (4.34) 
where 𝜀̇ is the strain rate, �̇� is the stress rate, 𝜎 is the applied stress, A and n are the constant 
and exponent dependent on the creep mechanism, respectively. If the load is applied suddenly 
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and held constant thereafter, the time-dependent creep zone gradually progresses within the 
singularity-dominated zone. The stresses can be described by 

 𝜎 = ( ) 𝜎 (𝑛, 𝜃)  (4.35) 

where In is the integral defined by the corresponding reference [27], C(t) is the fracture 
characterising parameter, varying with time, of the local stress singularity enclosed in the 
creep zone. For stationary cracks, the C(t) characterises the rate of the crack-tip creep zone. 
Under small-scale yielding conditions the C(t) equals the Ct-integral, and also is related to 
SIF, and under long-time SS conditions the C(t) equals the C*-integral, which is path-
independent within the extensive creep region. Under a constant remote load, the creep strains 
accumulate in the crack-tip region; simultaneously the stresses in the creep zone exhibit 
relaxation with time. Under secondary power-law creep, the Ct-integral parameter can be 
described in terms of the KI for small-scale creep condition as 

 𝐶 =
( )

𝜂   (4.36) 

where n is the power law constant, t is the time. The Ct value is related to 1 𝑡⁄ , which means it 
decays with increasing time. The reader is referred to the references for detailed information 
on the formula derivation [23, 25, 42-44].  

The approximation for the creep zone size can be given as 

 𝑟 (𝜃, 𝑡) = ( ) 𝑟 (𝜃, 𝑛)  (4.37) 

where 𝑟 (𝜃, 𝑛) is the angular function. As the creep zone size enlarges, C(t) leads to the SS 
regime fracture parameter C*. The characteristic (transition) time for transition from SSC to 
SS is described as 

 𝑡 = ( ) ∗ 𝜂 = ( ) ∗  (4.38) 

The transition time, tt, is used to quantify the condition for the fracture parameters 
validity, such that the crack growth behaviour can be characterised by LEFM parameters Ct-
integral, thus KI if the required time scale is less than the tt, while for crack growth requiring 
times larger than tt C* is the appropriate fracture parameter. The interpolation between short-
time (small-scale creep) and long-time (extensive creep) behaviour can be given as [24] 

 𝐶 = 𝐶∗ + 1   (4.39) 

4.2.3 Crack modelling: XFEM displacement approximation 

The element cluster including a crack does not necessarily conform to the crack geometry 
in XFEM that relatively eases the treatment of crack modelling. In XFEM, the discrete 
displacement field is approximated by a sum of three parts 

 𝐮 = 𝐮 + 𝐮 + 𝐮   (4.40) 
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where ufem is the continuous part of the displacement field, udis is the enrichment that accounts 
for the discontinuity across the crack and utip is the crack-tip enrichment for the singularities 
in the stresses and strains. In the continuous domain, the displacement field is approximated 
by the standard finite element defined as 

 𝐮 (𝐱) = ∑ N (𝐱)U𝐈   (4.41) 
where i is node number, I is the set of all nodes of the element (Figure 4.5), Ni(x) are the finite 
element shape functions and Ui are the nodal displacements that are associated with node i. 
The discontinuous field accounts for the discontinuity across the crack surface and is of the 
form 

 𝐮 (𝐱) = ∑ N (𝐱)H(𝐱)a𝐈𝐝𝐢𝐬   (4.42) 
where Idis is the set of all nodes belonging to the elements, which are bisected by the crack, ai 
is the unknown parameter of the enrichment at node i, H(x), the Heaviside function for 
enriching the elements, whose nodes includes Idis.  Let  Ω  be  a  boundary  of  a  two-dimensional 
domain  including  a  crack  and  Γc is the displacement discontinuity representing the crack. The 
spatial position is denoted by x(x, y) ∈  Ω.  The  position  of  a  point  can  be  determined  relative  
to the crack location by the discontinuous jump function across the crack described as (Figure 
4.5) 

 H(𝐱) = 1 for (𝐱 − 𝐱) ⋅ 𝐧 > 0
−1 for (𝐱 − x) ⋅ 𝐧 < 0

�  (4.43) 

where x(x, y) is the closest point to the Gauss point x(x, y) belonging  to  crack  Γc and n is the 
unit  outward  normal  to  crack  Γc at x. The last term of the discrete displacement field equation 
is the crack-tip enrichment given by 

  𝐮 (𝐱) = ∑ [N (𝐱)∑ F (𝐱) b ]𝐈𝐭𝐢𝐩   (4.44) 
where Itip is the set of all nodes of the crack-tip elements, bia is the unknown parameters 
belonging to the crack-tip enrichment, Fa=1-4 are the four crack-tip enrichment functions 
spanning the asymptotic near-tip displacement field of the Westergaard solution to reproduce 
the asymptotic mode I and mode II displacement fields in LEFM (Belytschko and Black 
1999).  

Consider a two-dimensional body subjected to a general mixed-mode loading. The crack-
tip enrichment functions are derived from the exact asymptotic displacements near the crack-
tip, which are expressed as 

u
u =

K
2μ

r
2π

cos(θ 2⁄ ) [κ − 1 + 2sin (θ 2⁄ )]
sin(θ 2⁄ ) [κ + 1 − 2cos (θ 2⁄ )]  

                                                          +
μ

sin  (θ 2⁄ )[κ + 1 + 2cos (θ 2⁄ )]
−cos(θ 2⁄ )[κ − 1 − 2sin (θ 2⁄ )]

 (4.45) 

where (r,) belongs to the polar coordinate system having the origin at the crack-tip and 
tangent to the crack at its tip where  is zero, KI and KII are  the  stress  intensity  factors,  and  μ  
and  κ  are  material  parameters,  which  are  given  as 
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 μ =
( )

, κ = 3 − 4υ
(3 − υ) (1 + υ)⁄

�         for  plane  strain
        for  plane  stress  (4.46) 

The nodes of the element containing the crack-tip are enriched in the two Cartesian directions 
with four crack-tip enrichment functions (Fleming 1997), given as 

 [F (r, θ), α = 1 − 4] = √r sin , √r cos , √r sin θ sin , √r sin θ cos   (4.47) 
The displacement approximation in XFEM takes the form 

 𝐮 = ∑ N (𝐱)U𝐈 + ∑ N (𝐱)H(𝐱)a𝐈𝐝𝐢𝐬 + ∑ [N (𝐱)∑ F (𝐱) b ]𝐈𝐭𝐢𝐩   (4.48) 
in which, from Figure 4.5, Idis are the nodes circled (the set of nodes associated with the crack 
interior), and Itip are the nodes squared (the set of nodes associated with the crack-tip).  

 
Figure 4.5. Representation of an arbitrary crack, not aligned with a mesh, with additional 

degrees of freedom for enriched elements: Jump-enriched by the Heaviside function and tip-
enriched by the singular functions (left), and crack-tip with local polar coordinates (r,), and 

normal and tangential coordinates of crack (right) 

4.2.4 Level set method and representation of the implicitly described crack 

The level set method is a numerical technique for tracking the evolution of interfaces. It 
facilitates the construction of enrichment when used with XFEM. The non-planar crack 
geometry is defined by two orthogonal level set fields that describe the crack surface 
{𝒙:  φ(𝐱) = 0  and  ψ(𝐱) ≤ 0}, and crack front {𝒙:  φ(𝐱) = 0  and  ψ(𝐱) = 0} [15]. The 
illustration of the implicit crack representation by level sets is depicted in Figure 4.6. The 
values of the two functions are used to obtain the location of the crack from the geometric 
information. Furthermore, the enrichment functions used in the XFEM approximation use a 
local coordinate system provided by these values. The signed distance to the extended crack 
surface   is   represented  by  φ,   and   the   signed  distance   to   the   surface   that   intersects   the   crack  
surface at the crack front (orthogonal to the crack surface) is provided by ψ. As seen from 
Figure 4.6, the crack surface is represented by φ(𝐱) = 0 plane (grey surface), and the crack 
front is represented by the intersection of the planes φ(𝐱) = 0 and ψ(𝐱) = 0. 
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Figure 4.6. 3D Level set representation by crack surface function  𝛗 and crack front function 𝛙 

The level set representation requires updating in order to construct the new crack surface 
and crack front as the crack grows. The new start-point of the representation is defined by the 
crack length increment, which is determined by the crack growth rate. In this regard, a point y 
on the crack front is considered to be located nearest to given x. The crack front velocity 
(crack growth rate) at the point y is set to F(y),  the  value  of  φ  is  described  as  [15] 

 φ(𝐱) = 𝑭
‖𝑭‖

⋅ (𝒙 − 𝒚)  (4.49) 

After  obtaining  φ,  ψ  can  be  computed  by  [15] 

 ψ(𝐱) = (𝑭  ×  ∇ )  ×  𝑭
‖(𝑭  ×  ∇ )  ×  𝑭‖

⋅ (𝒙 − 𝒚) − ‖𝑭‖∆𝑡  (4.50) 

4.2.5 Crack growth algorithm: tracking and control (direction and magnitude)  

The onset of cracking can be predicted by contour integral evaluation in a quasi-static 
situation, however, the crack propagation can be realised by utilising the calculations of the 
crack advancement direction and magnitude. A crack growth algorithm is developed and 
implemented in Abaqus incorporating XFEM. The algorithm tracks the crack front and 
predicts the crack front velocity based on the strain energy release rate by using a crack 
growth law. 

 
Figure 4.7. Local coordinate system at a tip point (x1, x2, x3) - x1: normal to crack front, x2: 

perpendicular to plane of crack, x3: tangent to crack front 
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Prior to the analysis, level set variables are defined to describe the initial crack geometry, 
and enriched nodes are determined. In the XFEM analysis, the stresses and displacements of 
the body under a load are calculated. At the end of the load increment, a post-processing 
module is executed to obtain the stress intensity factors at the identified crack front with 
respect to the local coordinate system at tip points (Figure 4.7). The crack growth rates are 
calculated using the estimated stress intensity factors with respect to a Paris law type crack 
growth equation. The crack is considered to grow on the (x1, x3) plane, and the angle between 
the crack growth direction vector and x1 is determined such that KI is maximal. This 
consideration is consistent with the maximum circumferential (hoop) stress or the maximum 
principal stress criterion [45], which states that the crack growth is realised in a direction 
𝜃 = 𝜃  such that the circumferential (hoop) stress is maximal. As the crack grows with 
respect to the calculated direction and magnitude, the level set functions are updated. The 
crack geometry is updated, and the new crack coordinates of crack-tip points are determined 
for the subsequent analysis. 

Under general mixed-mode loadings, the asymptotic near-tip circumferential stress and 
shear stress are described as 

 𝜎
𝜎 =

√
3 cos(𝜃 2⁄ ) + cos(3 𝜃 2⁄ )
sin(𝜃 2⁄ ) + sin(3𝜃 2⁄ )

� +
√

−3 sin(𝜃 2⁄ ) − 3 sin(3 𝜃 2⁄ )
cos(𝜃 2⁄ ) + 3 cos(3𝜃 2⁄ )

� (4.51) 

 The circumferential stress in the crack growth direction is a principal stress. In this 
regard, the angle defining the radial direction of crack growth can be obtained by setting the 
shear component of the stress (σrθ) to zero. This leads to the following equation 

 
√

cos(𝜃 2⁄ ) 𝐾 sin(𝜃) + 𝐾 (3cos(𝜃) − 1) = 0  (4.52) 

The angle of crack growth in the crack-tip coordinate system can be expressed as 

 θ = 2arctan ± + 8   (4.53) 

Using the linear summation rule [46], the interaction of cycle-dependent fatigue crack 
growth and the time-dependent creep crack growth can be expressed as [47] 

 = + ∫ dt  (4.54) 
where a is the crack length, N is the number of load cycles, t is the time, and the superscripts 
t, f, c are for total, fatigue and creep, respectively. The first part of the equation governs the 
fatigue contribution per cycle, and the second part is the creep contribution accumulated over 
a period of time. 

Lu et al. [19] showed that the fatigue-creep crack growth of a solid solution strengthened 
superalloy [16], which is a typical combustor material, can be described by the Paris-Erdogan 
law type formulation including only one fracture characterising parameter, the Ct-integral. 
The crack growth rate including hold-time effects and temperatures in the range of 816 and 
927 oC is implicitly in the Ct value and is defined as  

 = 0.0447(C ) .   (4.55) 
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4.3 Benchmark cases for validation 

Starting off with simple two-dimensional geometries and loadings, and then progressing 
to three dimensions, stress concentrations and nonlinear material behaviour, crack analysis 
results from the XFEM technique are presented and various benchmark tests have been 
carried out for validation. 

4.3.1 Creep damage around a crack-tip 

A creep crack growth analysis has been performed and validated by a plain strain solution 
for power-law creep relaxation of stresses around a crack-tip [23]. The intention of this 
benchmarking example is to review the fracture mechanics parameters of creep crack growth 
by means of transition creep and steady-state creep with an emphasis of creep-brittle and 
creep-ductile material behaviour. The problem is composed of a plain-strain edge cracked 
configuration subjected to two-steps loading. First, instantaneous nominal tensile stress Mode 
I is applied on the circular boundary and the second step holds the loading constantly. In the 
first step, since the amount of time is insufficient in satisfying any creep deformation, the 
response is purely elastic and the crack-tip field can be characterised by LEFM due to 
suddenly applied loading. The second step imposes a constant load over time that activates the 
subsequent creep deformation causing a relaxation of the crack-tip stresses until a steady-state 
distribution  is  reached  satisfying  {t  →  ∞}. 

 
Figure 4.8. Geometry of shallow edge-crack specimen under plain strain under nominal stress 

conditions. 

The  material  is  assumed  to  be  isotropic  elastic  with  E=200  GPa  and  ν=0.3.  The  material  
properties for the power law A and n are 5.0x10-12 per hour and 3 respectively. A far-field 
constant  tensile  load  of  σN=E/2000 is applied as a concentrated load to the circular boundary 
edge of the geometry. Four different solutions for normalised Ct values have been compared 
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in Figure 4.8 that are obtained by steady state C*, Riedel&Rice (1981 approximation, Riedel 
(1981) interpolation and the numerically calculated Ct. The transition time (tT) from small-
scale creep to extensive creep has been calculated as 22.5 hours. It is apparent that there is a 
certain period of time where the elastic strains are dominant in the geometry, except a small 
creep zone around the crack-tip. Therefore, the Ct parameter can be used to characterize the 
growth rate of the creep zone around the crack-tip under the assumption of small-scale 
yielding and can be represented by SIF, KI. 

However, a steady-state distribution of stresses and creep damage possibly cannot have 
sufficient time to be developed around the crack-tip in creep-brittle material. Therefore, the 
creep crack growth assessment of nickel-based super alloys can be correlated with Ct-Integral 
evaluation with the assumption of small-scale creep conditions. In fact, the propagation rate of 
the crack-tip is assumed to be comparable to the creep zone expansion rate. 

4.3.2 Thermally stressed body case 

The structural integrity evaluation of the components, where high temperature 
environment and severe thermal loadings exist, is essential. In the vicinity of a crack in the 
structure, the stresses and deformation during transients can vary. The crack field quantities 
formed under thermo-mechanical loading must be determined and correlated to the intensity 
parameters. The conformance of the fracture mechanics parameters must be assessed.  

A thermo-elasticity problem was examined and the accuracy of the calculations for a 
single-edged notched specimen under a thermal load was benchmarked with plain strain 
thermo-mechanical crack analysis [26, 48]. The geometry is depicted in Figure 4.9. The 
length (2L) of the specimen is 2.032 m (80 in), the width (W) is 0.508 m (20 in), and the 
initial crack length (a) is the half width. The energy release rate was calculated by the finite 
domain integral method in a thermo-mechanical field [49, 50] generated by a thermally 
stressed body including a mathematically sharp crack. The through-thickness edge cracked 
strip, with crack length, a, is axially constrained as a boundary condition (at zero and 2L in 
the length direction) subjected to linear temperature variation through the width with a zero 
temperature at mid-width. The material is isotropic and linear elastic, with a Young's modulus 
of 207 GPa (30 × 106 lb/in2), a Poisson's ratio of 0.3, and a thermal expansion coefficient of 
1.35 × 10–5 per °C (7.5 × 10–6 per °F). The problem has been solved by a sequentially 
coupled analysis. The temperature distribution was obtained by a heat transfer analysis that 
was set on the right and left edges of the geometry and was followed by a stress analysis 
under the thermal load. As seen from the Figure 4.9, the normalised SIF values conform well 
to the benchmark solutions over the contours. Furthermore, the calculation revealed a stable 
solution starting from the third contour leading to very little variation in the results. Using a 
3D mesh, even at coarse meshes, provided more accurate results closer to the average SIF 
over contours, starting from the first contour. This is attributed to capturing different aspect 
ratios of the element layers across the thickness, which result in variation of SIF values, since 
the intersection of the crack front with external surfaces has large aspect ratios, whereas the 
internal layers have relatively lower aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.9. Single-edge notch specimen geometry subjected to thermal field 

In general, increasing the number of computational contours provides more stable results; 
however, in Figure 4.9 the solutions obtained from the literature reveal either fluctuation 
around an average value or non-converging values. In this regard, the crack-tip solution with 
both fine and coarse mesh provided very stable results compared to the benchmark cases. 

Table 4.2. Comparison of normalised SIF results 

 
FEM-2D 

(fine 
mesh) 

FEM-2D 
(coarse 
mesh) 

FEM-3D 
(coarse 
mesh) 

Shih et al. 
(1986) 

Shih et al. 
(1986)* 

Wilson 
and Yu 
(1979) 

Wilson 
and Yu 
(1979)* 

Average 0.4977 0.4979 0.4973 0.4857 0.4951 0.5036 0.5043 

4.3.3 Compact tension (3-D) case 

In the previous sections, the validity of the stress intensity factor was presented for the 
time-dependent behaviour under a constant remote load and the crack-tip response with 
respect to the temperature. The time-dependent creep mechanisms under constant pressure at 
high temperatures are the main damage drivers in combustors during the combustion process. 
However, the cycle-dependent fatigue mechanisms are activated by the combustion 
instabilities as high amplitude pressure oscillations are induced. In this section, first the 
various configurations are analysed for the XFEM method including the mesh size and mesh 
type in order to find the optimum configuration. A comparison between numerical results of 
XFEM and FEM, and analytical results is presented. Second, crack propagation rates 
including hold-time and temperature effects are presented. 

The fracture mechanics analyses were performed for two cases: stationary and growing 
cracks. The first one is for stationary cracks, in which the stress intensity factors were 
calculated with respect to the computation contours around the crack-tip. In this approach, the 
Abaqus implementation of XFEM was directly utilised including node enrichment by jump 
and crack-tip functions. However, for crack growth analysis Abaqus provides limited 
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capability, only the crack path can be obtained, but fracture parameters cannot be calculated. 
Therefore, in the second approach a user-defined algorithm was developed that incorporates 
Abaqus to perform a quasi-static fracture mechanics analysis. As described in section 4.2, the 
contour evaluation was performed by the domain integral method to calculate the J-integral, 
and the interaction integral was used to extract the stress intensity factors. The stress intensity 
factors were used to calculate the Ct-integral values. The direction of the crack growth is 
calculated by the maximum circumferential stress criterion, and the magnitude of the growth 
by Paris-type law.  

The fatigue/creep crack growth simulations were performed on the CT specimen, which is 
shown in Figure 4.10. The dimensions and material properties are adopted from Lu et al. [19]. 
The thickness of the specimen is 3.2 mm. The height and the width are 61.0 mm and 50.8 
mm, respectively. The material is a typical nickel-based superalloy, Alloy230 [16]. The 
specimen configuration is in compliance with the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) standard [51]. The theoretical Mode I stress intensity factor KI of a CT specimen was 
calculated using the following equation [52]:  

 K =
√

  (4.56) 

where the geometry factor is given by 

 f = / 0.886 + 4.64 − 13.32 + 14.72 − 5.60    (4.57) 

where P is the applied load, B is the thickness of the specimen, a is the crack length and W is 
the width of the specimen. 

 
Figure 4.10. Geometry and dimensions of a compact tension (CT) specimen (units: [mm]) [19] 

As discussed before, the XFEM enables modelling of the crack geometry independently of the 
structure geometry. This feature obviates the stress singularities without an explicitly defined 
mesh at the crack-tip, and remeshing for crack growth analysis is avoided. However, the 
solution using the XFEM method is not completely mesh independent. Even though the 
XFEM overcomes the crack-tip singularity by introducing tip enrichment function at nodes 
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associated with the crack-tip, a refined (optimum) mesh is necessary. The tip enrichment is 
applied to the nodes associated with the crack-front in the three-dimensional geometry. 
Setting the nodes close to the crack-front by sufficiently refining the mesh can accurately 
capture the stress gradients, due to the singular nature of the asymptotic fields. Since the crack 
geometry does not need to conform to the global mesh of the geometry, thus remeshing is not 
necessary as the crack grows, an enriched partition was created, and a high mesh density is 
introduced in this region. A global element size is set to constant in the analyses as 0.001 m. 
And a refined mesh is generated in the region of crack growth prior to the analysis. The usage 
of the XFEM method in Abaqus only provides solutions with the linear brick or tetrahedron 
elements. A numerical test matrix, presented in Table 4.3, was followed to find the best finite 
element mesh configuration. The stress intensity factor calculations over the computation 
contours and crack lengths were compared according to the element type (brick and 
tetrahedron) and mesh size (0.001, 0.0005 and 0.0002). The element type and size 
combinations are named as m11, m21, m31, m12 and m22. 

Table 4.3. Numerical test matrix 

Element size 
[m] 

Brick elements Tetrahedron elements 

0.001 m11 m12 
0.0005 m21 m22 
0.0002 m31  

 
Figure 4.11. The mesh configuration dependence of SIF calculated at a crack length of 0.015 m 

Table 4.4. The average of the SIF values over the contours and the relative errors at Ref: ASTM 

 m11 m21 m31 m12 m22 
Averaged 13.07 12.62 12.57 11.84 11.74 
Error [%] 16.7 12.7 12.3 5.7 4.9 
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In Figure 4.11, the computed SIF values are shown with respect to the contours around the 

crack-tip. Note that the variation of the SIF values in the thickness direction due to plane 
stress conditions at the free surface and the plane strain conditions inside the bulk material 
result in different crack growth magnitudes at thickness layers [15]. However, in this analysis 
straight crack front is assumed. Therefore, the SIF values were averaged across the thickness. 
As seen in Figure 4.11, reducing the element size in the analysis for both element types 
provides more accurate SIF predictions close to the crack-tip, the first two contours. This 
implies that a higher degree of path independence for the SIF values, which are extracted 
from the path-independent J-Integral, was achieved by reducing the mesh size. A certain 
fluctuation around an average SIF value calculated over the contours is present for brick 
elements. According to the largest and smallest element sizes for this element type, increasing 
the mesh density, in other words reducing the element size, revealed an improvement in this 
regard. However, this fluctuation for the m21 case is larger between the contours 2 and 5, and 
following all the cases converges to a very short range of a SIF value. This is attributed to 
local mesh topology generated by the FE software. Moreover, using a higher mesh density 
reduced the magnitude of the fluctuation; however, a certain fluctuation of SIF values about 
an average value remained, which is attributed to the discretization errors. Analysis over eight 
contours is found to be the optimum number for computation regarding accuracy. Thus, 
further analyses were performed using eight contours. On the other hand, the results of the 
tetrahedron elements lead to more accurate results in the analytical calculation (ASTM) in 
comparison to the results of the brick elements. However, there is neither an average value of 
the SIF, nor convergence over the contours. Moreover, increasing the number of contours 
generates more deviation from the analytical results. In Table 4.4, the average of the SIF 
values over the eight contours, and across the thickness, and the relative errors with respect to 
the analytical solution are listed. From the test cases listed in Table 4.3, increasing the mesh 
density leads to a higher convergence to the analytical result, and using the tetrahedron 
elements results in a higher accuracy with respect to the analytical result. However, as a 
general practice, if the first contour of the calculation is ignored due to the numerical 
inaccuracies in the stresses and strains at the crack-tip, reducing the tetrahedron element size 
reveals more deviation from the analytical result as the calculation contours are increased. 
This is not in line with the general finite element analysis concepts.  

In Figure 4.12, the mesh configuration dependence of the SIF during crack growth and the 
relative errors with respect to the analytical solutions are presented. Note that the SIF values 
are averaged across the thickness and the computation contours at each crack growth step. 
The analyses with brick elements produced a very stable error plot during the crack growth, 
whereas the usage of tetrahedron elements results in a very large range of fluctuation of the 
relative error during the crack growth. Even though the tetrahedron elements provided more 
accurate results to the analytical solutions, the analysis generated a very unstable solution. 
The snapshots of the CT specimen Von Mises stress of crack growth are depicted in Figure 
4.13. At the initial stages of the crack growth, stresses are produced in a confined region. 
When the crack growth progresses, the other features such as loading holes in the CT 
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specimen affect the stress distribution in the body; however, the main crack driving process 
zone is very local around the crack-tip. In the third snapshot, the crack already passes the mid-
specimen, and produces two high stress regions in the body, one is ahead of the crack-tip, and 
the other is at the end section of the specimen because high compressive stresses are 
generated due to crack opening. While the crack approaches the end of the specimen, these 
two regions meet each other. In conjunction with Figure 4.12, the rate of the SIF values 
decreases until a crack length of 0.0023 m, and then levels off afterwards. Until this crack 
length, the capacity of the body to resist fracture is high, since a significant portion of the 
body is un-cracked, thus has a higher integrity. However, after this crack length, the resistive 
forces against the crack, emanating from the body, weaken because there is less material 
remaining ahead of the crack-tip to resist fracture. In this case, the SIF values plot reaches a 
constant slope, since the crack growth experiences extra-resistive forces. 

Using tetrahedron elements a free mesh is generated, which means that the elements in the 
thickness direction and the elements bisected by the crack at each advancement step are 
different. When a stationary crack is analysed, the stress intensity factors were averaged 
across the thickness, therefore the effects of the number of elements in the thickness direction 
are avoided (Figure 4.11). However, in the crack growth analysis non-even mesh topology, 
created using the tetrahedron elements, provides a highly non-stable solution (Figure 4.12). 
On the other hand, using brick elements creates a structured mesh in the enriched region 
ahead of the crack-tip and also in the thickness direction. Therefore, as seen in Figure 4.12 the 
errors fall into an error-band, and a stable solution is obtained. As a conclusion, using brick 
elements provides a very stable solution and accuracy within a certain limit. Furthermore, 
mesh refinement improves the accuracy of the solution till a certain mesh size, which is 
sufficiently fine to capture the crack-tip stresses. 

 
Figure 4.12. The mesh configuration dependence of SIF during crack growth and the relative 

errors Ref: ASTM 
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Figure 4.13. Snapshots of CT specimen Von Mises stress of crack advancement 

The optimum mesh configuration for the XFEM analysis is obtained from the numerical 
tests. It includes a mesh size of 0.0005 m, which provided good accuracy with less 
computational cost compared to the mesh size of 0.0001 m. And according to the 
aforementioned conclusions, linear brick elements are used for the mesh type in the XFEM 
solutions, in which a structured mesh topology ahead of the crack-tip and across the thickness 
is created. A comparative analysis was performed to assess the accuracy of the predicted 
stress intensity factors using the standard FEM, XFEM and analytical solution with respect to 
the crack lengths and is presented in Figure 4.14.  In  the  figure,  the  superscript  ‘1’  refers  to  the  
analysis of the geometry depicted in Figure 4.10 (plane stress condition), and the superscript 
‘2’  is  for  a  geometry  with  a  thickness  equal  to  one  fourth  of  the  width  (the  thickness  is  about  4  
times higher compared to the geometry in Figure 4.10), which supports the plane strain 
conditions. In the standard FEM solution, a focused mesh (Figure 4.3) was generated, and 
mid-side nodes were positioned to facilitate the modelling of the crack-tip singularity, which 
is due to the singular strain field around the sharp crack. The focused mesh generation was 
repeated in every crack propagation step. In this analysis 20-node quadratic brick elements are 
used, and the crack-tip mesh was created by using 15-node quadratic triangular prism 
elements with 16 elements at the crack-tip. As seen in Figure 4.14, the results from the 
standard FEM and XFEM methods are in very close agreement for both the plane stress and 
plane strain problems, and the deviation of the results from the analytical results is maintained 
for the different crack lengths. However, as seen from the figure the relative errors are higher 
in the plane stress problem compared to the plane strain problem. The main reason is that the 
analytical equation (ASTM), which is obtained from the standard test methods for crack 
growth [51], is favourable for plane strain problems. The thickness term in this equation is not 
dependent on either plane stress or strain condition; however, validity of the equation is 
defined with an aspect (width-thickness) ratio. Therefore, close to the lower limit of the aspect 
ratio, the geometry obeys the plane stress conditions. In this regard, if the relative errors are 
calculated with respect to the standard FEM solution rather than the analytical results, in 
which the calculated SIF values are lower, in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, the analysis with 
linear brick elements reveals a higher accuracy over the one with tetrahedron elements. 
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the SIF values calculated by the analytical solution, standard FEM 

and  XFEM,  and  the  relative  errors  Ref:  ASTM  (superscript  ‘1’:  plane-stress condition - 
superscript  ‘2’:  plane-strain condition) 

 
Figure 4.15. Ct-integral and the unit time crack growth rates (da/dt) as a function of crack length 

for Alloy230 at 816 oC with hold times 

The fatigue-creep crack growth is characterised by superimposing hold times on the 
triangular waveform used in FCG at maximum load [19]. In Figure 4.15, the evolution of the 
Ct-integral and the unit crack growth rates at 816 oC as a function of crack length is depicted 
for Alloy230. There is a substantial decrease in the Ct values when the hold times are 
increased due to the time-dependent creep dominance on the damage mechanism. For lower 
hold times, the crack grows faster, which consumes more lifetime. 

The crack growth rate under constrained conditions decreases due to the stress relaxation, 
which exhibits significant sensitivity to temperature, mean pressure and hold-time. This is in 
line with experiments from the literature [21]. 

The investigation in the CT specimen only includes straight growing cracks. However, in 
complex geometries relevant to industrial applications, the presence of different geometrical 
features perturbs the crack path, which results in curvilinear crack growth. The curvature of 
the crack paths can occur due to geometric asymmetry, multi-axial loading or evolution of 
material properties under operation. Crack growth behaviour in a modified CT specimen [53], 
which includes an additional hole in the geometry, was investigated. The additional hole, 
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which causes an asymmetry in the geometry, is located in such a way that the growing crack 
leans towards the hole and sinks (approaches) in the hole.  

 
Figure 4.16. Modified CT specimen geometry (sink-hole configuration: A=8.4 mm and B=6.9 

mm) [53] 

In the curved crack path analysis the crack propagation direction, which is a function of KI 
and KII, is calculated. The new crack front coordinates are updated by utilising the user-
defined algorithm that uses the crack length and the crack propagation direction governed by 
the calculated stress intensity factors. Next, the crack geometry is updated by extending line 
segments with a kink angle between them, which approximates the curved crack path. The 
penalty function in the analysis is set such that either the crack reaches the hole or passes the 
minimum (or maximum) x-coordinate of the hole. When one of these conditions is satisfied, 
the analysis is terminated. Besides, the crack path is not prescribed prior to the analysis; 
therefore a sufficiently large region of the mesh is refined, where the crack path will likely 
coincide.  

In Figure 4.17 (a) the digital image of the actual specimen and FEM prediction [53], and 
(b) XFEM crack path predictions are shown. Different crack increments were used in the 
XFEM predictions. When smaller crack length increments were used, the computational time 
was significantly increased due to the higher number of calculation steps. The crack length 
increments of 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm, used in the XFEM analysis, showed that the crack does 
not approach the hole, instead it misses the hole. The deviation from the actual crack path is 
caused by the insufficient calculation steps and crack angles to lean the crack towards the 
hole. As the crack length increment in the simulation is decreased, crack turning towards the 
hole is brought forward. The crack length increment of 0.3 mm results in a very early turn of 
the crack towards the hole, which is not in line with the experiment. This is attributed to the 
test conditions in practice that cause higher crack increments in the material. The measured 
crack path is in very good agreement with the XFEM prediction with 0.5 mm crack length 
increment.  
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Figure 4.17. Crack path: (a) experiment and FEM [53] and (b) XFEM with different crack length 

increments (Δa) 

 
Figure 4.18. Ct-integral and the unit time crack growth rates (da/dt) as a function of crack length 

for Alloy230 at 816 oC with hold times 

In Figure 4.18, the calculation of Ct-integral and unit time crack growth rate of the 
modified CT specimen is presented. The Ct values over the crack length have the same 
incremental trend as seen in the standard CT-specimen results. However, as seen from the 
figure the values are perturbed due to curved crack path. The stress-state around the crack-tip 
is under the influence of other geometric features, the additional hole as in this example. 
Therefore, the crack growth rate is highly perturbed as the crack front approaches the 
additional hole.  

It should be noted that a number of interacting variables involved in crack growth 
behaviour in the modified CT-specimen test under fatigue/creep conditions, such as crack 
path, microstructure, local strain fields, strain rate, creep, temperature and corrosion. 
Therefore, the crack path is not only governed by the stress-state but also by these interacting 
variables. In this regard, a multi-scale analysis will address the microstructural effects in the 
crack path. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

A three-dimensional finite element method for crack growth analyses of a typical gas 
turbine material, a nickel-based superalloy, including the cycle-dependent fatigue and time-
dependent creep, was developed based on the eXtended finite element method (XFEM). 

The crack conformation is performed by level set methods, associating with the XFEM 
method. This implementation enables modelling the crack without explicitly meshing the 
crack faces, and setting the crack geometry independently of the mesh of the main geometry. 
Thus, the remeshing procedure is avoided in crack growth analysis. The jump in the 
displacement field across the crack is captured by using special enrichment functions with 
additional degrees of freedom. 

A user-defined algorithm was developed to take creep effects into account besides the 
already available linear elastic fatigue effect in the general-purpose finite element software, 
Abaqus. In this way, the meshing capabilities of the finite element software and the contour 
evaluation method for the fracture parameters can be used. On the other hand, the algorithm 
controls the analysis flow by means of tracking the crack-front, and quantifying the crack 
growth by the predicted crack growth direction and magnitude. The crack growth magnitude 
of Alloy230 was calculated with only one fracture parameter, the Ct-integral, which includes 
the fatigue and creep effects obeying small-scale yielding assumption. The calculated Ct 
values include the load amplitude, stress relaxation with hold-time and temperature effects. 

The combined usage of the user-defined algorithm and the finite element software within 
the framework of XFEM eliminates the difficulties of crack modelling and improved the 
crack-tip evaluation and advancement in the arbitrary geometries. Furthermore, resolving the 
time-dependent creep crack behaviour in Alloy230 under the LEFM concepts reduces the 
computational time. 

XFEM-based fracture mechanics analysis provides an advantage in computation cost over 
FEM. However, it is difficult to draw a fair conclusion on the accuracy of calculated stress 
intensity factors in complex structures relevant to industrial applications without correlations 
to observations in practice, even though XFEM proved to be accurate in benchmark cases as 
presented in this work. 
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Abstract 

he combustion instability phenomenon in gas turbine engines causes elevated mechanical 
vibrations at high temperature levels. Therefore, a combination of fatigue and creep damage is 
induced during the service of an engine. Cracks initiated from possible hot spots in the engine 

must be accurately analysed and assessed in order to ensure the reliability and safety as a supplementary 
to the safe-life approach in the design stage, and to maintain in-service performance incorporating the 
health and condition monitoring system of the engine. The present work addresses the projection of a 
remaining lifetime assessment methodology, which is applied in a laboratory-scaled generic combustor, 
onto the typical gas turbine engine combustor section in terms of estimating the cracking location and its 
growth. A temperature-structural analysis based on the measured data during the combustion process 
was utilised to obtain the crack initiation region. Sequentially coupled extended finite element method 
(XFEM) based fracture mechanics analysis was performed to characterise the crack-tip near fields in a 
typical combustor nickel-based superalloy. The crack growth rate was described with only one parameter 
including fatigue and creep conditions, and implemented into the fracture mechanics algorithm. A high 
amplitude of limit-cycle pressure oscillations due to instabilities, compared to the stable combustion 
process, increases the crack growth rates significantly, thereby reducing the remaining lifetime. However, 
introducing hold times at constant loads decreases the crack growth rate due to the stress relaxation 
around the crack-tip. 

Keywords: Gas turbine, combustion dynamics, life assessment, crack, XFEM. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The technological advancements in industrial gas turbine engines are devoted to efficiency 
and emission targets. The engines are intended to be working at the designed performance 
levels during their service life. During their lifetime, the engines can experience various 
operation scenarios due to the need of flexible energy output. Particularly, the combustor 
section components experience severe loading conditions and history to meet these output 
requirements. Complex damage phenomena such as high cycle fatigue, low cycle fatigue and 
creep can be induced and interact during the service. Hence, reliable analysis of not only the 
initiation of cracks/flaws but also the growth process plays a significant role in the total life 
assessment of gas turbine critical components operating under complex loading histories and, 
which can lead to achieving safety and integrity targets  [1-3]. The remaining lifetime of the 
damaged critical components is strongly dependent on the loading history such as the stress 
levels, temperature profiles or loading frequency, which can lead to an accelerated crack 
growth rate or retardation. 

In this work, the dynamic two-way interaction between the oscillating pressure load in the 
fluid and the motion of the structure under limit-cycle conditions due to the thermo-acoustic 
instabilities in a generic combustor is experimentally investigated. Subsequently, the 
experimental measurements on the combustion instabilities were extended to numerical 
integrated remaining life assessment by fracture mechanics analysis. The stress-field ahead of 
the crack-tip was characterised and correlated to the crack propagation rate including fatigue 
and creep aspects. 

The following sections describe the methodology, the procedure and the theory of the 
multiphysical approach. In the subsections, the combustor test system and the test materials 
are detailed and the thermal-structural coupled analysis is described. Next, the fatigue crack 
growth (FCG) and the creep crack growth (CCG) theory and the proposed method for residual 
lifing using XFEM is described. In section 5.3, the results are presented and the conclusions 
and discussions are included in the last section. 

 
Figure 5.1. The schema of the investigation 

5.2 Methodology of the multiphysical analysis 

Multiphysical domains are interlinked throughout this work including combustion, 
acoustics, structural dynamics, fracture mechanics and life assessment. The schema of the 
investigation presented in this work is depicted in Figure 5.1. The physical based two-way 
interaction during the unstable combustion inside the test combustor is utilised experimentally 
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in a generic laboratory-scaled combustor. The loading history generated by the combustion 
process is measured including the cyclic pressure, temperature profile and the combustion 
characteristic frequency. The measurements are post-processed and imported as the loading 
condition in the thermal-structure coupled finite element analysis to predict the stress 
concentration zones. The fracture mechanics analysis is performed to calculate the crack 
driving parameters, assuming that the crack initiated from the pre-existing defects located in 
the stress concentration zones. Identical to the service conditions in the industrial gas turbine 
engines, the crack growth is governed by the fatigue and creep mechanisms in the numerical 
analysis. 

 
Figure 5.2. Combustor test system configuration 

5.2.1 Combustor test system 

The laboratory-scaled generic combustor test system is depicted in Figure 5.2. The 
measurement   locations   designated   as   “p#”   are   the   pressure,   fluid   temperature   and   the   liner 
wall vibration. The Rijke tube-type combustor mainly consists of two sections; the upstream 
(S1) and downstream (S2&S3). In Figure 5.3, the full geometry (a), the flame-box 
configuration (b) and the wedge (c) are visualised. The upstream section includes an air-
feeding box, a rectangular duct and an equilateral triangular wedge that is detailed in the 
figure (c). The wedge acting as the flame holder takes in the fuel (methane) from the side 
holes (black-arrows) and sprays out the fuel from the small holes (red-arrows). Thus, the fuel 
and the air flowing upwards along the duct (blue-arrow) constitute a homogeneous mixture 
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and the initiation takes place to form the flame. The downstream consists of a rectangular 
liner (S3) and a flame-box (S2). The flame-box detailed in Figure 5.3 (b) is enclosed by 
quartz glasses (3), sandwiched by two gaskets (1) and mounted on the flame-box by the 
frames (2). The quartz glasses (4 mm thick) can be replaced with identically sized rectangular 
metal plates (1 mm thick) that represent the parent liner structure. In this work, the front 
quartz glass is replaced with a rectangular plate. Hereafter the metal plate will be called the 
specimen. During the experiments, the side windows are used to visualise the flame shape. 
Note that the flame stabilisation takes place on the wedge wake and the generated turbulent 
flame is technically premixed. 

 
Figure 5.3. Flame-box configuration 

5.2.2 Materials and compliance 

The combustor test system is composed of austenitic stainless steel (AISI) Type310 and 
Type316 (specimen). The materials were selected because of their cost-effectiveness and 
sufficiently enough heat and corrosion resistance relative to the test temperatures and 
durations. The test combustor materials have analogous temperature-dependent thermal and 
mechanical properties to the typical gas turbine combustion liner material, Alloy230 
(Haynes® 230) nickel-based superalloy. However, Alloy230 is superior due to its high 
temperature strength, high resistance to oxidizing environments (up to 1150 oC), long-term 
thermal stability and low thermal expansion characteristics [4]. Since the measured pressures 
generated by the combustion process are independent from the material type, and the 
temperature measurements become independent as well when the steady-state conditions are 
reached, Alloy230 is considered in this work as though it is of interest to the gas turbine 
community. Therefore, the experimental output is numerically applied to Alloy230 material to 
direct a projection towards realistic lifing within an industrial perspective. 

5.2.3 Finite element model 

In the combustor finite element model as seen in Figure 5.6, five sections were included, 
(1) the downstream, (2) the upstream, (3) the specimen and quartz glasses, (4) the gaskets and 
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(5) the welds. The material properties for each section are correspondingly: (1) Type310, (2) 
Type316, (3) Type316 and fused quartz, (4) muscovite mica and (5) Type310 with higher 
Young’s   modulus   to   satisfy   the   welding   stiffness.   The   finite   element   mesh   was   generated  
using quadratic volume elements. Two elements were created across the liner wall and the 
specimen thickness and a finer mesh is used for the welding parts to accommodate mesh 
compliance. A temperature-structural analysis was performed to calculate the stress and strain 
distributions. The applied loads and the boundary conditions are detailed as follows.  

Two FEM analyses were performed, one for the full geometry and one for the specimen 
geometry only. In this manner, a benchmark numerical test was performed to reduce the 
computation cost. Hereby the full geometry analysis and the specimen geometry-only analysis 
will be called the full-model and sub-model analysis, respectively. In the full-model, a fully 
fixed support boundary condition (clamped) at the bottom of the flame-box was applied. This 
support location represents the scaffolding-like frame that holds the test system, as seen in 
Figure 5.2 (left). The experimentally measured pressures and surface temperatures were 
imported in FEM, and defined as the external data with respect to the dimensions of the 
geometry. Prior to the computation, the data were mapped and matched on the finite element 
mesh (point cloud data mapping). 

In the experiments, the combustion process generates a varying surface temperature and 
thermal expansion condition at the downstream part that can induce pre-stress effects. 
Therefore, the assembly of the specimen to the flame-box is designed such that a clearance is 
present in the housing.  This provides some freedom for the attached specimens to slide 
towards traverse and longitudinal directions. Furthermore, two gaskets (2 mm thick) are 
accommodated on both sides of the specimen to compensate the third dimension of the 
volumetric expansion. Hence, the stresses in the specimen are assumed to be mainly covered 
by the pressure inside the combustor. In the numerical sub-model, the boundary conditions 
were modelled with an elastic foundation. This elastic support represents the gaskets that 
sandwich the specimen. Basically, a spring stiffness per unit area was represented by the so-
called elastic foundation stiffness (EFS) [5]. EFS was applied on the in-plane and the out-of-
plane faces of the support area. This provides a resistance to the direction normal to the 
volumetric expansion of the geometry. In this way, the sub-model can expand due to the 
thermal load and can deform out-of-plane due to the pressure load. The effects of the 
temperature and damping were assumed to be negligible for the EFS, which is analogical with 
the gaskets material. Since the peak load amplitudes do not change on the specimen, attached 
to the flame-box, as seen in Figure 5.6 (a) and (b), a constant temperature and pressure were 
applied to the model. 

5.2.4 Fracture mechanics model 

The lifetime of combustion liners is potentially consumed by fatigue and creep 
mechanisms; however, their interaction also must be resolved for the crack growth 
assessment. In the next subsections, the crack growth characterising parameters for fatigue 
and creep are described. Furthermore, their interaction is formulated to govern the lifing, and 
the usage of the proposed method in the XFEM framework is described.  
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5.2.4.1 Cycle-dependent fatigue crack growth 
Typically, the crack growth is associated with the strain energy release that is analogous to 

the dissipated energy to create new fracture surfaces. The components, subjected to cyclic 
loads in the creep-temperature regime, can experience the stages of the continuous evolving 
deformation ahead of the crack-tip according to its stress-strain-time response [6]. If the 
plastic zone is small compared with the crack size, in other words the material experiences 
small-scale yielding at the crack-tip, the energy release is, in fact, the J-integral  [7, 8]. The J-
integral is defined in the general form as: 

 𝐽 = ∫ 𝑊𝑑𝑦 − 𝑻. 𝒖 𝑑𝑠   (5.1) 

 𝑊 = ∫ 𝜎 : 𝑑𝜀  (5.2) 
where Γ is an arbitrary curve enclosing the crack-tip, W is the mechanical strain energy 

density varying with the stress, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and the mechanical strain, 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑚, T is the traction vector on 
Γdefined according to the outward normal as Ti=σijnj, nj is the vector of the outward unit 
normal n to the curve Γ, u is the displacement vector, ds is an element of Γ, and x and y are 
the cartesian coordinates with origin at the crack-tip and with y-direction normal to the crack-
line. The J-integral, or strain energy release rate, is related to the stress intensity factor (SIF) 
for linear-elastic materials, in the general form as: 

 𝐽 = 𝜂 (𝐾 + 𝐾 ) + 𝐾  (5.3) 

where =(1) for plane stress and =(1-2) for plane strain, E, ν,  G are  the  Young’s  Modulus,  
the   Poisson’s   ratio   and   the   Shear  Modulus,   respectively   and  KI,II,III are the stress intensity 
factors for the fracture modes I, II and III, respectively. 

5.2.4.2 Time-dependent creep crack growth 
Materials used in gas turbine engine combustors at elevated temperatures show superior 

creep strength and creep ductility. However, in the presence of a growing crack these 
materials can fail to exhibit even very small bulk creep deformation. In general, the materials, 
which experience CCG, can be categorised as creep-ductile or creep-brittle. Previous studies 
showed that the austenitic steels behave creep-ductile at relatively lower temperatures (538oC) 
[9, 10], whereas the nickel-based superalloys show creep-brittle behaviour at higher 
temperatures (927oC) [11-13]. 

The state of stress at the crack-tip can be characterised by a crack-tip parameter, which 
drives the approach from idealised laboratory specimens to the actual components acting as a 
transfer function [14, 15]. However, there is no one unique parameter that can be used in all 
circumstances [16]. Therefore, the asymptotic solutions for the stresses in the creep zone, 
obeying the power-law creep of deformation, need to be analysed implying whether or not the 
SIF value is valid in the creep zone calculation [17]. In creeping materials, three stages are 
defined for crack propagation by means of the size of the crack-tip creep zone relative to the 
specimen dimensions that are small-scale, transient and steady-state [18-20]. Lu et al. [12] 
showed that a typical combustor material, Alloy230, behaves as a creep-brittle material 
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(small-scale), of which the accumulated creep strains and the near-tip elastic strains around 
the crack are at comparable levels. Hence, the Ct-integral, which is the small-scale creep 
analogue of the J-integral, can be utilised as a crack-tip parameter and the time-dependency of 
the fracture mechanics can be included assuming small-scale yielding [21-23]. The Ct-integral 
can be defined by replacing the strains with strain rates and the displacements with the 
velocities, thus the mechanical strain energy density with the mechanical strain energy rate 
density, in the J-integral description. In the general form, the strain energy rate density is 
described as: 

 �̇� = ∫ 𝜎 : 𝑑𝜀̇̇  (5.4) 
Under secondary power-law creep, the Ct-integral parameter can be described in terms of 

the stress intensity factor (KC) for small-scale creep condition as: 

 𝐶 =
( )

𝜂  (5.5) 

where n is the power-law constant, t is the time. The reader is referred to the references for 
detailed information on the formula derivation [17, 24-27]. 

5.2.4.3 Life assessment 
The interaction of the cycle-dependent fatigue crack growth and the time-dependent creep 

crack growth is utilised using a linear summation model  [28]. The model in general form is 
described as [29]: 

 = + ∫ dt  (5.6) 
where a is the crack length, N is the number of load cycles, t is the time, and the superscripts 
t, f, c are total, fatigue and creep, respectively.  

When complex loading conditions are present, such as varying loading ratios and 
frequencies, the behaviour of the crack growth can exhibit dependencies on these parameters 
[30]. In Eq. (6), the total crack growth rate is composed of the FCG rate relevant to a hold-
time test and CCG rate during one cycle that is Δt=1/w+thold, where w is the frequency of the 
waveform and  thold is any hold time (dwell period). In the previous sub-section, the FCG and 
the CCG were expressed relevant to the SIF and thus J-integral. The total crack growth rate 
can be expressed as Paris-Erdogan law type formulation as: 

 = 𝐵(∆𝐽 ) + ∫[𝐴(∆𝐽 ) ]𝑑𝑡  (5.7) 
where the material parameters B, m are for fatigue and A, n are for creep, ΔJ is the updated J-
Integral range. The relation can be re-described for a symmetric, triangular waveform with an 
optional hold time (dwell period) at maximum load as [29]: 

 = 𝐵(∆𝐽 ) + 𝐴(∆𝐽 )
( )

+
( )

  (5.8) 

where R is the load ratio (R-ratio) and Z is defined as: 
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 𝑍 =
( )

  (5.9) 

In Eq. (8), the first part of the crack growth rate per cycle formulation (da/dN) governs the 
fatigue contribution and the latter part accounts for creep. The crack growth rate description 
includes the magnitude of the cyclic J-Integral parameter (ΔJ) that is analogous to the SIF, the 
frequency of the waveform, hold time at maximum load, and the load ratio. 

Lu et al. [12] showed that the fatigue-creep crack growth can be described by Paris-
Erdogan law-type formulation including only the Ct parameter under the small-scale yielding 
assumption. The formulation represents the crack growth behaviour of the solid solution 
strengthened superalloy, Alloy230, including hold-time effects and temperatures in the range 
of 816 and 927 oC. The crack growth rate is given as 

 = 0.0447(𝐶 ) .   (5.10) 

5.2.4.4 XFEM implementation 
Fracture mechanics related problems remain a challenge in the numerical simulations by 

their complicated nature to serve as a reliable tool in an industrial perspective. In the classical 
numerical approach, since the nodal shape functions for the finite element approximations 
represent discontinuities in the pre-constructed mesh, the fracture model restricts the crack 
growth along the predefined element boundaries. Mesh updating and treating the crack-tip 
with special purpose elements can overcome the discontinuities and singularities reflected by 
the modelling part and its features. However, re-projecting the solution on the remeshed field 
of interest in each crack propagation step and constructing a solution mosaic from the sub-
steps can significantly increase the computation cost and influence the accuracy of the results.  

A relatively recent approach XFEM, which is a numerical technique based on partition of 
unity method, enables modelling crack domains in engineering component analysis without 
explicitly meshing the crack surface [31-37]. The XFEM method creates a new displacement-
field approximation by enriching the FEM approximation. The key idea is to extend the 
conventional formulation by enrichment functions and model a discontinuity inside an 
element by adding shape functions to the finite element approximation. The initial crack 
geometry is typically represented implicitly by a so-called level set method that tracks moving 
interfaces [38-40]. The mesh is independently generated from the crack geometry and the 
elements of the meshed structure do not necessarily need to conform to the crack surfaces. 
The convergence rate is improved for the solution by crack-tip enrichment. The displacement 
approximation for modelling the crack takes the new form, uxfem by enriching the classical FE 
approximation, ufem. 

 𝐮 (𝒙) = ∑ 𝑁 (𝒙)𝑢   (5.11) 
 𝐮 (𝒙) = ∑ 𝑁 (𝒙)𝑢 + ∑ 𝑁 (𝒙)𝐻(𝒙)𝑎 + ∑ [𝑁 (𝒙)∑ 𝐹 (𝒙) 𝑏 ]      (5.12) 
where L, M, and N are the set of all nodes, respectively, for the classical finite element, whose 
support is bisected by the crack, containing all the nodes of the crack-tip elements; Ni(x) is the 
shape function associated with node i, H(x), the Heaviside function and Fa, the crack-tip 
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functions are the enrichments functions. The function introduces the discontinuity across the 
crack faces; H(x) is defined as; H(x) = 1 for x > 0 and -1 for x < 0. The crack-tip is 
represented by four enrichment functions (Fa=1-4) to span the asymptotic near-tip displacement 
field of the  Westergaard solution for an isotropic elastic material [32]: 

 [𝐹 (𝑟, 𝜃), 𝛼 = 1 − 4] = √𝑟 sin , √𝑟 cos , √𝑟 sin 𝜃 sin , √𝑟 sin 𝜃 cos  (5.13) 

where (r,) belongs to the polar coordinate system having the origin at the crack-tip and 
tangent to the crack at its tip at =0 in 2D situation. 

5.3 Results 

In this section, the experimental and the numerical results are presented. Firstly, the test 
combustor operating points are characterised and the stable and unstable operating conditions 
are presented in the stability map. The measured surface temperature and pressure profile in 
the downstream region are shown. Next, the prediction of the stress concentration location on 
the flame-box specimen by the thermal-structural coupled analysis is presented. Subsequently, 
the results of the XFEM-based fracture mechanics analysis for the introduced crack are 
shown. Consequently, the fatigue and creep contributions to the remaining lifing are 
described. 

5.3.1 Combustion characterisation 

The stability map was constructed for the test combustor and is presented in Figure 3.9. 
The diamond markers represent the stable combustion and the square markers are for the 
unstable combustion with respect to the initial settings such as the air/fuel ratio and the 
thermal power. There is a clear transition to generate the combustion instability mainly 
depending on the air/fuel ratio so that the air fed into the system is reduced at a ratio to the 
fuel of 1.4. The power of 60 kW and the air/fuel ratio of 1.2 were selected as the extreme case 
within the test points for further investigation in this work and can be seen in the bottom-right 
corner in the stability map. This operating point will be denoted as Case6012 in the rest of this 
work. 

 
Figure 5.4. Stability map (left) and pressure spectrum at p2 sensor location (right)  
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In Figure 3.9, the pressure spectrum is shown for the sample operating points including 
two unstable and two stable cases. The unstable cases show a distinct pressure peak at a 
characteristic combustion frequency. The higher-harmonics of the characteristic frequency, 
where the first peak stands, were generated due to the nonlinear effects of the instability. 

The pressure amplitudes for the unstable cases are more than 100 times of the amplitudes 
for the stable cases. In Case6012, the pressure in the combustor ranges from 2130Pa to 
3663Pa and the surface temperature of the liner ranges from 601.5oC to 301.5oC. Previous 
experiments showed that the temperature and pressure loads in the flame-box region were 
found   to  be  sufficiently  close   to   the  measurements  at   the  ‘p2’   location.  The   loads  along   the  
downstream are depicted in Figure 5.5. These data were post-processed to be compatible for 
importing in the created mesh in the thermal-structural coupled analysis. 

 
Figure 5.5. Downstream surface temperature and pressure profile 

5.3.2 Temperature-structural analysis 

The temperature and pressure profile in the downstream part of the combustor at 
Case6012 is presented in Figure 5.6 (a) and (b). In the figure, the highest temperature and 
pressure amplitudes are present in the flame-box region and the specimen is exposed to 
nearly-constant load amplitudes. Initially, a numerical test was carried out to compare the full-
model and the sub-model results. In the analysis, the stress and strain distribution on the 
specimen geometry was found to be identical for the two numerical tests, which implies the 
high stiffness of the flame-box structure. Thus, further investigation was performed in the 
sub-model in order to reduce the computational cost. 

The stress distribution of the sub-model was calculated by the temperature-structural 
analysis presented in Figure 3.21 (left-background). This shows that the out-of-plane stresses 
are concentrated near the long edge sections. In Figure 3.21, the maximum principal stress 
directions were calculated in the FEM mesh (b) and they are indicated by red arrows (a). The 
calculated stress field was transferred to the fracture mechanics analysis and a new mesh was 
generated for the XFEM analysis (d). In the XFEM analysis, an initial slot-type crack 
(yellow-line) was located in the maximum stress region, assuming that the crack propagation 
direction will be perpendicular to the calculated principal stress directions. Hence, the slot 
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crack is placed at the mid-height near the longitudinal edge (0.5 mm from the edge) and it is 
aligned along this edge with 1 mm artificial initial crack length (ao).  

 
Figure 5.6. FEM modelling: model sections (left), measured (a) temperature and (b) pressure 

data mapping to the model (right) 

 
Figure 5.7. Maximum principal stress directions (a), FEM mesh (b), XFEM mesh (c), crack 

growth from initial crack length (ao) to final crack length (af) at an instant time (d) 
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Figure 5.8. Tension and compression state of layers across thickness in one cycle (τ = t
1
 + t

2
) 

5.3.3 Residual lifing 

In this section, the crack-tip parameters relevant to crack growth are presented. As seen 
from Figure 5.8, three levels (nodes) are designated as the level-in, level-mid and level-out. 
The level-in and level-out are the outer surface layers of the geometry that experience 
compression and tension stresses due to the cyclic bending motion of the specimen. 
Therefore, although the amplitudes belonging to the level-out are higher than the amplitudes 
of the level-in,   they  swap  each  other  during  one  cycle  (τ  =  t1 + t2) on the condition that the 
surface is under tension or compression stresses. At a half cycle, the level, which is under 
tension stresses, induces higher energy release rates. In a full cycle, the level-out and level-in 
stress-states alternate. Furthermore, the optimum number of contours was found to be five to 
capture the stress-field spread around the crack-tip. Therefore, the calculated crack-tip 
characterising parameters are averaged with respect to the level-layers and five contours for 
the following calculations. The mesh density was selected by optimising (minimising) two 
criteria that are the deviation of the average value of the crack-tip characterising parameter, 
and its fluctuation amplitude around a mean value.  

The experimentally measured pressure amplitude, PEXP, (3663 Pa) was found to be 
insufficient to cause crack propagation. Therefore, three higher pressure amplitudes were 
included in the investigation for the comparison. These four pressures will be called the 
numerical test pressures as follows: PEXP, PEXP*101, PEXP*102, PEXP*103. Figure 5.9 illustrates 
the relation between the Ct-integral and hold time at different pressure levels. In this analysis, 
the pressure load was kept constant. Increasing the pressure load elevates the stresses, 
therefore the Ct-integral increases. On the contrary, the Ct-integral decreases as the hold time 
is introduced more, which is due to the stress relaxation around the crack-tip. However, if the 
hold time is set to infinity, then the Ct-integral would no longer represent the intensity of the 
near-tip stresses because creep mechanisms will have sufficient time to develop a larger 
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creeping zone around the crack-tip. However, small-scale yielding condition will not be 
violated unless the creep zone development rate is higher than the K-dominant zone 
development rate. 

 
Figure 5.9. Ct versus hold time 

In Figure 5.10, the plot is divided into 4 regions. Each region starts with dash-dot line and 
ends with a dashed line. The marker-data, delimited by the lines within these regions, belong 
to the numerical test pressures. Assuming that the crack growth is governed by a modified 
Paris-Erdogan law-type model (Eq. 10), the crack growth rate is proportional to the J-integral, 
and hence the Ct-integral. Because, higher Ct values, thus higher crack growth rates, consume 
more lifetime and decrease the remaining lifetime. The results show that the increase in the 
pressure, thus the increase in Ct, increases the crack growth rate. Besides, the Ct values, thus 
crack propagation rate, decrease with increasing hold time. This is attributed to the stress 
relaxation process, and promotion of intergranular fracture mode due to material creeping 
changing from a transgranular one as in pure fatigue fracture mode [12]. This indicates that 
the time-dependent damage mechanisms related to the creep crack growth are in control as the 
holding time is introduced instead of the cycle-dependent mechanisms.  

Table 5.1. Measured peak pressures and crack growth rates  

Operating 
point 

Combustion 
characteristics 

Peak pressure 
[Pa] 

Factor* 
(Ref.Case4018) 

Crack growth 
rate [mm/h] 

Factor* 
(Ref.Case4018) 

Case4018 Stable 5.5  0  3.07E-10 0 
Case6018 Stable 14.21 1.6 1.58E-9 4.15 
Case4012 Unstable 1471 266.5 4.81E-6 1.56E+7 
Case6012 Unstable 2894 525.2 1.55E-5 5.04E+7 
* 𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓 = (𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒂 − 𝑹𝒆𝒇. 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒆𝟒𝟎𝟏𝟖)/  𝑹𝒆𝒇. 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒆𝟒𝟎𝟏𝟖 
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Recalling Figure 3.9, the peak pressure amplitudes of the operating points are listed in 

Table 2.1. Considering Case4018 as the reference case, the cases, where the combustion 
instabilities have occurred, induce very high peak amplitude by a factor of 266.5 for 
Case4012, and by a factor of 525.2 for Case6012. The measured substantial increase in the 
pressure amplitudes, during the transition from stable to unstable combustion, results in 
significantly accelerated crack growths, thus accelerated life consumption. 

 
Figure 5.10. Unit time crack growth rates as a function of Ct 

5.4 Concluding remarks and discussions 

A laboratory-scaled generic gas turbine combustor was designed to investigate the 
structural dynamics due to the combustion instabilities.  

The following conclusions are mainly drawn on this work: 
- Combustion instabilities are observed to be sensitive to changes in the air-fuel ratio 

rather than thermal power. Lowering air-fuel ratio from 1.6, reducing the air portion of the 
mixture, leads to instabilities within the entire test thermal powers. The unstable combustion 
process induced very high amplitude pressure oscillations compared to stable cases. 
Furthermore, these high amplitude loads due to combustion instabilities result in accelerated 
remaining lifetime consumption. 

- The measured pressure and surface temperature was successfully linked to temperature-
structural FEM analysis to predict the hot-spot (critical cracking) region. 

- The fracture characterising parameters was calculated by XFEM-based fracture 
mechanics analysis including creep and fatigue conditions for a nickel-based super alloy 
material, Alloy230, that is relevant to typical gas turbine hot section components. The crack 
growth rates were quantified by only one fracture parameter, Ct-integral, which is 
representative for fatigue and creep crack growth. 
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- In XFEM for crack modelling, the finite element mesh can be generated independently 
from the geometry, and remeshing, due to the change in topology of the domain as the crack 
grows, is avoided. Implementation of XFEM into a general purpose finite element program 
enables accurate results to be obtained from numerically demanding three-dimensional 
complex geometries. Furthermore, a combined time-dependent creep and cycle-dependent 
fatigue fracture parameter, satisfying small-scale yielding assumption, is integrated into this 
framework. Hence, the crack growth rates can be calculated requiring less numerical efforts 
for crack modelling, and resolving time-dependent creep crack response using linear elastic 
fracture mechanics concepts significantly reduces computational time. 

- Since the pressure generated due to the combustion process is in a cyclic manner, the 
stresses will vary between tensile and compressive types. This will stimulate the crack to 
grow on both sides and eventually through thickness. The acoustic volume in the flame-box 
expands and contracts due to the pressure oscillations that result in the cyclic loadings of the 
plate and its relative motion. This will enable the crack to open at the outer face at the volume 
expansion and to close at the volume contraction. Thus, the total remaining lifetime of the 
through-thickness crack would be half of the calculated lifetime due to this cyclic or 
sequential crack growth at the two sides of the plate. 

- Note that the experimentally measured mechanical and thermal loads driven by the 
unstable combustion process were used in the numerical analysis to characterise the crack 
parameters. Hence, the numerical fracture mechanics analysis must be validated by 
experiments. Therefore, an unconventional test system design is required to cover the 
fatigue/creep aspects of the combustor structure instead of the standard specimens. 
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Abstract 

as turbine (GT) combustor liners are subjected to mechanical and thermal loads that damage 
the structure and reduce their operational lifetime. In-service, the lifetime consumption can be 
accelerated by high amplitude pressure oscillation due to combustion dynamics, which results 

in elevated structural vibrations. The structure undergoes repeated reversals of the main deformation 
mechanisms as a function of the operating load of the engine. Monitoring the condition of the combustor 
due to operational load histories and evaluating the lifetime consumption rate of the combustor is vital to 
maintain the mechanical integrity and to perform a reliable risk-based maintenance. A methodology for 
modelling both the steady-state and dynamic behaviour of a GT cannular combustion chamber by 
utilising a combined fluid-structure approach is presented in this study. Together with the calculation of 
the heat fluxes through the liner, the effects of the modifications at the thermal boundary conditions were 
used to analyse the structural response of the combustion liner at different GT loads. The measured in-
service pressure oscillations are investigated by utilising a developed algorithm including statistical 
distributions and probabilistic analysis, and rainflow cycle counting to calculate the resulting fatigue 
lifetime. The predicted failure pattern is found to match well with the observations. Furthermore, the 
contribution of pressure oscillations is characterised by high cyclic crack growth observed in the failure 
pattern. 

Keywords: Combustion dynamics, acoustics, creep, fatigue, lifetime, rainflow counting.
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6.1 Introduction 

The introduction and the development in the 1970s of the low-NOx industrial GT 
combustors has led to the definition of stringent regulations in the power generation sector. In 
particular, NOx emissions below 25ppm or 50mg/m  at 15% oxygen are required in most 
countries in the world. The need for reducing the pollutant emissions requires the use of 
modern combustion hardware that allows Gas Turbine (GT) to operate at very low 
equivalence ratios, between 0.4 and 0.6. In this regard, fuel-air mixing plays a key role to 
achieve optimum combustion performance, uniform combustion and reduced NOx emissions 
[1]. Various efforts have been devoted in the investigation of the effects of the flow patterns 
and air/fuel mixing in terms of heat transfer, flame stability, dynamic pressure developments, 
and blow off [1-3].  

A lean, premixed (LP) combustor system, which is designed to operate at low 
temperatures, is one of the solutions to achieve the emission targets. However, acoustic 
pressure oscillation phenomenon due to combustion instabilities is a likely LP system 
problem. This phenomenon is driven by the coupling between the heat release in a thin 
reaction zone with a characteristic chemical time, the acoustic pressure waves and their 
specific acoustic time constants such that the acoustic waves are amplified on each passage 
through the reaction zone till reaching limit-cycle oscillations [4, 5]. These undesired 
oscillations cause high amplitude vibrations of the hardware that lead to detrimental fatigue 
damage. Much work has been devoted to enhance understanding and various solutions have 
been provided for this problem, such as the use of staged combustion, modifications in the 
flame stabiliser design, introduction of resonators, and modifications of combustor or plenum 
chamber length [4, 6-11]. However, combustion instabilities are hard to avoid in the entire 
operating range due to various engine load selections or different ambient conditions. 
Therefore, the condition of the combustor must be monitored and assessed in-service to 
prevent excessive deterioration of the materials that leads to failure. 

In the power generation industry, the remaining life prediction of the critical components 
operating under cyclic loadings at elevated temperature levels attracts considerable interest. 
Safety, durability and reliability, along with the strict engine emission targets and desired 
efficiency, greatly motivate the investigators to provide solutions for a sustainable economic 
future. The life assessment of the hot section critical components requires modelling the 
material inelastic behaviour under high temperature cyclic loadings. As yet several 
engineering materials have been investigated by means of plastic and creep deformation, 
under cyclic uniaxial loading conditions, at high temperature levels using standard test 
specimens. Hence, these data are required to be translated with respect to the non-uniform 
loading in the structure and the varying operating points, thus varying loading levels. The 
integrity of the engine is ensured in the design stage; however, the design considerations for 
the engine in-service can bring about certain conservatism in the pre-estimated low cycle 
fatigue (LCF) and creep lifetime. Moreover, the combustion dynamics, which generate 
elevated vibration levels during operation, can violate the pre-estimated structural lifetime. 
This is due to the fact that the time histories of the local stresses and strains reveal 
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considerable variations due to high/very high cycle fatigue (HCF/VHCF), which are generally 
not taken into account in the design stage. Therefore a progressive life assessment must be 
performed based on the gas turbine in-service measured data covering the engine transients, 
operation points and sequences. This should be done to optimise the design, but also in the 
operation phase to improve the maintenance process. 

The aim of the work is to generate a mechanical integrity tool for a GT combustor, which 
can be used in both the design and in-service. The elements of this tool are as follows. 

 - A combined Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Method (FEM) 
numerical analysis for predicting the steady-state combustion characteristics and structural 
behaviour. Using the mechanical and thermal load obtained by this analysis, the critical 
locations (hot spots) are determined, and LCF and creep lifetimes of these regions are 
calculated.  

- A developed algorithm based on statistical distributions and probabilistic analysis to 
analyse the measured in-service pressure oscillations due to combustion instabilities, and a 
rainflow cycle counting to calculate the resulting HCF/VHCF lifetime. 

In the following section, the problem and the methodology are described and in section 
6.3 the multiphysical modelling, including CFD and FEM, and lifetime prediction method are 
explained. In section 6.4, the results covering the structural and modal response of the 
combustor are presented, and the life assessment is shown in section 6.5. In the final section, 
the conclusions are drawn. 

6.2 Problem description and methodology 

Present-day gas turbines employ fuel-staging techniques during the load transients. During 
load ramping only certain stages/fuel lines are fuelled with premixed flames to reach the full 
premix combustion mode at higher power outputs. The firing curves, by means of the fuel 
split valves (Figure 6.1), modify locally the equivalence ratio which is retained to be a critical 
parameter for the development of thermo-acoustic instabilities [12].  

The natural gas is fed to the chambers by four fuel lines used for different purposes.  
- The primary line brings the fuel at the tip of the nozzle and acts on the pilot flame,  
- The quaternary line delivers a percentage of the total feed gas to the air inlet upstream 

the premix swirler, 
- The secondary and tertiary lines bring the fuel to, respectively, the 4th and 1st burners 

with premix gas injectors. The opening of the split valve changes according to the power 
output and the start-up or turn-down procedure. 

In practice the combustion liner is exposed to four combustion regimes that are start-up 
(1), transients from an isothermal temperature to a maximum temperature at so-called steady-
state operation (2), and then cooling down back to the isothermal condition (3), and finally, 
shut-down (4). These four regimes cover a general operating cycle. A typical damaged 
combustion liner is shown in Figure 6.2, where the inner traces indicate a spiral shape 
temperature distribution along the liner resulting in thermal barrier coating (TBC) spallation 
and varying deformation along the radial cross section, which signifies the asymmetric 
thermal gradients incorporated with the cyclic loading. 
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Figure 6.1. Split-cycle of the combustion 

 
Figure 6.2. Failure pattern of the combustion liner: the deformation (a, b) - outer surface, the 

spiral-shaped wear (c) - inner surface, and the cracked final failure (d) 

Table 6.1. Operating point initial settings 

 Base-load Part-load 
Power [MW] 243 177 
Air Flow [kg/s] 30.9 21.43 
Gas Mass Flow [kg/s] 0.72 0.5 
Quaternary Fuel [%] 11 11 
Tertiary/Secondary Fuel Split [%] 81.7 82.73 
Compressor Air discharge Temperature 
[°C] 373 337 
Compressor Air Discharge Pressure [bar] 14.95 10.3 
Equivalence  ratio  Φ 0.4 0.4 
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In this work, the following steps are presented: First, CFD analyses are performed for a 
GT engine with a typical industrial Dry Low NOx fully premixed combustion system based 
on initial settings of part-load (177 MW) to base-load (243 MW) regime. The operation point 
initial settings are presented in Table 6.1.  

Second, the temperature and pressure loads obtained by CFD analysis are transferred to 
FEM analysis to investigate the structural behaviour of the combustion liner at these regimes 
including the nonlinear material, such as creep and plasticity. The time steps are defined for 
the calculations as: 1e-5, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 
30000, 40000, 50000 hours. The stress relaxation and creep strain development are calculated 
over these time periods for the two operating conditions. Note that the loading is considered 
constant in time for FEM analysis. The structural deformations and stress levels are correlated 
with the operational experiences.  

After that, the stress-strain state of the liner is calculated for the base-load operation, at 
which the highest temperature and pressure levels are generated. The LCF and creep lifetime 
are calculated for the critical locations of the liner. And also the HCF lifetime is predicted due 
to the pressure fluctuations measured in-service at the primary zone of the combustor. With 
respect to the latter, probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) algorithms are executed to obtain the minimum amount of pressure oscillations data 
(windowed-data) that best represents the overall in-service experience at base load. Thus, the 
computational cost is reduced.  

Next, a rainflow cycle (RFC) counting algorithm is performed on the windowed-data, 
which represents the complex loading applied to the hardware, and in order to reduce the 
process   to  discrete  cycles,  hence  allow  the  application  of  Miner’s  rule  in  order  to  assess  the  
HCF/VHCF lifetime.  

Lastly, a modal analysis is performed including structure and acoustic properties in order 
to understand the reason behind the dynamic behaviour of the combustion process. 

 
Figure 6.3. Pressure time history generated at half cycle of a typical operation 
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 As seen in Figure 6.3, a half operation cycle can be translated in terms of failure 
mechanisms as LCF (tSUL) due to start-up loads, creep (tCALand tVAL) during the operation due 
to sustained load at high temperature HCF/VHCF (tVAL) because of the transition from 
constant to variable elevated amplitude loading generated by the combustion dynamics. 

6.3 Multiphysical modelling 

A CFD analysis was performed to simulate the combustion process of the part and base 
loads. The thermal and pressure loads are calculated and transferred to the FEM analysis to 
calculate the stress and strain distributions. The output is used for the life assessment. 
Furthermore, in-service pressure oscillations due to combustion dynamics are assessed in 
terms of lifetime consumption using PDF and CDF, RFC algorithms. 

The power and equivalence ratio are selected to represent a typical operation. The inlet 
boundary conditions (IBC) for CFD are defined using the operational parameters acquired 
from the field, such as airflow, gas mass flow, fuel split, compressor air discharge temperature 
and pressure. The CFD model is used to predict behaviour of the fluid volume and flow 
patterns inside the combustion liner, and the FEM model is utilised to calculate the structural 
response of the liner, which surrounds the fluid volume. Since the combustion dynamics is 
composed of 3-D flows and complex reaction zones, it is essential to simulate the full fluid 
domain to include the dynamic thermal and gas behaviour. Furthermore, the compliance of 
the fluid and structural domain models is crucial such that the models must be coupled at the 
interface. Therefore, a detailed geometry of a commercial engine is used to model the fluid 
and structural domain and both models were generated from the same geometry. The fluid 
domain (a) and the structural model (b) are depicted in Figure 6.4.  

 
Figure 6.4. Combustor representation, fluid domain (a), structural domain (b) 
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6.3.1 Geometry 

The combustion liner, investigated in this work, of a cannular-type combustor system in a 
heavy-duty gas turbine engine equipped with five premix burners is depicted in Figure 6.4. 
The high airflow swirlers are used to allow large volumes of air to enter the primary zone of 
the chamber premixed with the fuel injected downstream of the swirler position and to 
achieve lean combustion. The liner cooling is provided through the casing cavity by the 
compressor discharge air. Prior to passing directly to the combustion chamber, the cooling air 
circulates counter-flow externally with the twofold effect of cooling the liner walls and is pre-
heated to increase the combustion efficiency. 

 
Figure 6.5. Composition of TBC Layers and typical temperature drop through the whole liner 

6.3.2 Computational fluid dynamics model 

The fluid dynamics is analysed using the commercial CFD numerical solver ANSYS-CFX 
v13. The main model is composed of three sub-domains that are the chamber fluid domain, 
the liner solid domain and the casing cavity fluid domain. The fluid chamber domain includes 
the burner swirling vanes and the gas injector and calculates the flow paths. The liner solid 
domain accounts for heat transfer without flow. The casing cavity fluid domain represents the 
cooling purposes of the compressor discharge air passing counter-flow on the liner outer 
surface. The mesh in the model includes an element grid consisting of unstructured 
tetrahedrons with an average skewness value of 0.28. The number of elements for the 
chamber, liner and casing cavity is 8.6, 1.6 and 3.8 million, respectively. 

The effects of the turbulence on the flow path, heat and combustion process are predicted 
by using the standard k-ε   turbulence  model.  The  viscous  effects  are  neglected,  and   thus   the  
thermal energy heat transfer model is utilised, since the Mach number is less than 0.3 in the 
full domain. The combustion reaction process is simulated by using the combined eddy 
dissipation-finite rate chemistry model (EDM/FRC). This model used a single-step reaction 
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model to analyse the evolution of the combustion process including the calculation of the 
reaction   rate   for   both   “turbulent   mixing-dominated"   and   “chemistry-dominated”.   The   fuel  
composition alters the combustion reaction zone and stability of the flame behaviour. In 
general, the natural gas is composed of primarily methane (CH4) and between 0 - 20% of 
higher hydrocarbons. In this analysis, fuel is considered as pure methane and a mixture O2-
N2 as oxidizer (0.232-0.768 mass fractions) is used. The P1 thermal radiation model is used 
to account for radiative effects related to heat transfer. The reader is addressed to see the 
reference for further information on the CFD model [13]. 

6.3.3 Material behaviour 

The combustion liner material is made of a nickel-based superalloy, AlloyX (UNS 
N06002), which shows significant strain rate sensitivity at elevated temperatures [14, 15]. The 
strain rate to obtain the temperature dependent average tensile data is referenced as 0.005-
inch/inch/minute to 0.2% yield point and 0.5-inch/inch/minute to failure [16].  

The implementation of the finite element method for the solution includes the additive 
decomposition of the strain tensor. The total strain (εtot) can be described as cumulative 
addition of the mechanical strain (εmech) and thermal strain (εth), which contains the elastic (εel) 
and inelastic strain (plastic εpl and creep εcr) components assuming small deformations.  

 𝜀 = 𝜀 + 𝜀 = 𝜀 + 𝜀 + 𝜀 + 𝜀   (6.1) 
The material properties have been implemented including the linear elastic and nonlinear 

plastic behaviour with a bilinear isotropic hardening model that uses the Von-Mises yield 
criteria coupled with an isotropic work hardening assumption. The mechanical model consists 
of only the liner structure while the TBC layer has been neglected because its mechanical 
influence is small. Furthermore, since in Ni-based superalloys the primary creep deformation 
is typically small compared to the rupture strain, and the tertiary stage, which is described as a 
rapid increase of strain rate until the creep rupture, is assumed to be beyond in the design for 
structural integrity, the secondary creep stage was modelled that is characterised by so-called 
minimal strain rate, in which the existence of an approximate equilibrium between the 
hardening and the recovery mechanics and the long-time of this equilibrium is assumed. In 
this   regard,   the  material’s   ductile   behaviour   eliminates   the   need   to   resolve   the   primary   and  
tertiary creep; therefore the viscoplastic behaviour of AlloyX can be represented by the creep 
Norton law. The creep potential or the equivalent creep rate, dependent on stress and 
temperature, is often written as a product of two functions 

 𝜀̇ = = 𝑓 (𝜎)𝑓 (𝑇)  (6.2) 
where 𝜎 is the equivalent stress, T is the temperature, f is the function the so-called 
constitutive or the response function, which allows stress and temperature dependences 
individually. The stress dependence of the steady-state creep strain rate can be defined by 
Norton’s  power  law  for  dislocation  creep  as 

 𝜀̇ = 𝐶 𝜎   (6.3) 
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and Cσ and n are material constants. The Arrhenius law describes the dependence on the 
temperature according to the diffusion control of principal creep deformation mechanisms as 

 𝑓 (𝑇) = 𝐶 𝑒 /   (6.4) 
where CT is the material constant, Q is the activation energy and R is   the   Boltzmann’s  
constant. Dorn-type relation for the stress (fσ) and the temperature (fT) dependency is 
integrated in the equivalent creep rate equation. The Norton creep model in ANSYS is of the 
form 

 𝜀̇ = 𝐶 𝜎 𝑒 /   (6.5) 
where C1, C2 and C3 are the material coefficients, which model the dependency of the creep 
strain rate from the stress and the temperature has been derived by a curve fitting procedure 
from a set of experimental data. 

The stress-strain relationship under cyclic loading is considered as strain controlled, thus 
LCF. The stress-strain hysteresis curve is formed assuming Masing-type material 
approximation and using the relations ‘Δσ/2  =  σa’ and ‘Δε/2  =   εa’   (where the subscript ‘a’  
refers to alternating). The local stress-strain can be described considering the stabilised cyclic 
stress-strain curve described by the Ramberg-Osgood equation [17] as 

 ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆ /
  (6.6) 

where E is the elastic modulus, 𝐾  is the cyclic strength coefficient and 𝑛  is the cyclic strain 
hardening exponent, ∆εe and ∆εp are the elastic and plastic components of the total strain 
range  ∆ε and ∆σ is the nominal stress range. The solution of the cyclic behaviour is obtained 
by simultaneously solving the equation above and the  Neuber’s   equation, expressed by the 
following equation, to calculate the local stress-strain in which Kt is  Neuber’s  constant  and  ∆S  
the gross stress. 

 ∆𝜎∆𝜀 = ( ∆ )   (6.7) 

6.3.4 Finite element model: Base material 

A finite element analysis was performed using the commercial FEM numerical solver 
ANSYS-Mechanical v13. A full structural model was built using ANSYS Solid 186 element 
(3D) type. The temperature dependence of the linear and nonlinear material models is 
embedded in the analysis. The temperature and pressure distributions calculated by CFD are 
used to calculate the stress and strain distribution. The FE model was constrained at the liner 
aft and fore end to simulate the actual engine installed-configuration as seen in Figure 6.6. At 
one end the liner is fixed (clamped), and at the other end cylindrical support and elastic 
foundation is used. In the cylindrical support, the radial and tangential degrees of freedom 
(DOF) are fixed, and the axial DOF is set free, since the liner at this end has a spring-type 
connection, which allows axial movement. However, the assembled adjacent component acts 
as a constraint that prevents continuous axial movement. Therefore, a modified Winkler-type 
foundation, so-called elastic foundation is used to restrain the free axial motion of the 
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structure. The elastic foundation stiffness (EFS) is defined as the pressure required to generate 
a unit normal deflection of the foundation. The contact region is allowed to deform according 
to basic spring behaviour. The contact between the structure and foundation is never broken, 
which is the case in the real assembly. The EFS matrix used in the analysis in general form is 

 𝐾 = 𝑘 ∫ {𝑁 }{𝑁 } 𝑑𝐴  (6.8) 
where kf is the foundation stiffness, {Nz} is the vector of shape functions representing 
motions normal to the surface and A is the area of element. 

Normally, material inelastic strain response to either mechanical or thermal loading is 
described by time independent and time dependent constitutive equations. Plasticity, which is 
a time independent variable and instantaneous, generally occurs at high stress-strain local 
regions. And the creep process is dependent on time, and occurs at a stress level sustained for 
a period of time at elevated temperatures, which is less than the required stress for plastic 
deformation. In this particular application, the gas turbine experiences transient thermal and 
pressure loadings as well as dwell periods at elevated temperatures during the operation. 
Thus, the plasticity and creep interaction takes place. Therefore, even though they are 
independently solved, the strains are alternated for small sequential increments.   

 
Figure 6.6. Combustion liner boundary conditions 

6.4 Combustion dynamics analysis 

The combustion process characteristics are influenced by the operational parameters of the 
GT, such as flame temperature, equivalence ratio, fuel quality, operational load, and ambient 
conditions. At certain GT settings, the combustion instabilities can be induced, in which high 
amplitude pressure oscillations are built up. These dynamic pressures can be measured in-
service and used in condition monitoring to detect and prevent catastrophic failure due to 
fatigue. It is essential not only to understand the reasons of instability, but also to predict the 
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fatigue lifetime consumption and calculate tolerable limits of the amplitudes that are both 
beneficial for in-service monitoring and hardware design stage. Since the dynamic pressure 
levels experienced by the GT liners have a stochastic nature [5, 18-21], in-service pressure 
data, measured near fore-end, are used for the combustion dynamics related investigation 
instead of CFD analysis, which is also computationally expensive. However, the measurement 
of the local stresses/strains at critical locations is difficult. Thus, the pressure oscillations are 
assumed to be effective near fore-end, which is in compliance with the global pressure field 
generated in the liner as presented in section 6.6.1, and uniformly applied over the inner 
surface of the liner in the hoop-direction. Hence, the pressure data are analysed for further 
analysis.  

The physical process of pressure oscillation generation due to combustion instabilities is 
assumed to be stationary, ergodic, Gaussian, and random. The description of the terms is as 
follows. The pressure oscillations are considered to be random, which claims an 
indeterminacy of the future events that cannot be explicitly represented with certainty at any 
particular time. In addition, this process is assumed to be stationary random, implying that the 
statistical properties of a data group, cluster, or ensemble will not change over time, for 
instance the probability distribution measured across the ensemble at two particular data 
record times remains identical. Furthermore, the process is assumed to be ergodic, which 
allows the statistics measured along any one cluster to be representative for the statistics 
measured along the ensemble. Hence, selecting a statistically sufficiently long data cluster 
enables representation of the process, instead of measuring the full data, ensemble. 

The procedure of the analysis on the structural response due to combustion dynamics is as 
follows. The time history of the measured pressure oscillations due to combustion dynamics is 
translated to a pressure frequency spectrum. Despite the variations of the amplitudes in time, 
the presence of a number of peaks in a well-defined range of frequencies is observed. A limit-
level of amplitude is defined as 10% of the maximum amplitude. A low-pass filter is applied 
on the full data with a cut-off frequency of the highest frequency, which satisfies the limit-
level condition. Thus, the frequencies higher than the cut-off frequency are attenuated to 
eliminate low-amplitude data. Nevertheless, analysing this data is numerically costly and time 
consuming. Therefore, a representative cluster is selected by executing probability density 
function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) algorithms so that the cluster 
statistically best represents the full data. The measured pressure data within the cluster, 
variable amplitude loading time history, is reduced into basic cyclic events by applying RFC 
algorithm. Hence, the pressure amplitude occurrences are represented by the corresponding 
strain amplitudes and cycles using a rain-flow matrix. Next, the cycles that produce the most 
severe damage are calculated using a damage matrix and fatigue lifetime is calculated due to 
the pressure oscillations.  

6.4.1 Statistical distribution and probabilistic analysis 

Random parameters are present rather frequently in nature, as in this particular application 
of gas turbine combustor. The variability of the pressure loads inside the liner is generated 
due to the stochasticity of combustion dynamics. An infinitely long-time record of data is 
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theoretically necessary to obtain an explicit description of the irregular motion of the 
parameter cycles in time. However, practically this is not feasible; therefore, finite-time 
records of data are rather preferred. Hence, the definition of the length of the finite-time 
record is very important to statistically represent the overall data history. In general practice, 
PDF is used to model the statistical behaviour of a random variable.  

In this particular investigation, MATLAB Statistical Toolbox was used with an 
accompanying user-defined algorithm to find the best distributions of random data according 
to the best-fit to the data. The best-fit was obtained by performing goodness-of-fit check, 
which diagnoses the adequacy of the statistical model. Three criteria were used for the model 
selection. The first one is the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [22], which compares the 
models from a perspective of expected Kullback-Leibler (K-L) information (a measure 
between a conceptual reality and approximating model) [23] and Fisher's maximised log-
likelihood estimation (MLE) (a method, which determines the set-of-values of the parameters 
of an approximating model that maximised the likelihood function) [24]. The second one is 
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which is based on the empirical log-likelihood and 
related to AIC, whose penalty for additional parameters is more than AIC [25, 26]. The last 
one is the AIC criterion with a second-order bias correction for finite sample sizes (AICc) 
[27-31].  

Let 𝑓(𝑥|𝜃) be the approximating   model,   for   the   data   x   given   the   parameters   θ   of   the  
parameter  space  Θ,  being  measured  against  the  conceptual  reality,  𝑔(𝑥). If the parameters of 
the approximating model, 𝑓(𝑥|𝜃) are estimated using MLE, then it is denoted as 𝑓(𝑥|𝜃) so 
that the MLE of the unknown true parameter vector 𝜃 is the 𝜃 that maximises the likelihood 
function. Then, the approximating models in the candidate set for the representation of the 
data are denoted as 𝑓 𝑥 𝜃 , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑅 , where R is the number of models in the candidate 
set. 

The K-L information (distance) between the conceptual reality, g, and the approximating 
model f is defined for continuous functions as the integral 

 𝐼(𝑔, 𝑓) = ∫𝑔(𝑥) log ( )
( | )

𝑑𝑥  (6.9) 

where I(g,f) (K-L information) is the ‘information’ lost when the approximating model g is 
used to represent the conceptual reality f. Therefore, the model with a minimum I(g,f), among 
the models of the candidate set, loses the least information to approximate the reality. The 
formulas of AIC, BIC and AICc are given, respectively, as follows 

 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = −2 log ℒ(𝜃|𝑥) + 2ƙ  (6.10) 
 𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −2 log ℒ(𝜃|𝑥) + ƙ log(𝓃)  (6.11) 
 𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑐 = 𝐴𝐼𝐶 + ([2 ∗ ƙƙ ∗ (ƙƙ+ 1)] (𝓃 − ƙƙ − 1)⁄ )  (6.12) 
where ℒ is the vector of optimised log-likelihood objective function (LLF) values associated 
with   parameter   estimates   of   the   approximating   model,   ƙ   is   the   number   of   estimated  
parameters  of  the  approximating  model  associated  with  each  value  in  LLF  and  ɳ  is  the  total  
sample size. The natural logarithm of the likelihood function is the log-likelihood function 
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and it enables easier algebraic manipulation. Note that LFF achieves its maximum value at the 
same points as MLE, since the logarithm transformation is a monotonically increased 
function. 

The calculated smallest criterion value of these three parameters for each model 
determines the best-fit model. In the analysis of distributions, the first four models were 
chosen using the goodness-of-fit check. These four model-types remained the same for the 
selected time records of data. The following equations of the PDF for the distributions, with 
two   parameters   (location   parameter   (mean)   µ,   scale   parameter   (standard   deviation)   σ),   of  
normal, logistic, extreme value and, with three parameters (location parameter µ, scale 
parameter  σ,  and  shape  parameter  k),  the  generalised extreme value, respectively, are given as 

 𝑓(𝑥|𝜇, 𝜎) =
√

𝑒
( )

  (6.13) 

 𝑓(𝑥|𝜇, 𝜎) = 𝑒   (6.14) 

 𝑓(𝑥|𝜇, 𝜎) = 𝑒 𝑒   (6.15) 

 𝑓(𝑥|𝑘, 𝜇, 𝜎) = 𝑒 1 + 𝑘  ; 1 + 𝑘 ≥ 0  (6.16) 
where x is the random variable, in this case load amplitudes, which is as a function of time as 
shown S(t) and the approximating model parameters (µ,  σ,  and  k) are described above.  

The CDF (or probability distribution function) describes the probability that the 
instantaneous value x(t) takes on a value less than or equal to the random variable x, defined 
by the CDF. The CDF, F(x), of a continuous random variable, x, can be defined in terms of its 
probability density function, f(x), as 

 𝐹(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏[𝑥(𝑡) ≤ 𝑥] = ∫ 𝑓(𝜉)𝑑𝜉  (6.17) 
The boundaries of the distribution function are zero and one such that the probability of 

the instantaneous value x(t) be less than the lower bound (–∞)  is  zero  and  more  than  the  upper  
bound (x) is unity. The reader is referred to the references, indicated in this section, for the 
further theory and detailed information. 

6.4.2 Rainflow cycle counting algorithm 

The load ranges, the range between the minimum and the subsequent maximum load, are 
the essential elements for the variable amplitude load fatigue analysis, together with the mean 
load. Thus, the load-time histories play an important role. Hence, a cycle counting method is 
essential to determine the equivalent strains, their number of cycles and resulting damage to 
the variable load ranges of a load-time history. The rainflow cycle (RFC) counting method is 
one of the widely used approaches [32-35], and also was applied to gas turbines [36, 37]. In 
this work, the stress/strain reversals are characterised by analysing the variable pressure 
loading during the complex process of combustion via a RFC counting algorithm [38, 39]. 
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This deterministic counting procedure applied to the time history enables a wide application 
to any stochastic process. 

6.5 Lifetime prediction 

The service lifetime of the liners is potentially covered by creep, LCF and HCF/VHCF 
mechanisms. In this section, the lifing approach is described and the interaction between the 
mechanisms is also discussed.  

The endurance of the gas turbine engine against the elevated temperature levels generated 
by the combustion process is limited to the creeping resistance of the materials. The creep 
lifetime is calculated using the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP), of which the approach is 
based on the Arrhenius rate equation. The LMP, which relates the applied stress, temperature 
and time to failure, was used to extrapolate the experimental data to compare the creep 
behaviours. 

 𝑃 = 𝑇(𝐶 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑡 )  (6.18) 
where PLM is the Larson-Miller parameter, T is the absolute temperature [K], CLM is the 
Larson-Miller constant that is generally chosen as 20 for the superalloys as a standard 
practice, tr is the rupture time [h].  

The number of start-up and shut-off times in the gas turbine engines are limited; however, 
high strain levels are generated during these conditions. Therefore, LCF phenomenon is 
considered for these periods. The LCF behaviour is described by the total strain range, 
including elastic and plastic strains, experienced by the material. The LCF lifetime predicted 
by the strain-life approach using the Basquin-Coffin-Manson expression under fully reversed 
cycling 

 ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = (2𝑁) + 𝜀 (2𝑁)   (6.19) 

where 𝜎  and 𝜀  are the fatigue strength and ductility coefficients, respectively, and b and c 
are the fatigue strength and ductility exponents, respectively. However, in situations where the 
loads are not fully reversed and variable, the mean stress effect must be included. Therefore 
Smith– Watson–Topper (SWT) mean stress correction model is used. 

 σ ε = (2𝑁) + 𝜎 𝜀 (2𝑁)   (6.20) 
The cyclic mechanical loads on the structure can induce high stress regions that can lead 

to fatigue damage. Even though the strain-life approach is generally used to calculate the 
cycles to crack initiation in LCF regime, it can be extended to describe the HCF behaviour as 
well [40]. While the fatigue damage forms cracks and subsequently makes the cracks grow 
and propagate, the elevated temperature under constant pressure stresses enables creep type 
damage letting material flow. In a GT combustor, potentially the failure mechanism is due to 
the cyclic loadings leading to fatigue damage superimposed with time-dependent creep 
damage. ASME Code Case N 47 [41] is used as the first and conservative design method for 
fatigue-creep interaction life assessment. The basis of the assumption is to linearly accumulate 
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as the life fractions include the cyclic dependent fatigue so-called   Miner’s   law   and   time-
dependent creep so-called  Robinson’s  rule  (Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage rule) 

 𝐷 = 𝐷 + 𝐷 = ∑ ( )

( )
+ ∑ ( )

( )
  (6.21) 

where n is the number of applied cycles and N is the number of cycles to fatigue at ith stress or 
strain range level, t is the service time and tr is the creep stress level at jth stress level and nf is 
the number of stress or strain range levels and nc is the number of stress levels. In the linear 
accumulation method the cyclic and time-dependent damage fractions are computed 
independently and their interaction is only empirically considered in Dtot.  

As mentioned earlier, LCF is generally accompanied by macroscopic plastic deformation 
at every cycle; however, at macro-scale the HCF/VHCF mechanism obeys elasticity. 
Nevertheless, plasticity phenomenon occurs locally and discontinues in practice at the stress 
concentration regions [42], even though the stresses are governed by elasticity in the net 
section. Thus, following the LCF lifetime prediction, the strain-life approach is extended to 
HCF/VHCF lifetime analysis using the same principals above excluding the creep effects, 
which is already included prior to HCF/VHCF analysis. Furthermore, the most life-
threatening pressure amplitudes obtained by the rainflow algorithm and damage matrix for the 
test cases (data record times), which are presented in the results section, are compared by 
means of the crack growth lifetimes. Therefore, the following procedure assume a crack 
initiation lifetime of LCF lifetime or in other words zero cycles of HCF/VHCF regime [43], 
and identical initial equivalent flaw sizes in the analysis of the test cases, since the crack 
initiation lifetime is considered not to be governed by the HCF/VHCF regime, but by the LCF 
regime.  

Consider that the crack propagation lifetime obeys linear elastic fracture mechanics 
(LEFM) assumption, which is based on the stress intensity factor (SIF) at the crack-tip. The 
Paris-Erdogan model [44], to calculate the crack propagation rate, reads 

 = 𝐶(∆𝐾)   (6.22) 
where a is the crack length, N is the number of load cycles, ∆K is the SIF range, C and m are 
the  Paris’s  coefficient  and  exponent  (slope),  respectively.  The  limitation  of  this  equation  is  the  
lack of incorporation with the mean stress, thus the stress ratio (R=σmin /  σmax) of the applied 
cyclic loading [45]. Even though considerable efforts have been devoted to formulate the 
influence of the stress ratio [46, 47], a universal equation has not been found applicable to 
nickel-based superalloys. In this work, a widely-used approach Walker model [48] is utilised 
to account for the R-effect on crack growth, of which the application to the AlloyX can be 
found in the literature [49]. In this model, an effective range of stress intensity factor (∆𝐾) is 
introduced replacing ∆K gives 

 ∆𝐾 = ∆
( )

  (6.23) 

where 𝑚  is  the  Walker’s  exponent  (material  constant)  determined  empirically,  and  the  stress  
ratio R does not  affect  the  slope  (Paris’s  exponent)  of  the  fatigue  crack  growth  behaviour.  The  
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Walker’s  model  is  valid  for  R  ≥  0, which is satisfied in this case as the pressure oscillations 
due to combustion dynamics are superimposed on the steady-state pressure equilibrium. The 
SIF range can be calculated with respect to the maxima and minima of the loading cycles that 
can be given as 

 ∆𝐾 = ∆𝜎𝛽√𝜋𝑎  (6.24) 
where ∆σ is the range of cyclic stress amplitude and β is the geometry constant. The 
differential equation can be solved using Fourier method (separation of variables) assuming 
the material constant β is independent of the crack length a (relatively short-crack 
assumption), hence the integral form for the ∆K can be formulated as follows 

 𝐶 ∆
( )

𝑌 ∫ 𝑑𝑁 = ∫ 𝑎 𝑑𝑎  (6.25) 

where Y is the constant defined as 𝑌 = 𝛽√𝜋, Nf is the number of remaining cycles to failure, 
ai and af are the initial and final crack lengths, respectively. Integrating both sides gives 

 𝑁 =
∆

( )

;𝑚 ≠ 2  (6.26) 

The equation, above, if n>2 and af ≫ ai, thus ai
(1-m/2) ≫  af

(1-m/2), can be rewritten as 

 𝑁 =
∆

( )

  (6.27) 

Logarithm of both sides gives 

 log𝑁 = − log 𝑌 − 1 − log 𝐶 − 𝑚 log ∆
( )

+ 1 − log 𝑎   (6.28) 

This can be written in the form of a linear equation of Nf in log-space as 

 log𝑁 = 𝐴 + 𝐴 log 𝐶 + 𝐴 log ∆
( )

+ 𝐴 log 𝑎   (6.29) 

where Ai can be determined by least squares analysis. This equation shows that fatigue crack 
growth lifetime is a linear combination of the components derived by the material properties, 
geometry, stress range and initial crack length. The reader is referred to the given reference 
for the derivation of the approach and application to a nickel-base superalloy [50]. 

6.6 Results 

6.6.1 Combustion generated loads 

The effects on the heat transfer were addressed in the previous work [13] by means of 
fluid dynamics and are briefly presented as follows. The fluid and the structure are 
sequentially-coupled in the CFD analysis. Hence, the temperature field calculated by the fluid 
solver was interpolated into the solid domain used by the structural solver. Thus, the effects of 
the thermal gradients generated by the combustion inside the liner can be resolved. Basically, 
fuel-staging differentiates the maximum temperature exposure inside the chamber and the 
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temperature field (Figure 6.7). In the figure, the hot-regions (T> 0.95*TMAX) are indicated 
with black-coloured lines. The zoomed-window is a close-up view to the chamber, liner and 
casing interface. A significant temperature gradient was generated due to fuel-splits and 
turbulent flow properties. The compressor discharge air, passing through the cavity walls, 
cools down the liner and clearly influences the temperature field. The liner temperature 
remains relatively cool. 

 
Figure 6.7. The temperature distribution contour plot at an intermediate plane at base-load (left) 

and part-load (right) [13] 

Operating the engine at higher temperatures increases the fuel efficiency [51], on the 
contrary, it increases the material degradation rate [52] resulting in structural failure. In 
general, the combustion generated heat from the flame is transferred to the liner structure by 
radiation and convection that is subsequently conducted through the liner. Hence, the 
structure is exposed to a thermal gradient across the wall. Therefore, the elevated temperature 
level, together with the thermal asymmetry, result in higher thermally induced stresses in the 
liner. Moreover, the mechanical properties are strongly dependent on the temperature and the 
strength reduces rapidly when the temperature exposure level increases. Therefore, protection 
systems, such as thermal barrier coating (TBC) systems, are applied on the inner surface of 
the liners in order to provide thermal insulation. Together with cooling systems, the liner 
temperature can be kept below the maximum allowed amplitude limits. Since the top coat of 
the TBC has relatively low heat conductivity, a significant temperature difference between the 
combustion hot gases and the base material (liner) can be achieved, such that a reduction from 
1125 to 810 oC (315 oC) at base-load and from 1045 to 746 oC (299 oC) at part-load is 
obtained at the hot-spot location on the liner (Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9). The characteristic 
calculated temperatures for the base-load and part-load are listed in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2. Calculated temperatures (oC) for the base load and part load 

 Tavg  

(Chamber) 

Tmax 
(Chamber) 

Tavg 
(Chamber-liner  

interface) 

Tmax 

(Chamber-liner  
interface) 

Tavg 

(Liner) 
Tmax 
(Liner) 

ΔT  at  Tmax 
(Liner thickness) 

Base-load 1027 1331 843 1125 571 810 126 
Part-load 935 1295 682 1045 426 746 107 

 

 
Figure 6.8. The pressure [Pa] (a) and temperature [oC] (b) distributions on the liner inner (left) 

and outer (right) surface (Base-load) 

 
Figure 6.9. The pressure [Pa] (a) and temperature [oC] (b) distributions on the liner inner (left) 

and outer (right) surface (Part-load) 

The temperature and pressure distributions on the inner and outer surface of the liner are 
presented in Figure 6.8 (base-load) and Figure 6.9 (part-load). A significant metal temperature 
gradient was generated on the liner surface in both circumferential and longitudinal directions. 
The circumferential temperature distribution at three cross sections (fore-end, mid-plane, aft-
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end) for the base-load and part-load are depicted in Figure 6.10. As seen in the figure, even 
though higher temperatures are generated at aft-end of the liner at base-load, the temperature 
distribution in this region is less uniform at the part-load that induces higher thermal stresses 
compared to overall geometry. However, the temperature distribution at mid-plane and fore-
end is more uniform at part-load. This can be addressed to the combustion generated energy, 
which is more densely conserved throughout the chamber and transported from the flame 
region to the combustor exit region by the strong swirled flow pattern at base-load. The hot 
temperature  gradients  impart  a  large  ΔT  rise  from  the  hot  to  cold  sector.  These  are  attributed  
to the variation in the flame length and shape due to the change from base to part-load. The 
pressure follows the temperature patterns, which are the traces of the fluid flow paths. 
Furthermore, the maximum amplitude of the pressure is in near-flame region and reaches a 
quasi-uniform distribution near aft-end. The red-coloured dotted circle marks designate the 
hot-spot (critical) locations where the maximum amplitude takes place. 

 
Figure 6.10. Circumferential temperature [oC] distribution at fore-end (a), mid-plane (b), aft-end 

(c) for base-load (red-line) and part-load (blue-line) 

6.6.2 Structural behaviour at part and base load 

In Figure 6.11, the equivalent stress distribution due to thermal load is shown. Stress 
concentration areas are present in the near flame region of the liner where thermal stresses 
play a dominant role (see radar plot) and at the constrained regions. The maximum values 
reached (180 MPa) are within the elastic yield limit of the material (237 MPa at 760 °C and 
0.2% offset). The hoop stress component is the dominant part, while the radial and axial 
components are negligible shares. 

In Figure 6.12, the stress relaxation effect is shown for the two different operating 
conditions measured at a point near the flame region. At base load, the higher stresses produce 
creep and stress relaxation while at part load, the stress generated in not high enough for 
producing locally visco-plastic effects on the structure. Note that the creep analysis starts at 
t=0, and the transient phase is not modelled meaning that at t=0 the full load conditions are 
applied which give a high initial stress. 

At the beginning of the operations, the elastic stresses are within the yield point and the 
elastic strain is the biggest share of the total strain. Creep strain will manifest over time and 
the elastic stress slowly will begin to relax. The plasticity produced after 50000 hours is 
caused by the creep material settlements. 
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Figure 6.11. Stress plot along the liner inner and outer surface 

 
Figure 6.12. Stress relaxation and strain development with time of the green points selected on 

the liner outer surface 

The linear elastic strains associated with these stresses create a strain control environment 
under a constant strain and temperature in a specified period of time, due to the relief of the 
thermal stresses when the liners achieve the desired thermal shape. The strain levels have 
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been calculated at different points of the liner and a comparison has been proposed for the two 
operating conditions. Again, the creep effect is evident for base load configuration while at 
part load a constant total strain field is observed. The maximum plastic strain and the 
maximum creep strain are measured in the near flame region of the liner (as shown in Figure 
6.12). The plastic deformation is a consequence of the creep strain and tends to deform the 
liner toward a desired thermal shape. 

An estimation of the deformation of the liner can be done by measuring the directional 
deformation in the x and y axes. At the central region of the liner, the maximum calculated 
deformation of the liner is for base load operation equal to 2.3% and for the part load 
operations (1.5%). 

6.6.3 Structural response at base load 

In Figure 6.13, the developed elastic, plastic, creep and thermal strain distributions are 
presented. The maximum elastic and plastic strain locations correspond to the pressure load, 
whereas the temperature field dominates the thermal strain distribution. Besides, the creep 
strains are generated with respect to the competition between pressure and temperature, of 
which hot spot is located between the aft-end and fore-end. 

 
Figure 6.13. Elastic (a), plastic (b), creep (c) and thermal (d) strain distribution [m/m] on the 

inner side of the liner 

The loading and stress-strain distribution figures are not sufficient to compare the local 
response along the liner. Therefore, the liner geometry was sectioned by seven planes, which 
are presented in Figure 6.14. Each section plane represents the corresponding circumferential 
path on the liner. The legend colours of sections, which are used in the following figures, are 
depicted in Figure 6.14. 

In Figure 6.15, the temperature, pressure, deformation and stress components in the hoop 
direction at each section are presented. From the figures, the circumferential asymmetry of the 
pressures and temperatures, as well as the resulting deformations and stresses can be seen. In 
the pressure plot, the highest amplitude appears near fore-end; however, the pressure 
amplitude at the fore-end remains smaller compared to adjacent sections. This is due to the 
flame shape and location (Figure 6.7). The flame is constructed right after the fore-end and 
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elongates longitudinally with a wrinkled tip-geometry. Thus, higher-pressure generation takes 
place right after the fore-end and reaches its maximum near fore-end. Furthermore, the 
amplitude decreases gradually towards the aft-end and also the circumferential pressure 
asymmetry tends to vanish near the aft-end, since the momentum generated by the swirl 
motion reduces and stabilises. On the other hand, the maximum temperature occurs near the 
aft-end as the hot gases flow from the inlet to the exit with elevated energy levels. Moreover, 
the cooling flow absorbs the heat starting from the fore-end and is progressively heated 
towards the aft-end; therefore, the cooling capacity is decreased towards the aft-end. In 
addition, the thermal asymmetry is more effective at the fore-end, since the jets are introduced 
in this region and the flame is formed near the fore-end. However, the circumferential 
temperature field is more symmetric near the aft-end, since the flow pattern is stabilised. The 
resulting deformation is generated due to the combined effect of pressure and temperature 
fields. The highest deformation appears at the aft-end, which is dominated by the temperature. 
Besides, the circumferential asymmetry in deformation is more visible after ‘section  4’ and it 
increases towards the fore-end that is more closely linked to temperature distribution. The 
maximum equivalent stress occurs at fore-end and the highest circumferential asymmetry in 
stress takes place at ‘section  2’, which gradually becomes more uniform towards aft-end. The 
circumferential stress distributions at the sections are more closely related to the pressures. 
However, high stresses are induced at the fore-end, since this section is adjacent to the 
location where the boundary condition is defined as fixed at all degrees of freedom. 
Moreover, the local temperature state plays a crucial role in stress response due to the 
significant temperature dependency of the material properties. 

 
Figure 6.14. Combustion liner cross-section planes and the corresponding legend colours 
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Figure 6.15. Pressure [Pa]  (a), temperature [oC] (b), deformation [m] (c) and stress [Pa] (d) at 

sections 

 
Figure 6.16. Elastic (a), plastic (b), creep (c) and thermal (d) strain [m/m] at sections 
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In Figure 6.16, the circumferential strain distributions are presented including elastic, 
plastic, creep and thermal components. The elastic strain distribution is similar to the stress 
distribution; however, a significant amount of plastic strains are generated at circumferential 
locations of sections ‘2’ and ‘3’, in which the elastic strain peaks are observed. Together with 
the elastic strain accumulation, the plastic strain is the main strain-component to consume the 
local LCF lifetime. The maximum creep strains are induced at the aft-end and adjacent 
location, ‘section   6’; however, the strain amplitudes are limited to relatively negligible 
amplitudes at the remaining section. The thermal strain distributions at the sections represent 
the swirled flow pattern, which the hot gasses follow. Sections ‘7’ and ‘6’ experience higher 
thermal strain compared to the other section locations. 

6.6.4 Structural and acoustic modal response 

When the GT operates at fully premixed combustion load, the frequency spectrum of the 
in-service pressure measurement at the primary zone shows the highest peaks at 125, 314 and 
1091 Hz as seen in Figure 6.17. Structural and acoustic modal analyses were performed to 
investigate whether one of the modes matches with the frequency of the pressure oscillations, 
which leads to combustion instabilities. The results are as follows. 

 
Figure 6.17. Frequency spectrum of the measured in-service pressure at base-load operation 

The structural eigenfrequencies were calculated using FEM analysis for the base-load and 
part-load operations. Pre-stress effects were considered, since the stress state of the liner 
under static pressure and temperature loads affects the eigenfrequencies, and furthermore, the 
material properties are dependent on the temperature field. The equation of motion of the 
system can be expressed in the general form as 
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 [𝑀}{�̈�} + {C}{�̇�} + [𝐾]{𝑦} = {𝑓(𝑡)}  (6.30) 
where [M], [C] and [K] are the matrices of mass, damping and stiffness, respectively, and {y} 
is the displacement vector. A solution of free vibration for this equation can be expressed as 

 y = y e   (6.31) 
where y0 is the vector of amplitude of response for the system. The response of the structure 
without an excitation can be readily obtained as 

 (−{𝜆 }[𝑀] + 𝑖𝜆[𝐶] + [𝐾]){𝑦 } = {0}  (6.32) 
where   {λ}   and   {y0} are the eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively. In the case of a pre-
stress condition in an undamped system, the system describing equation can be defined as 

 (−{𝜆 }[𝑀] + [𝐾 + 𝑆]){𝑦 } = {0}  (6.33) 
where [S] is the stress stiffness matrix, additional stiffness, introduced into the system 
response equation that is dependent on the pre-stress,   [σo]. In this case, together with the 
stiffness matrix [K] of the system initial condition, the additional stiffness matrix due to pre-
stress produces an effective stiffness matrix [Keff]. 

The structural eigenfrequencies change with the square root of the Young’s  modulus  [53]. 
Moreover,   the   Young’s   modulus   is   significantly   influenced   by   the   temperature   [16], the 
operational temperature range in this context. The temperature dependence of the 
eigenfrequencies by means of the operating condition (base and part load) is estimated as 

 ∆𝑓 = ∆ ∆
∆

𝑥100%  (6.34) 

The reduction of the operating temperature at part load causes an alteration in the 
eigenfrequencies of the structure of around 3%.  

 
Figure 6.18. Comparison of the structural eigenfrequencies of the liner for base-load (blue 

points) and part-load (red points) operations 
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A numerical calculation has been performed using the ANSYS structural solver with 
FLUID30 elements for the calculation of the acoustic eigenfrequencies of the chamber. A 
complete domain that includes liner and transition piece has been created in order to define 
the right reflecting boundary conditions. It is assumed that closed conditions (Reflection 
coefficient: R = 1) are present at the bottom (at the burners) and upper end (at the inlet of 
turbine blades) of the acoustic domain. The Helmholtz equation was solved and the results for 
both base-load and part-load operations, and also the measurements, are listed in Table 6.3. 
Note that the density and the speed of sound are adjusted to the temperature field calculated 
by CFD and the smallest element size has been chosen according to the smallest acoustic 
wavelength to be solved.  

Both of the analyses were performed in order to understand the impact of combustion 
dynamics on the structure integrity. The modal structural analysis, in a fixed configuration, 
shows the first eigenmode at 488 Hz producing an azimuthal - 8 nodes deformation (Figure 
6.18 and Figure 6.19). The following modes, at higher frequencies, continue to be azimuthally 
shaped with different numbers of nodes along the liner circumference and they start to couple 
with axial mode shapes until the frequency of 1392 Hz where the first pure axial mode is 
found. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the structural eigenfrequencies change at 
different loads of the GT because of the different temperature profiles and stiffness. The 
acoustic analysis performed for base and part-load condition is in good agreement with the 
measurement performed during operations. The first acoustic axial mode is found at the 
frequency of 234 Hz. Until the frequency of 699 Hz, the acoustic modes keep a pure axial 
shape with different wavelength. At higher frequencies, 922 Hz, a first pure azimuthal mode 
is found. The following modes are a combination of axial and azimuthal modes. At the 
frequency of 2265 Hz the first radial mode is found. As seen from Table 6.3, the calculated 
acoustic eigenfrequencies are in good agreement with the measurements. 

Table 6.3. Comparison between calculated acoustic frequencies at base-load and part-load and 
measured acoustic frequencies during operations. 

Mode# Acoustic (Base load) Acoustic (Part load) Acoustic measurements 
1 234 Hz; Axial l=1/2 225 Hz; Axial l=1/2 225-280 Hz; Axial l=1/2 
2 474 Hz; Axial l=1 456 Hz; Axial l=1 470-490 Hz; Axial l=1 
3 699 Hz; Axial l=7/4 672 Hz; Axial l=7/4 880-1000 H; Axial l=2 
4 923 Hz; Azimuthal m=1 887 Hz; Azimuthal 

m=1 
1050-1100 Hz; Azimuthal 

m=1 
... Combination of axial-

azimuthal modes 
Combination of axial-

azimuthal modes 
Combination of axial-

azimuthal modes 
N 2265 Hz; Radial n=1 2176 Hz; Radial n=1 2300-2350 Hz; Radial n=1 
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In Figure 6.19, the corresponding mode shapes of the modes listed in Table 6.3 are 
depicted. 

 
Figure 6.19. Acoustic mode shapes for 234 Hz, 474 Hz, 699 Hz, 922 Hz and 2264 Hz 

Comparing the characteristic frequency (314 Hz) of the peak pressure (Figure 6.17) with 
the structural and acoustic modal analyses (Figure 6.18 and Table 6.3), it can be seen that the 
structural modes are not responsible for the characteristic frequency; however, this frequency 
is in between the first and second acoustic modes. In conclusion, the combustion instabilities 
are significantly related to the acoustic properties of the combustor. Moreover, the structural 
modes contribute to the structural vibrations, since the third peak at the frequency of 1091 Hz 
in Figure 6.17 is around the structural eigenfrequencies, and probably excites one of the 
structural modes. 

6.6.5 Statistical and probabilistic analysis of data record 

Four different data record times of pressure oscillations measured in-service are 
investigated, which are for 1 (a), 10 (b), 60 (c), 600 (d) seconds. In this section, the optimum 
data record time is determined to best represent the full-data. Therefore, a statistical 
distribution and probabilistic analysis is performed. The results of PDF, CDF and goodness-
of-fit check analysis are presented. 

In Figure 6.20, the PDF of the approximating models for 1, 10, 60 and 600 seconds of data 
record is plotted on the corresponding conceptual data for the given time. Figure 6.21 depicts 
the CDF of the conceptual reality (empirical) and the approximating models, chosen by the 
goodness-of-fit check, and the relative error in the CDF of the approximating models with 
respect to the conceptual reality. As seen from Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21, the normal 
distribution describes the empirical data the best. Furthermore, the goodness-of-fit sequence 
of the approximating models remains the same after 10 seconds of data record. 
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Figure 6.20. Probability density function (PDF) for 1 (a), 10 (b), 60 (c), 600 (d) seconds 

 
Figure 6.21. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 1 (a), 10 (b), 60 (c), 600 (d) seconds  
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Table 6.4. Goodness-of-fit check for the approximating models 

Data record 
time (DRT) [s] 

Information 
Criterion 

(IC) 

Normal Logistic Generalised 
extreme value 

Extreme 
value 

1 
AIC 86179,43 86302,73 86284,03 86912,53 
BIC 86192,47 86315,76 86303,58 86925,56 
AICc 86179,44 86302,73 86284,03 86912,53 

10 
AIC 858674,47 859708,54 859892,72 866601,44 
BIC 858692,11 859726,18 859919,18 866619,08 
AICc 858674,47 859708,54 859892,72 866601,44 

60 
AIC 5151381,21 5156927,45 5158999,2 5199362,84 
BIC 5151402,44 5156948,67 5159031,04 5199384,06 
AICc 5151381,21 5156927,45 5158999,2 5199362,84 

600 
AIC 51525854,39 51582761,65 51603185,34 52010180,86 
BIC 51525880,22 51582787,48 51603224,08 52010206,69 
AICc 51525854,39 51582761,65 51603185,34 52010180,86 

 

Table 6.5. Characteristics in goodness-of-fit check 

DRT Average  
(w/ IC-normal) 

Normalised 
(w/ DRT) 

Deviation [%] 
(w/ 600 [s]) 

1 86183,78 86183,78 0,36 
10 858680,35 85868,04 0,01 
60 5151388,29 85856,47 0,02 
600 51525863,00 85876,44 0,00 

Table 6.4 shows goodness-of-fit check results for the approximating models used above. Using 
the information criterion (AIC, BIC and AICc), the normal distribution model has slightly smaller 

values at data record times. In  

Table 6.5, the values of the information criteria obtained from the normal distribution 
model are averaged, normalised with the data record time, and the deviation with respect to 
the resulting value of the 600 s data record time are presented. Even though the optimum data 
record time is determined to be 10 s by the goodness-of-fit check for the approximating model 
sequence, the calculated deviations are significantly small within the data record times. This 
implies that even 1 s of data record can statistically represent the ensemble within a small 
deviation. Therefore, HCF/VHCF life assessment was performed using this data record time. 
Furthermore, a qualitative benchmark testing was performed for data record times by means 
of crack propagation lifetime. The results are presented in the next section. 
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6.7 Life assessment 

In Figure 6.22, the distributions of the LCF lifetime [cycles] and creep strain [m/m] on the 
liner inner surface due to the base-load, which are calculated by the FEM analysis, are 
presented. The hot spots are marked with red dotted circles. Note that the creep strain 
distribution is related to the time-to-rupture. 

The total strain range, which is composed of the elastic and plastic components, in the 
liner at the hot-spot marked in Figure 6.22 (a), reduces the lifetime down to 1317.8 cycles. 
However, the hot spots marked in Figure 6.22 (b) – upper dotted circle experience a higher 
temperature, which results in a significant reduction in creep lifetime. The temperature in this 
region is 700 oC, and the LCF lifetime is calculated as 2.19x104 cycles and the creep lifetime 
is calculated as 4.79 hours, as depicted in Figure 6.23. Since the creep process is highly 
sensitive to the temperature, small changes in temperature can lead to significant lifetime 
consumption. The creep lifetime is too low, which possibly is a result of overestimation of the 
temperature from the numerical analysis. 

 
Figure 6.22. The distributions of the LCF lifetime [cycles] and creep strain [m/m] on the liner 

inner surface due to the base-load (red dotted circles: hot spots) 

 
Figure 6.23. LCF lifetime [cycles] and creep lifetime [hours] at the upper hot spot 
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The observed failure pattern (Figure 6.2) is in very good agreement with the predicted 

fatigue and creep lifetime distributions (Figure 6.22). The two hot-spot regions marked in 
Figure 6.22 (b) match with the deformed in-service liner as seen in Figure 6.2 (a and b). 
Furthermore, as seen in Figure 6.2 (c) the spiral-shaped wear pattern is matching very well 
with the calculated creep strain distribution as depicted in Figure 6.22 (b). The cracking in the 
actual component as seen in Figure 6.2 (d) takes place at the two predicted hot-spot locations 
as shown in Figure 6.22 (b).  

 
Figure 6.24. Rainflow and damage matrix of the pressure oscillations 

 
Figure 6.25. Rainflow cycle (RFC) counting for 1 (a), 10 (b), 60 (c), 600 (d) seconds 
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In Figure 6.24, the rainflow matrix (a) applied to 1 s of data record can be seen. Mainly, 
the experienced pressure is around the mean, and produces a high number of cycles of small 
strain amplitudes, whereas a very few number of high strain amplitudes are present. However, 
as seen in the damage matrix (b) the main life-consuming strain is the high amplitude strain 
component, even though very few cycles are experienced. 

In Figure 6.25, the pressure data within the specified duration is then translated to constant 
amplitude pressure loading cycles that generate periodic vibration for the corresponding 
number of cycles. As a result of the analysis, it is evident from PDF and CDF analysis (Figure 
6.20 and Figure 6.21) that acquiring data for, starting off at, 10 seconds is statistically 
sufficient to represent the oscillating pressure due to the combustion dynamics at a particular 
operating point. However, one must consider the relative damage of the higher pressure 
amplitudes applied for fewer cycles, which are located at the rear-tail (higher alternating 
pressures) of the matrix in Figure 6.25 (see Figure 6.24 (b)). 

The cycle-dependent crack growth is controlled predominantly by the cyclic amplitudes 
rather than by maximum amplitude. Therefore the stress components include the load ratio to 
effectively represent the crack growth. Recalling the crack growth lifetime equation in section 
6.5 

 log𝑁 = 𝐴 + 𝐴 log 𝐶 + 𝐴 log + 𝐴 log 𝑎   (6.35) 

In the equation, rewriting the stress component in terms of the alternating stress σ =
(σ − σ ) 2⁄  and the mean stress σ = (σ + σ ) 2⁄  reads 

 log𝑁 = 𝐴 + 𝐴 log 𝐶 + 𝐴 log 2 𝜎 𝜎 + 𝐴 log 𝑎   (6.36) 
The equation above can be simplified assuming that the geometry, initial flaw size and 

material parameters at operating temperature are identical for the considered data record 
times. Under the internal pressure p, the equivalent stress generated in the liner, which has a 
radius r and wall thickness B, considering the material under plane stress state, is formulated 
in cylindrical coordinates as (see appendix) 

 𝜎 (𝑡) = 2 𝜎 (𝑡) =   (6.37) 

Then, the crack growth lifetime reads 

 log𝑁 = 𝐴 +𝑚 log 𝑝 ( )(𝑝 + 𝑝 + 𝑝 )   (6.38) 
where A represents all identical parameters, mentioned above, pa, pm, pmax are the alternating, 
mean and maximum pressure, respectively. Since the pressure oscillations are superimposed 
on the steady-state pressure equilibrium, the amplitude of this equilibrium is considered to be 
the maximum pressure to represent the worst-case scenario. The equation, above, resembles 
the common form of a linear equation with two variables as 𝑦 = 𝑏 + 𝑏 𝑥, where the 
variables are y and x, and b1 and b2 designate constants, slope of the line and y-intercept, 
respectively. Hence, it is aimed to perform a qualitative investigation on the relation between 
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the rear-tail of the matrix of the data time record and crack growth lifetime, rather than an 
explicit solution of the crack-tip stress state, thus crack growth rate. Therefore, constant 
parameters are set to the same values for the analysis of data record times. As seen from the 
deviation calculation (∆Zt), the equation constant ‘A’ becomes an inactive element due to the 
time normalisation. However, the equation constant ‘A2’ (or  the  Paris’s  exponent m) and the 
Walker’s  exponent  are  the  power  of  pressure  components, so that it must be correctly chosen. 
For   AlloyX,   the   Paris’s   exponent  𝑚 is   taken   as   2   and   the   Walker’s   exponent  𝑚  is the 
constant determined empirically, which is taken as 0.2 [49]. 

The  Miner’s  law  is  used,  which  accumulates  cycle  fractions linearly, and the summation is 
normalised by the data record time for the comparison. The normalised relative damage 
parameter and the deviation parameter is given as 

 𝑍 = ∑   ( )

  ( )
   𝑡⁄   (6.39) 

 ∆𝑍 = 𝑥100  (6.40) 

where nf (i) is the number of applied cycles and Nf (i) is the number of cycles to fatigue at ith 
pressure range level, t is the data record time. The cracking behaviour, as seen in Figure 6.2 
(d), is considered to be governed by the pressure oscillations due to the combustion 
instabilities, which leads to fatigue crack growth. The qualitative benchmark of crack growth 
lifetime for the data record times is presented in Table 6.6. These results claim that 1 second 
of data record time can be used to represent the full-data (operation data of pressure 
amplitudes) with a small error. This result is in compliance with the goodness-of-fit check 
presented in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.6. Qualitative benchmark of crack growth lifetime 

DRT [s] 1 10 60 600 
Deviation [%] 2,8 2,7 1,3 0 

6.8 Conclusions 

 The 3D temperature and pressure output of a CFD analysis is transferred to a FEM model 
to analyse the structure response due to the complex combustion process at base load. 

 Even though the LCF, creep and HCF/VHCF lifetimes are predicted with certain 
conservatism, the resulting deformation is in agreement with the failure pattern observed 
in-service. The failure pattern matches with the calculated swirl motion of the hot gas, 
which generates a non-uniform temperature distribution. 

 The origin of the combustion instabilities is governed by the acoustic properties of the 
combustor. The measured characteristic frequency, at which the peak pressure is located, 
is found to be between the predicted first and second acoustic eigenfrequencies. 

 Statistical distribution and probabilistic analysis in the pressure oscillation amplitudes for 
various data record times concludes that even though the combustion instabilities, as a 
physical process, are stochastic, the pressure output, with sufficiently enough data record 
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time, exhibits statistically deterministic characteristics. Thus, the optimum data record 
time is used in the rainflow cycle counting algorithm, considering the combined maximum 
and minimum loads, to predict the HCF/VCHF lifetime due to the variable load-time 
history and to define the most life-threatening pressure amplitude in the load history. The 
contribution of the high amplitude of pressure oscillations is characterised as crack 
growth, which contributes to the lifetime consumption of the liner. 

Appendix: Stress analysis and assumptions 

The liner is considered to be a thin-walled cylindrical structure (B / r < 0.1) with wall 
thickness B, radius Rs, Re, tapering angle of θR and a total axial (longitudinal) length of L. The 
liner operates under combined internal and external pressures (pi - pe). In the combustion 
process, the pressure and temperature loads vary along the longitudinal and hoop directions 
due to the swirling motion. However, the pressure fluctuations inside the liner, which are 
superimposed on the main pressure distribution, are assumed to be uniform internal pressure, 
since the combustion dynamics remain throughout the liner. Assume a section of the 
geometry, which is cut by two normal planes at x and x + dx along the longitudinal axis. And 
consider the resulting representative element of the cylindrical liner in cylindrical coordinate 
system (x,  r,  θ), axial, angular and radial coordinate, respectively. The body is considered as 
in static equilibrium. The outer surface is stress-free (𝜎 = 𝜏 = 𝜏 = 0) at r = R and on 
the inner surface at r = R - t, only a balancing compressive normal stress counterpart of the 
applied pressure exists on the inner surface at r = R - t (𝜎 = −𝑝  , 𝜏 = 𝜏 = 0). However, 
the radial stress is neglected, since it is much smaller than the axial (σxx) and hoop stress (σθθ), 
and the corresponding tangential stresses are set to zero due to the thin-wall assumption on the 
outer and inner surface. The axial and hoop stresses are assumed to be uniform across the wall 
thickness and along the liner. The corresponding reciprocator shear stresses at inner surface, 
belonging to the radial components, are set to zero ({𝜏 = 𝜏 } = {𝜏 = 𝜏 } = 0). The 
geometry is axially symmetric and no torsional load is considered, thus {𝜏 = 𝜏 } = 0. In 
general, thin-walled pressure vessels operate under multiaxial stress state including σxx and 
σθθ.The liner is clamped at one end and the other end has limited sliding degrees of freedom 
due to the assembly of the adjacent components. Thus, the stresses in the longitudinal 
direction can be compensated by the elastic foundation-type boundary condition (Section 
6.3.4). This implies that the structure is considered to be governed by one principal stress, the 
hoop stress σθθ. The stress matrix describing the normal stress state then reads 

 
𝜎 0 0
0 𝜎 0
0 0 𝜎

=
0 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 0

  (6.41) 

The liner material is assumed to be homogeneous, elastic and isotropic. According to the 
Hooke’s   law   in   terms   of   Young’s   modulus   (E)   and   Poisson’s   ratio   (υ),   the   strain   can   be  
expressed as a function of the stresses in the general form as 

 𝜀 = 𝜎 − 𝜐 𝜎 𝛿 − 𝜎   (6.42) 
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where   δij is the Kronecker delta. The equivalent (von-Mises) stress in terms of principal 
stresses (cylindrical coordinates) is given in the general form as  

 𝜎 (𝑡) = [(𝜎 (𝑡) − 𝜎 (𝑡)) + (𝜎 (𝑡) − 𝜎 (𝑡)) + (𝜎 (𝑡) − 𝜎 (𝑡)) ]     (6.43) 

Consider a material under plane stress state (thin-walled assumption) and axial stress is 
compensated by the boundary conditions described above, and then the equivalent stress 
reduces to the hoop stress component as 

 𝜎 (𝑡) = 2 𝜎 (𝑡) =   (6.44) 

In pressure vessel calculations, the shear stresses are considered as zero. However, the 
swirler, which is used to set up a local low pressure zone that stimulates the combustion 
products to recirculate and create turbulence, generates swirled flow inside the combustor that 
creates an analogous temperature field on the liner, thus non-uniform thermal stresses are 
induced. At steady-state conditions the thermal stresses are assumed to cause circumferential 
deformation, and at transient regime these stresses are assumed to induce torsional stresses 
due to the motion of the flow, thus temperature traces left behind. Even though the 
temperature field induces some torsional stresses due to this non-uniformity, these stresses are 
considered to be compensated by the boundary condition at one end with limited amount of 
rotational degree of freedom. This is due to the rotational flexibility formed by assembling 
with the adjacent component. 
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Abstract 

his section summarises the main results and draws conclusions with regard to the research 
objectives defined in the introduction. Furthermore, recommendations are indicated for further 
research. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

The investigation presented in this thesis was initiated by the LIMOUSINE project, which 
is supported by the European Commission under the Marie Curie Initial Training Network 
(ITN) program. The main focus of the LIMOUSINE project is the limit cycle behaviour of the 
unstable pressure oscillations in gas turbines, and the resulting mechanical vibrations at 
elevated temperatures.  

Lean, premix combustor systems are used to meet the emission target for low NOX gas 
turbines; however, these engines are prone to combustion instabilities, which are detrimental 
to the mechanical integrity. A significant amount of effort in the literature has been devoted to 
either the design measures on the combustion hardware to avoid instability or passive/active 
control techniques to control the instability. However, prior to these attempts it is crucial to 
predict the size and effect of the instability. The thermo-acoustic instability is a multiphysical 
phenomenon, thus it was investigated in an interdisciplinary framework. In this regard, 
several collaborations with the project partners (PhD fellows) were achieved, such as the 
experimental investigation of the limit cycle characteristics such as frequency and amplitude, 
and the acoustic and vibrational behaviour of a laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS) 
with Roman Casano, J.R. [1], the numerical prediction of the liner vibrations due to two-way 
fluid-structure interaction with hot gas flows in this system with Shahi, M. [2], and the 
structural response of an industrial combustion system (ICS) under steady-state and dynamic 
combustion with Matarazzo, S. [3]. These efforts have been linked to the project goal 
described in this thesis, which is the sensitivity of the structural dynamics, and lifetime of the 
combustion systems to the instabilities. 

The main objective of this thesis is the development and application of experimental and 
numerical tools to analyse and assess the mechanical integrity of gas turbine engines 
subjected to combustion instabilities. The main objective in this thesis is composed of sub-
objectives as described in Chapter 1. The conclusions are organised according to the sub-
objectives, and finally the main objective of the research is highlighted. 

 
Development and application of structural health monitoring techniques to 

analyse the changes in structural dynamics due to the transition from stable to 
unstable combustion. 

 
 The feedback mechanism of the thermo-acoustic instabilities in a combustion system is 

considered to be composed of three elements, which are: acoustic oscillations, flow 
perturbations and unsteady heat release. Nevertheless, this process occurs inside the 
combustor structure. Hence, a multiphysical investigation is required, including the 
interaction of combustion, acoustics and structure, to analyse the instability problem.  

A laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS) was designed and built at the University of 
Twente in order to demonstrate the developed structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques. 
This test system is representative of a typical industrial combustion system with simplified 
boundary conditions. The system has well-defined acoustic, structural properties and mixing 
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(air/fuel), and the limit-cycle behaviour of unstable pressure oscillations due to instabilities 
can be obtained on demand. Therefore, this robust combustion system enables simplification 
of this complex instability problem in a controlled way, and to perform an investigation of the 
SHM techniques in relation to the combustion – acoustics – structural domains under limit-
cycle conditions. 

Particular attention must be given to damages occurring at the primary zone (the flame-
box in LCS), since not only pressure oscillations are activated, but also enhanced heat transfer 
accelerates the damaging process due to combustion instabilities. Combined vibration and 
thermal-based measurement systems were integrated to the combustor system to assess the 
structural dynamics and damage at the instability regime. Non-contact and automated 
measurement systems were used to deal with the high temperature and harsh environmental 
conditions.  

Three vibration-based (VB) and one thermal-based (TB) SHM method were investigated 
for the SHM to assess damage due to combustion instabilities.  

1. The frequency shift method (VB), in which a shift of one or more of the measured 
natural frequencies is used as an indication of damage. The method requires a prior 
numerical analysis to obtain structural modes and to define the contribution of the 
frequency content from the measured responses. 

2. The instability peak method (VB), which is based on the change of the measured 
dynamics behaviour of the structure at the characteristic frequency and its higher-
harmonics generated by the combustion instabilities. 

3. The flexibility method (VB), which is based on the change of the flexibility matrix 
that is composed of the measured mode shapes and the reciprocal of the natural 
frequencies. 

4. The thermographic method (TB), in which an infrared camera is used to obtain the 
temperature evolution of the specimen during the operation. 

In conclusion, only measurements of structural dynamics, followed by a FEM analysis of 
the structure, are sufficient for the application of the vibration-based SHM techniques 
mentioned above. The SHM capability can be extended by incorporating a temperature field 
using a thermographic method. The selection of the SHM method depends on the 
measurement system and the target. If one point vibration measurement is realised and the 
target is damage detection, the frequency shift method and the instability peaks method can be 
used synergistically to detect damage using the information from structural dynamics 
(eigenfrequencies) and combustion instabilities (the characteristic frequency of limit-cycle 
pressure oscillations and its higher-order harmonics). If multiple measurement points are used 
and the target is damage detection, quantification and localisation, the flexibility method is 
very effective for characterising the damage. There can be situations, in which multiple 
damages in the structure with different severities are present that are located in close vicinity 
to each other. If the severity of one of the damages is greater than the others, only the damage 
with the highest severity will be captured, and the others will vanish. However, if the 
frequency shift method and the instability peaks are incorporated to assess the data acquired 
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from the same measurement points, the changes in the vibrations of the individual 
measurement point will indicate other damage. 

Combining the SHM techniques, presented in this thesis, enables an effective assessment 
of mechanical integrity during in-service operation. Furthermore, these SHM techniques use 
non-contact measurement methods, which are suitable for high temperature application, such 
as combustion systems. 
 
Prediction of the fatigue and creep lifetime (crack-initiation) reduction due to 
combustion instabilities using a combined fluid-structural approach. 

 
The feedback mechanism between acoustic oscillations, flow perturbations and unsteady 

heat release is responsible for combustion instabilities. In order to predict the key parameters 
due to the instabilities, a two-way coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis, including 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Method (FEM), was performed. 
The enhanced heat transfer process due to the instabilities observed in the experiments is 
supported by the numerical analysis. The numerical results showed that the instabilities 
produce large amplitudes of fluid velocity oscillations at a characteristic frequency in the 
primary zone; moreover, the flame penetrates the corner recirculation zones and flashes back. 
The average heat flux was calculated higher in the flame-box region and the heat flux 
distribution is more intensified due to the compact flame generated by the unstable 
combustion. However, the fluid temperatures are marginally over-predicted by the numerical 
analysis compared to the experiment, which yield to a slight over-prediction of the 
characteristic frequencies. Even though the amplitude of pressure oscillations is considerably 
under-predicted, the growth rate of pressures can be calculated when a growth function is 
fitted to the numerical analysis results with a threshold value obtained by a set of experiments. 
In addition, the temperature fluctuation of the liner stimulated by the instabilities can be 
resolved in the numerical analysis, whereas the measurement of these fluctuations is difficult 
due to insufficient capabilities of sensors, thus the measurement of the mean temperature is 
favourable in the experiments. However, these temperature fluctuations can induce thermal 
fatigue. The actual magnitude of these fluctuations can be correlated with numerical results by 
adjusting the mean temperature ratio of the measured temperature and the predicted 
temperature.  

Additionally, it has been found that the lifetime of the liner was significantly reduced by 
the combustion instabilities due to: 
- Elevated oscillatory mechanical loads, thus reducing the fatigue life, 
- Enhanced heat transfer, thus higher temperatures, which increase creep damage. 

The key parameters due to combustion instabilities can be estimated in the prototype 
development (design) stage by using FSI analysis supplemented with a set of experiments. 
Utilising these key parameters in the safe-life design of critical components leads to improved 
mechanical integrity performance. 
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Development and demonstration of an efficient tool to perform remaining 
lifetime prediction (crack-growth) by fracture mechanics analysis including 
fatigue and creep aspects. 

 
In the gas turbine industry, development and application of mechanical integrity methods 

are critical to ensure the reliability, safety and efficiency of new and existing equipment. Even 
though there have been efforts to work on design measures to avoid and control the 
combustion instabilities, it still remains a challenge to avoid or to control within the entire 
range of operating settings depending on power transition (idle to nominal), or climate 
conditions. It is vital to evaluate the impact of the instability on the remaining lifetime so that 
more strategic and proactive approaches can be carried out to assess the condition of the 
process equipment. Accordingly, an efficient tool was developed to assess the remaining 
lifetime of Ni-based superalloys, which are typically used in hot gas path components of an 
engine. This damage tolerance approach is realised by using the eXtended Finite Element 
Method (XFEM) based fracture mechanics analysis covering the fatigue and creep conditions 
that can be used as a supplement to any existing safe-life methodology.  

The XFEM extends the displacement approximation of standard FEM by adding a 
discontinuity function and crack-tip asymptotic function using the partition of unity 
framework. This concept enables to model cracks without explicitly meshing of cracks, thus 
removes the re-meshing procedure in crack propagation analysis. The XFEM feature is 
available in the general-purpose finite element software, Abaqus FEA, in which the cracks 
can be modelled independently of the mesh of complex geometries related to industrial 
applications. This offers a unique capability to deal with large models. However, the 
implemented feature can provide only stress intensity factors for stationary cracks, and is 
valid for linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Therefore, a user-defined algorithm was 
developed incorporating Abaqus FEA to simulate progressive crack growth for arbitrary 
shaped 3D cracks under creep and fatigue conditions. In this regard, the contour integral 
evaluation is utilised to calculate the crack-tip parameter for crack growth, which is composed 
of time-dependent creep and cycle-dependent fatigue.  

The creep condition of the crack was determined to be creep-brittle till a transition period. 
In this period, the near-tip field of the crack can be characterised by the Ct-integral, where 
small-scale creep conditions exist. Within this period, the elastic strains are dominant in the 
small creep zone around the crack-tip. This transition time is the onset of the quasi-steady-
state of the crack, where the material behaviour changes from small-scale yield to extensive 
yielding. As the hold time is increased further than the transition time, the solution of the 
crack-tip stress and strain fields are realised by calculating the C*. These findings conclude 
that the near-tip fields can be characterised by the parameter C* under steady-state conditions; 
however, for situations, where steady-state distribution of stresses and strains do not have 
sufficient time, in other words the crack growth rate is faster than the extensive creeping zone 
development rate around the crack (transition time), the linear elastic parameter Ct-integral, or 
analogical stress intensity factor (SIF), K, can be used to characterise the crack-tip behaviour. 
This information is essential since the XFEM is valid for LEFM. 
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For cycle-dependent fatigue crack growth, the predicted SIF values using XFEM at 
various crack lengths are in good agreement with the results of conventional FEM and ASTM 
equations. The accuracy of XFEM results are improved when brick elements are used 
compared to tetrahedral elements. Furthermore, the numerical results showed that higher 
mesh density provides more accurate results and a higher degree of path independence for the 
SIF values, which are extracted from the path-independent J-Integral using the interaction 
integral method. 

The method is demonstrated in the combustion system (LCS) to assess the effect of the 
instability in the remaining lifetime reduction. The temperature and pressure loads were 
measured in the experiments and numerically applied in the fracture mechanics analysis. The 
crack growth path was determined by the maximum principal stress direction and the crack 
growth rate was quantified by the Ct-integral. Introducing hold times at a constant load 
reduces the crack growth rate, which is attributed to relaxation of the stresses around the crack 
due to the creeping effects. Time-dependent damage mechanisms related to creep crack 
growth takes more control of the cracking behaviour at longer hold times. Higher-pressure 
amplitudes increase the Ct values, thus increase the crack growth rate. The crack growth rates 
are directly proportional to Ct values. Higher crack growth rates consume more lifetime, thus 
decrease the remaining lifetime. 

The remaining lifetime prediction tool, described in this thesis, significantly reduces the 
computational cost, while maintaining accuracy. The reasons can be stated as follows. Cracks 
can be modelled without confirming the mesh to the discontinuity, and mesh regeneration as 
the crack advances is avoided in XFEM. Crack growth can be simulated by computing only 
one crack-tip parameter, which includes a combined time-dependent creep and cycle-
dependent fatigue fracture parameter. In the analysis, small-scale yielding assumption is 
satisfied for of-interest Ni-based superalloys, in which the crack growth rate is higher than the 
excessive creep zone advancement rate around the crack. Resolving fatigue and creep crack 
growth within the XFEM framework significantly reduces computational time, while 
providing accurate results. 
 
Development of a probabilistic and statistical analysis algorithm to robustly 
assess in-service pressure oscillations by means of lifetime. 

 
A methodology was developed to perform a lifetime assessment of a lean, premixed 

combustor system (ICS) that experiences combustion instabilities at base-load condition in-
service operation. This is realised by a two-step approach:  

1. Simulation of stable combustion using an integrated fluid-structure approach 
(sequentially coupled CFD and FEM analysis), 

2. Assessment of measured pressure oscillations due to combustion instabilities.  
In the first step, computational fluid dynamics analysis is performed to calculate the 

temperature and pressure field on the combustion liner. Next, a finite element analysis is 
performed to calculate the stresses and strains in the liner. After that, a lifetime prediction is 
performed to calculate the fatigue and creep lifetime for the stable combustion. The main 
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resulting deformation profile is observed to match with the calculated thermal deformation 
field on the combustion liner. Even though the prediction of the low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and 
creep lifetimes reveals a certain conservatism regarding the operational experience, the failure 
pattern and fracture locations of the combustion liner are in agreement with the numerical 
calculations. 

In the second step, a strategy is implemented to quantify the lifetime reduction due to 
unstable combustion. Initially, the data of the unstable pressure oscillations is characterised 
statistically. This is realised by utilising an algorithm based on probabilistic analysis of 
approximating models for statistical distribution. Even though the combustion instabilities are 
characterised as a complex process, the oscillations are found to be statistically deterministic. 
This implies that a sufficiently enough time record of in-service pressure data can be used to 
represent the pressure spectrum induced in the combustor. In this regard, a very short 
optimum data record time was found, which significantly reduces calculation time. 
Subsequently, the prediction of the lifetime reduction due to the combustion instabilities is 
performed by using a rainflow cycle counting algorithm, which was applied in the optimum 
data record time. Hence, the variable amplitude loading of pressure was reduced into a series 
of constant amplitude loadings so that the fatigue lifetime calculation can be performed. It 
was found that large amplitude, but less frequent, pressure amplitudes caused the highest 
fatigue damage. 

In overall lifetime assessment, the observed failure pattern of the combustion liner is 
governed by the calculated temperature field due to the combustion process, and the fracture 
location matches the predicted highest LCF and creep damage zone (hot spot). Furthermore, 
since very/high cycle fatigue (V/HCF) is considered to be responsible for crack growth 
emanating from flaws at hot spots, less frequently occurring large amplitude pressures of 
unstable pressure oscillations are predicted to be the main damage contributors in this regard. 

The demonstrated probabilistic and statistical analysis algorithm establishes a powerful 
approach in the design stage to produce a lifetime reduction map due to combustion 
instabilities by performing very short-time tests over the entire operation envelope without 
damaging the combustor. Furthermore, combining conventional pressure measurements with 
this decisive tool makes condition monitoring of in-service equipment very effective to 
maintain the mechanical integrity. 

 
Main objective: development and application of experimental and numerical 

tools to analyse and assess the mechanical integrity of gas turbine engines 
subjected to combustion instabilities 

 
The gas turbine hot section parts are high value components, and the efficiency of the 

engine significantly depends on the performance of these parts, which have finite lifetimes. 
These parts are integrated with each other so that any major damage originating from one part 
can cause a failure of the subsequent components. Therefore, the development of mechanical 
integrity analysis tools plays a crucial role in prolonging the total lifetime, improving the 
engine operational and maintenance practices and minimising the likelihood of failures. 
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In this thesis, the development and application of mechanical integrity tools for 
combustors subjected to combustion instabilities are presented. In this regard: 

- The safe-life design of the combustor against fatigue and creep damage, including the 
effects of combustion instabilities, can be improved by FSI analysis supplemented with a set 
of experiments. Hence, the key parameters, the frequency and amplitude of pressure 
oscillations and combustion temperature, for this approach can be obtained. 

- During the engine operation, damage can be detected and monitored by using combined 
structural health monitoring methods including vibration-based and thermal-based methods. 
Furthermore, the remaining lifetime of the detected damage can be predicted by using XFEM-
based fracture mechanics analysis proposed in this thesis. 

- The elevated fatigue damage due to the high amplitude pressure oscillations generated 
by the combustion instabilities can be assessed by the condition monitoring method, presented 
in this thesis. This is realised by performing a probabilistic and statistical analysis algorithm 
to assess in-service pressure measurements. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The impact of combustion instabilities was comprehensively linked to the structural 
domain by means of structural dynamics, structural health monitoring, fatigue, creep and 
fracture mechanics aspects. The methodologies and tools presented in this thesis are intended 
to contribute towards mechanical integrity of gas turbine engines under limit-cycle conditions. 
However, the multiphysical and interdisciplinary nature of this complex problem revealed 
various challenges during this research. In this section, recommendations are proposed for 
future work. 

The laboratory-scaled combustion system (LCS) is representative of a typical industrial 
gas turbine combustion system. The main advantages of this system are: scaled-down version, 
thus cheaper, usability, repeatability and well-studied geometry in the literature. However, 
some improvements in the design can significantly contribute to validation of the analyses. 
These aspects are: 

- The rectangular combustion liner in this system is assembled by welding two L-shaped 
profiles. Two corner-welds in the opposite sides along the liner length act as a stiffener thus 
increase the rigidity. This results in asymmetric structural response and significantly alters the 
structural dynamics. The welds were attempted to be modelled in the numerical analysis; 
however, the unknown material properties and the non-uniformity of the weld material used 
along the liner length hindered efforts for better accuracy. Therefore, it is recommended to 
either weld two U-shaped profiles along the smaller side of the liner, or to choose more robust 
assembly techniques with well-defined properties, such as laser beam welding. 

- In the design of a combustion system, it should be considered that even though the 
pressure peaks at higher-order harmonic frequencies had relatively smaller amplitudes, 
mechanical resonance can be generated when the frequency of the oscillation matches the 
structural eigenfrequencies. In industrial applications, this can lead to accelerated 
deterioration of the liner due to introducing resonance peak vibration to the system. 
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- When operation settings are changed during experiments, the combustion process 
requires sufficiently enough time to reach its state, stable or unstable, since the temperature 
plays a significant role in instabilities. However, monitoring the temperature hot gas flow 
would be misleading, since the reaction rate of the fluid temperature to the variation of the 
operating settings is faster than the structure temperature. Therefore, a sample point on the 
structure far away from the primary zone of the combustion system should be monitored and 
test data can be recorded after the surface temperature reaches a steady-state level. 

The accuracy of the results for the fracture mechanics analysis should be investigated. 
However, validation of the code with the standard test methods is not sufficient to capture the 
effects of unstable combustion. Therefore, a high-pressure combustion test rig should be used 
for a realistic experience that is challenging to control the test conditions. 

The lifetime prediction analysis can be integrated into two-way coupled fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) simulations to improve the accuracy of the results. However, this will 
significantly increase the computational time due to the solution of time-dependent creep 
damage, which is already a problem in FSI simulations. 
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